
ORDINANCE NO. 2010-12-068 

AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO BELLINGHAM'S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, REPLACING 
THE EXISTING MOUNT BAKER NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN WITH IRONGATE AND 
BARKLEY NEIGHBORHOOD PLANS, AND MODIFYING THE KING MOUNTAIN 
NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN AND ZONING TABLE (BMC 20.00.095), AND CREATING 
ZONING TABLES (BMC 20.00.015 AND 20.00.092), ZONING MAPS AND LAND USE 
MAPS FOR THE NEW NEIGHBORHOODS TO REFLECT THE NEW NAMES AND 
BOUNDARIES 

WHEREAS, the City of Bellingham has adopted 24 neighborhood plans as a component of 
the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan, including the Mount Baker Neighborhood plan; and 

WHEREAS, the City has a process to amend the comprehensive plan and the neighborhood 
plans once per year in accordance with BMC 20.20.060 and BMC 21 .10.150; and 

WHEREAS, in August of 2007, the City received a letter from the Mount Baker Neighborhood 
Association requesting consideration of splitting the current Mount Baker Neighborhood into 
two parts, Barkley and lrongate, to help better represent the residents and business owners 
who live in the area, and galvanize support and recognition for their neighborhood 
association; and 

WHEREAS, the Planning Director docketed review of Bellingham's northern neighborhood 
boundaries as part of the 2009 Comprehensive Plan Amendment process; and 

WHEREAS, on October 22, 2009, the Bellingham Planning Commission conducted a public 
hearing and approved an initial staff proposal to modify the northern neighborhood 
boundaries; and 

WHEREAS, neighborhood meetings were held with the Mount Baker and King Mountain 
Neighborhoods on February 13, 2010 and March 13, 201 O; and 

WHEREAS, the Mount Baker and King Mountain neighborhoods support the proposal, which 
will result in a clear public benefit by reducing the size of the neighborhoods and more 
accurately naming the neighborhoods, as well as updating information and references; and 

WHEREAS, the responsible official reviewed the proposed amendments under the 
procedures of the State Environmental Policy Act, and an Adoption of Existing Environmental 
Document was issued on March 31, 2010; and 

WHEREAS, the Bellingham Planning Commission held a public hearing on April 15, 2010 
and determined that the proposal complies with , and will implement the goals and policies of 
the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan; and 
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WHEREAS, the Bellingham Planning Commission recommended approval of the proposed 
amendments to the King Mountain Neighborhood Plan; zoning tables and maps, and 
replacement of the existing Mount Baker Neighborhood Plan with lrongate Neighborhood and 
Barkley Neighborhood Plans, zoning tables and maps and thereafter made Findings, 
Conclusions and a recommendation for adoption of the amendments; and 

WHEREAS, the Bellingham City Council held a public hearing on June 7, 2010 to consider 
the proposed amendments; and 

WHEREAS, the Bellingham City Council finds that the proposed amendments satisfy the 
BMC comprehensive plan amendment review criteria and, as a result, the Council hereby 
adopts_the Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Recommendations of the Bellingham Planning 
Commission: and 

NOW THEREFORE, THE CITY OF BELLINGHAM DOES ORDAIN: 

Section 1: The City Council hereby adopts the Findings of Fact, Conclusions and 
Recommendations of the Bellingham Planning Commission as shown in Attachment A. 

Section 2: The Mt. Baker Neighborhood Plan, zoning table (BMC 20.00.120), zoning map 
(BMC 20.00.12) and land use map are hereby repealed. 

Section 3: A new Barkley Neighborhood Plan is hereby adopted as a component of the 
Bellingham Comprehensive Plan as shown in Attachment B. 

Section 4: A new Barkley Neighborhood zoning table (BMC 20.00.015) is hereby adopted 
as shown in Attachment C. 

Section 5: A new Barkley Neighborhood zoning map (BMC 20.00.015) is hereby adopted as 
shown in Attachment D. 

Section 6: A new Barkley land use map is hereby adopted as a component of the 
Bellingham Comprehensive Plan as shown in Attachment E. 

Section 7: The King Mountain Neighborhood Plan is hereby amended as a component of 
the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan as shown in Attachment F. 

Section 8: The King Mountain Neighborhood zoning table (BMC 20.00.095) is hereby 
amended as shown in Attachment G. 

Section 9: The King Mountain Neighborhood zoning map (BMC 20.00.095) is hereby 
amended as shown in Attachment H. 

Section 10: The King Mountain Neighborhood Land Use Map is hereby amended as a 
component of the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan as shown in Attachment I. 
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Section 11: A new lrongate Neighborhood Plan is hereby adopted as a component of the 
Bellingham Comprehensive Plan as shown in Attachment J. 

Section 12: A new lrongate Neighborhood zoning table (BMC 20.00.092) is hereby adopted 
as shown in Attachment K. 

Section 13: A new lrongate Neighborhood zoning map (BMC 20.00.092) is hereby adopted 
as shown in Attachment L. 

Section 14: A new lrongate Neighborhood land use map is hereby adopted as a component 
of the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan as shown in Attachment M. 

APPROVED by me this pf'-day of cj11a1...-. '-<Y , 2010. 

JJvdl. 
Mayor 

ATTE 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Offi~ 

Published: 

December 17, 2010 
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ATTACHMENT A 

BELLINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

APRIL 15, 2010 

SUMMARY 

Following the public hearing and deliberation on the proposed amendments to modify the 
existing King Mountain Neighborhood Plan, zoning table and maps, and create two new 
neighborhoods, lrongate and Barkley, from the existing Mount Baker Neighborhood, including 
new plans, zoning tables and maps, the Bellingham Planning Commission has determined that 
the proposed amendments comply with, and will implement, the goals and policies of the 
Bellingham Comprehensive Plan and should be adopted. 

I. FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Project Description: 

In response to neighborhood association requests to reduce the size and revise the boundaries 
of the Guide Meridian/Cordata and Mount Baker Neighborhoods, the City initiated a review of 
Bellingham's northern neighborhood boundaries as part of the 2009 Comprehensive Plan 
amendment process. On October 22, 2009, Planning Commission conducted a public hearing 
and approved an initial staff proposal to modify the northern neighborhood boundaries. The 
technical work associated with the new boundaries was broken into two parts. The 
amendments will accomplish the following: 

1) Split the existing Mount Baker Neighborhood into two distinct neighborhoods, 
lrongate Neighborhood and Barkley Neighborhood, to more accurately reflect the 
use and shared issues of the residents and businesses within those areas. Add a 
small residential section of the existing Mt. Baker Neighborhood to the existing King 
Mountain Neighborhood. Update information and references contained in the plans. 

2) Modify the zoning tables of BMC 20.00.095 King Mountain Neighborhood Table of 
Zoning Regulations to reflect the revised boundaries and new area numbers. Split 
the existing BMC 20.00.120 Mt. Baker Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
into two new zoning tables using existing all existing information and updating the 
area numbers to create BMC 20.00.015 Barkley Neighborhood Table of Zoning 
Regulations and BMC 20.00.092 lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning 
Regulations. 

3} Modify and update the maps and plans in the King Mountain Neighborhood Plan and 
create new maps and plans for the lrongate and Barkley Neighborhood Plans to 
reflect the revised boundaries and new area numbers. 

2. Background Information/Procedural History: 
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On August 6, 2007, the Planning and Community Development Department received a letter 
from the Mount Baker Neighborhood Association requesting consideration of splitting the 
current Mount Baker Neighborhood into two parts, Barkley and lrongate, to help better represent 
the residents and business owners who Jive in the area, and galvanize support and recognition 
for their neighborhood association. 

The size of Bellingham's northern neighborhoods have become unwieldy and over-sized to 
successive annexations. Residents, property owners, business owners and neighborhood 
groups requested that the City evaluate the northern boundaries in an effort to make it easier to 
organize neighborhoods around shared goals and common interests. 

The Planning Director docketed review of Belling ham's northern neighborhood boundaries as 
part of the 2009 Comprehensive Plan Amendment process. The revised proposal was 
approved by the Planning Commission following a public hearing on October 22, 2009. 

A neighborhood meeting was held with the Mount Baker Neighborhood on February 13, 2010 at 
the Building Industry Association located at 1650 Baker Creek Place. A second neighborhood 
meeting with the King Mountain Neighborhood was held March 13, 2010 at the King Mountain 
Church located at 300 E Kellogg. 

The Planning Commission held a public hearing on the proposal on April 15, 2010. 

3. Public Comment: 

Notice of the Planning Commission hearing was mailed to all property owners within the existing 
Mount Baker Neighborhood, neighborhood representatives and associations, and Washington 
State Department of Commerce. The notice was also published in the Bellingham Herald. 
Neighborhood presentations on the boundary adjustment were favorably received. The Mayor's 
Neighborhood Advisory Commission issued written support for the proposal on March 24, 2010. 
(Additional public comment will be added). 

4. State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Determination if applicable: 

The project was issued an adoption of existing environmental document under the provisions of 
WAC 197-11-630. 

5. Consistency with the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan: 

The proposed amendments are consistent with the City's Comprehensive Plan, Growth · 
Management act and county-wide planning policies, and will be of benefit to the residents and 
business owners within the area, as well as to the community. 

6. Analysis under BMC 20.20.060.C 

The following was concluded when reviewing this neighborhood plan amendment proposal per 
BMC 20.20.060.C: 

1. The proposal is consistent with the City's Comprehensive Plan and State Growth 
Management Act. Revising the boundaries to better reflect the current use and 
zoning of this neighborhood, and updating information and references will result in a 
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public benefit to the residents and business owners within the area, and the 
neighborhood associations that represent. 

2. Since 1985, all land annexed to Bellingham has moved into the City's northern 
neighborhoods, except for a small parcel in the Yew Street area, resulting in the 
northern neighborhoods being some of the largest in the city. 

3. The proposed amendments do not change the land use designations or effect 
density. 

4. The proposed amendments do not have any impact on land use patterns nor do they 
have an environmental impact. 

5. The proposal is not a site specific proposal: therefore, the requested changes to the 
neighborhood plans, zoning tables and maps will not have an effect on current use of 
other properties in the vicinity. 

II. CONCLUSIONS: 

Based on the staff report and the information presented at the public hearing, the Planning 
Commission concludes: 

1) The proposed amendments to the King Mountain Neighborhood and creation of the new 
lrongate and Bari<ley Neighborhoods from the existing Mount Baker Neighborhood, and 
updating the information and references contained therein will result in a clear public 
benefit by reducing the size of the neighborhood to be easier to organize around shared 
goals and common interests: 

2) The proposed amendment bears a substantial relation to public health, safety, and 
welfare; 

3) The proposed amendment is consistent with the Growth Management Act; 

4) The proposed amendment is consistent with the countywide planning policies: 

5) The comprehensive plan will be internally consistent: 

6) The proposed amendment will result in long-term benefits to the community as a whole 
and is in the best interest of the community; and 

7) The proposed amendments comply with, and will implement, the goals and policies of 
the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan. 

Ill. RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Based on the findings and conclusion, the Bellingham Planning Commission recommends that 
the City Council approve the proposed amendments to the King Mount Neighborhood Plan, 
zoning table (BMC 20.00.095) and maps as shown in Attachment B, and adopt the new lrongate 
Neighborhood Plan, zoning table (BMC 20.00.092) and maps as shown in Attachment C, and 
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adopt the new Barkley Neighborhood Plan, zoning table (BMC 20.00.015) and maps as shown 
in Attachment D. 

... 

ADOPTED this \ 'J ~ day of __ ~-~------' 2010. 

Planning JJ;;;;cihai~ -
ATTEST: 

Recording Secretary 

City Attorney 
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BARKLEY NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN · 

I. NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER 

The Barkley Neighborhood was created in 2010 as part of the northern neighborhood 
boundary review project. Approval of a number of large annexations caused several of 
the north-end neighborhoods to grow very large. Some residents asked the City to 
review the boundaries of the Mt. Baker, Guide Meridian/Cordata, Meridian and King 
Mountain neighborhoods in 2009. As a result, the Mt. Baker Neighborhood was divided 
into two new neighborhoods in 2010, lrongate and Barkley. 

The Barkley Neighborhood contains 814 acres located primarily south of Sunset Drive 
and north of the Roosevelt and Alabama Hill neighborhoods. It has a mix of land uses, 
including regional scale commercial development at Sunset/I-5 interchange (Sunset 
Square). The focal point of the neighborhood however, is the Barkley urban village 
development located around the Woburn/Barkley Boulevard intersection. This 
development is one of the first urban villages to be built in the city. It includes a mix of 
industrial, retail, professional offices, and residential development. 

Residential development in the neighborhood was facilitated by the mid-1990s 
construction of Barkley Boulevard from Britton Road to Orleans Street. This opened up 
the west-facing slope of Alabama Hill where a number of subdivision have been built. 
Barkley Boulevard is flanked by new homes with expansive city and bay views as it 
winds up Alabama Hill. 

The existing character of the neighborhood, as well as the presence of open space 
areas, trails and view corridors continue to be valued by neighborhood residents. 
Careful consideration in developing zoning designations and in reviewing projects for 
zoning compliance should continue to emphasize and preserve these characteristics. 

II. PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE 

The City is creating an open space network that connects neighborhoods, parks, 
schools and commercial centers. This has been due, in part, to the Greenways Levies 
which provided funding for parks and greenways. Sensitive wetland areas have been 
preserved for water quality, wildlife habitat, and other open space benefits. 

Open space planning continues in neighborhoods where undeveloped land still exists. 
The advantage of identifying a desired pattern of open space is that it is more usable, it 
is integrated with other land uses, and it lends predictability to development. 

Goal No. 1 An integrated open space and trail system should continue to be 
implemented as defined in the Parks, Recreation and Open Space chapter of the 
Bellingham Comprehensive Plan and the North Bellingham Trail Plan. 
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Key open space features in this neighborhood include the Fever Creek and a small 
portion of the Squalicum Creek corridors, wetlands, forested backdrops, and view 
corridors. Not only are many of these areas unsuitable for development, they serve 
important environmental functions that are worthy of protection. 

In the eastern portion of the neighborhood the character has changed dramatically due 
to the 1994 construction of the arterial Barkley Boulevard. This opened up the west
facing slope of Alabama Hill where dense residential development has taken the place 
of forested slopes. Barkley Boulevard winds up the hill and is flanked by new homes 
with expansive city and bay views. Extensive clearing for development has diminished 
the backdrop of the forested hillsides. 

Goal No. 2 New development should implement strategies to preserve healthy trees on 
hillsides where views are desired. 

At the bottom, or central section of Barkley Boulevard, commercial development has 
taken place as part of the "Barkley urban village". In 1987, a single landowner cleared 
approximately 200 acres in this vicinity in preparation for mixed-use development. 
Once the area had access from the construction of Barkley Boulevard, the Barkley 
Village shopping center was developed, bringing retail, offices and personal services to 
a vast and growing residential area. A designated open space delineates the perimeter 
in the form of vegetated buffers ranging in width from 50-feet to 100-feet. 

These open space buffers are characterized by a mix of primarily deciduous native 
vegetation, including cottonwood, alder, birch, elderberry, and snowberry, to name a 
few. Impacts on buffers from adjacent development include visual and functional 
problems as a result of drainage changes and root compaction from fill. The result is an 
appearance of decline that is primarily concentrated along the "edge" adjacent to the 
impact. The buffers in this area are regenerating and functioning as wildlife habitat, 
visual and noise barriers, and open space/backdrops for the areas of development. 

Goal No. 3 Existing buffers with native vegetation around the Barkley Urban Village 
should be retained and enhanced where needed with additional vegetation, especially 
conifers and other native species. 

Goal No. 4 Landscaping and passive recreation areas may be developed within the 
buffers if specifically approved through the planned development process. 
Development in buffers should not be allowed if it can result in a decline of vegetation in 
the buffer or reduce the effectiveness of the buffer. Development adjacent to the 
buffers should consider stormwater and buffer impacts. 

The network of trails make this part of the Barkley Neighborhood pedestrian friendly. 
Starting with the well-established Railroad Trail forming a portion of the neighborhood's 
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southeast border, the network connects residences near Fever Creek and Roosevelt 
School to the forested Northridge Park and Klipsun Pond found up the hill adjacent to 
the newer subdivisions. It also serves as a bicycle/pedestrian "arterial" to areas outside 
the neighborhood, from downtown to Whatcom Falls Park. 

Goal No. 5 A trail network that provides connections to existing trails or creates 
pedestrian connections to neighborhood amenities should be planned for and provided 
as development occurs. The Open Space, Parks and Recreation element of the 
comprehensive plan recommends the construction and maintenance of trails as a 
citywide network of trail corridors and greenways. 

Fever Creek flows southwest in this area. Its corridor and associated wetlands have 
been kept intact intentionally because of its value to the neighborhood. The City owns 
an 8-acre parcel along the creek that includes the Fever Creek Wildlife Pond (also 
called the St. Clair Detention Basin). While a detention dam was built on the creek in 
1984, the 3-acre pond and upland system were created in 1993 to mitigate the loss of 
wetlands from the construction of Barkley Boulevard. 

Along the eastern boundary of the neighborhood is the 43-acre North ridge Park and 
associated greenways. This former Department of Natural Resources property acts as 
a forested greenway for an otherwise densely developed neighborhood. Several small 
wetlands and a short trail segment are located here. 

Buffering adjacent areas from the view, noise, and odor of Interstate 5 is another priority 
relating to open space and quality of life issues in this neighborhood and for the 
traveling public. 

Goal No. 6 A landscaped berm and/or buffer should be established and maintained 
along the length of Interstate 5 through the neighborhood. 
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Ill. PUBLIC FACILITIES AND UTILITIES 

Drainage 

The drainage from this neighborhood utilizes the Whatcom/Fever Creek Basin. In 
general, the natural drainage corridors should be retained to the greatest extent 
possible. These natural drainage ways provide needed flood storage, conveyance and 
natural habitat. 

Stormwater management is required throughout the City to mitigate the effects of 
increased runoff and water pollution. 

Water 

Most of the water system elements in this area are fairly new and consequently in good 
condition. One issue is that the neighborhood varies from 100 to 700 feet in elevation. 
This wide range presents problems in configuring a water distribution system that has 
proper pressure range and capacity. Presently, the area is served by four different sub 
systems. Long range planning for the area includes significant revisions to the existing 
systems. Developments should construct new infrastructure components consistent 
with the City's Comprehensive Water Plan. 

Sanitary Sewer 

Sewage facilities in this neighborhood have been recently constructed. Because of this, 
the condition of the system is mostly good to excellent. The City is in the process of 
updating information for a Comprehensive Sewer Plan that should be utilized in the 
planning of new sewerage works. 

Gravity sewer service is available to most existing parcels within the neighborhood. The 
industrial area along East Bakerview Road has hydraulic capacity downstream for 
continued growth. 
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IV. CIRCULATION 

Arterials 

The dominant circulation routes providing arterial access in the Barkley Neighborhood 
are Sunset Drive (SR 542), Barkley Boulevard, Woburn Street, Orleans Street and 
McLeod Road. Sunset Drive is the second_ busiest arterial in the city next to Meridian 
Street. In 2007, Sunset Drive carried over 32,000 vehicles per day at the Interstate 5 
intersection and nearly 25,000 vehicles per day at the Woburn/Sunset intersection. 

Truck traffic could be diverted off Sunset Drive by constructing a new connection 
between the Sunset and Bakerview Road in the lrongate Neighborhood. Bakerview is a 
principle arterial that serves the lrongate industrial area, has a freeway interchange at 1-
5, and leads directly to the Bellingham International Airport and its associated industrial 
areas. 

Goal No. 7 A connection from Sunset Drive to Bakerview Road should be constructed 
and Bakerview Road should be upgraded to primary arterial/truck route standards 
(where not already completed), in order to serve truck traffic presently using the Mt. 
Baker Highway/ Sunset Drive. 

Barkley Boulevard is a parallel east-west arterial corridor between Britton Road and 
Orleans Street that has helped to alleviate some of the existing PM peak congestion on 
Sunset Drive. However, commuter traffic into and out of Bellingham via Hannegan Road 
and Mount Baker Highway increases each year. 

McLeod Road has been upgraded to collector arterial status and extended west to 
Sunset Drive. Continued residential growth and the addition of Squalicum High School 
and Northern Heights Elementary increased the dependence on this road as a 
neighborhood collector and warranted the installation of a new traffic signal and left-turn 
lanes at the Sunset Drive intersection. 

North-south oriented secondary arterials include the Orleans Street and the Woburn
Hannegan corridor. Chandler Parkway provides a neighborhood collector linking 
McLeod Road and Barkley Boulevard. 

Construction of St. Clair Street may be required as part of the development of the area 
south of Sunset Drive between Woburn and St. Clair Streets. If this street is developed 
and depending on the level of development in the area, a traffic signal may be required 
at the Sunset Drive/St. Clair Street intersection. 

Goal No. 8 St. Clair Street should be extended northward from Barkley Boulevard to 
Sunset Drive. A traffic signal may be required at the intersection of Sunset Drive and 
St. Clair Street. St. Clair Street will be designated a collector arterial. 

Construction of St. Clair Street south of Barkley Boulevard as a through street to 
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Alabama Street shall not be allowed. 

Goal No. 9 St. Clair Street shall not be extended south of Barkley Boulevard across the 
railroad trail. 

Construction of a driveway within the Racine Street right-of-way to provide a secondary 
access to serve the Bellingham Christian School will be allowed to cross the old railroad 
ROW and eventually connect to Barkley Boulevard. No public right-of-way shall be 
allowed to connect between Sunset Drive and Barkley Boulevard in the vicinity of 
Racine Street. 

Goal No. 10 Racine Street shall not connect north of Barkley Boulevard to Sunset 
Drive. 

Residential Streets 

Residential street standards shall be as follows: 

Goal No. 11 The appropriate residential street standard in this neighborhood is a 28-
foot wide street with curbs, gutters, storm drainage, a planting strip and sidewalks. 
Streets traversing steep slopes may be allowed less width and fewer sidewalks. 

Bicycle Facilities 

The Barkley Neighborhood has the potential for providing bike friendly surroundings and 
convenient bike travel corridors that are used for both recreation and commuting. The 
key to realizing this potential is considering how bikes would affect and be affected by 
future plans and developments. Bike corridors in this neighborhood should also be 
consistent with those in other neighborhoods to provide a citywide system. By making 
the area more accessible and secure for bicycle travel, residents of the neighborhood 
and the city benefit. 

There are several formal and informal bicycle links in the neighborhood that form the 
basis of a bicycle route network. These should be upgraded and maintained as all
weather bike/pedestrian paths and routes. The near term emphasis should be to work 
to build the links between the pieces to provide a safe, secure network of bicycle 
facilities. Curb ramps must be provided wherever a path intersects with streets. 
Bollards should be installed to prevent motorized traffic where necessary. Some of the 
existing roads appear to be of sufficient width and traffic volume to provide safe biking 
corridors at this time. Future in-fills, developments, ana street upgrades may require 
striping of bike lanes and on-street parking restrictions to maintain safe bike routes. 
Parking for bicycles should be provided in any commercial development in accordance 
with the City's parking requirements. 

A network of bike facilities is proposed to assist bicycle travel throughout the 
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neighborhood. Since there are limited connections to the county and to the west (under 
and over Interstate 5) to the shopping and recreation areas of the city; these few links 
will always have some bicycle traffic and are potential bottlenecks. Wherever possible, 
alternatives without heavy truck and automobile traffic should be considered. The 
following is a list of specific improvement actions are needed in the Barkley 
Neighborhood: 

Goal No. 12 
A. Construct a trail connecting Barkley Boulevard south to the north end of St. Clair 
Street with connections at the Railroad Trail. 

B. Construct a connector trail or designated bike/pedestrian route from Hannegan Road 
to Mcleod Road. 

C. Construct a trail connecting Mcleod Road with the proposed Baker to Bay Trail. 
The connection should be near the Interstate 5 railway underpass. Any creek crossing 
would entail construction of a bridge or culvert. 

D. Construct a trail connecting Orleans Street to the Railroad Trail. This connection 
should be developed eastward along the old C.M.SP and P. Railroad right-of-way and 
southward along the western boundary of areas 13 and 16. 
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V. Barkley Urban Village 

Introduction 

Bellingham's 2006 Comprehensive Plan and the associated Environmental Impact 
Statement identified an Urban Village in the vicinity of Barkley Boulevard and Woburn 
Street. Urban villages are intended to provide a range of employment and service 
opportunities and accommodate higher density development. A core for this urban 
village has been established at the southeast corner of Barkley Boulevard and Woburn 
Street, in subareas 18 and 19 with the development of Barkley Village. Future 
development in the subareas surrounding this core will further define this urban village. 
Subareas 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19 are hereafter referred to as the Barkley urban 
village. 

The Barkley urban village should be recognized as a unique mixed use area with a 
distinct boundary. Further planning in this center should be done, and should focus on 
physical design objectives including circulation planning for pedestrians, bicycles and 
vehicles; site and building design guidelines; and protection and integration of natural 
systems and amenities. 

Substantial residential development within walking distance of commercial businesses, 
offices, and light industrial employment opportunities are an important component in the 
success of this urban village. Multi-use buildings, incorporating residential , commercial 
and compatible industrial uses should be encouraged. Different types of uses are 
permitted throughout the urban village. Careful consideration should be given to 
development guidelines to ensure compatibility between different uses within the center 
and also between the uses in the center and the existing neighborhoods abutting this 
urban village. 

Development Guidelines - Purpose: The following concepts form the basis for the 
Barkley Urban Village (BUV) development and design policies: 

1. Identity: 

2. Connectivity: 
3. Boundaries: 

4. Natural Systems: 

5. Design: 

Identification of this area as a unique mixed-use center with 
its own function and design identity. 
Implementation of a multi-model circulation plan. 
Definition of BUV boundaries and provisions of an 
appropriate interface with adjacent land use areas. 
Preservation of natural topographic features and systems 
and use of these elements in development design. 
Encouragement of public and private facility designs that 
enhance pedestrian access, ensure compatibility between 
uses and promote the design identity of the BUV. 

The specific design and development guidelines are included in the Barkley 
Neighborhood zoning table section of the Land Use ~nd Development Code. 
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Barkley Neighborhood Land Use Map 
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SECTION VI. SUBAREA DESCRIPTIONS AND LAND USE DESIGNATIONS 

The Barkley Neighborhood was created in 2010 as part of the northern neighborhood 
boundary review project. Approval of a number of large annexations caused several of 
the north-end neighborhoods to grow very large. Some residents asked the City to 
review the boundaries of the Mt. Baker, Guide Meridian/Cordata, Meridian and King 
Mountain neighborhoods. As a result, the Mt. Baker Neighborhood was divided into two 
new neighborhoods in 2010, lrongate and Barkley. 

The Barkley Neighborhood's 814 acres are divided into 15 distinct subareas allowing a 
diverse range of uses from low-density single family residences to large commercial and 
industrial developments. The acreage in each type of zoning is listed below. 

Area 1 

Residential Single 
Residential Multi 
Commercial 
Industrial 
Commercial/Industrial 
Commercial/Industrial/Res. Multi 
Industrial/Res. Multi 
Public 
Total 

90 
312 

54 
97 
25 
62 
70 

104 
814 acres 

Area 1, extending along Sunset Drive from St. Clair Street to the City Limits, consists of 
approximately 53 acres. Existing development in this area is single family homes 
fronting on Sunset Drive. 

AREA 1 LAND USE DESIGNATION: SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL, LOW DENSITY 

Area 2 

This 130-acre subarea is located in the eastern portion of the neighborhood. 
Residential development, both single family and multi family has occurred in this area in 
recent years. The eastern portion of the subarea has moderate to steep hillsides 
sloping upward to the east. 

A proposed trail would route pedestrians throughout this area and connecting to the 
Klipsun Trail in Area 24. The Bristol Heights and Meadow Woods open space areas 
have been designated as a possible park site. 
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AREA 2 LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, LOW DENSITY 

Area 3 

This 33-acre area is bounded by Sunset Drive on the south, James Street on the west, 
Woodstock Way on the north, and Orleans Street on the east. The site is the location of 
the Sunset Square shopping center. Uses within the shopping center include movie 
theaters, grocery store, and several restaurants and retail stores. Some development 
sites remain. 

AREA 3 LAND USE DESIGNATION: COMMERCIAL 

Area 4 

This two-acre area includes the northeast, southeast and southwest corners of the 
intersection of Sunset Drive and Orleans Street. Existing development in the area 
includes two gas stations, a convenience store, a snow sports rental and sales shop, 
and a single-family residence. 

Redevelopment of the property at the northeast corner of Sunset Drive and Orleans 
Street to include the property to the east shall be subject to the requirements specified 
in a concomitant agreement. 

AREA4 LAND USE DESIGNATION: COMMERCIAL 

Area 5 

This 24-acre multi-family area is bounded by Barkley Boulevard on the north, East 
Illinois Street on the south, Racine and Pacific Streets on the west, and the Barkley 
urban village on the east. Single family and multifamily development has occurred in 
this area. These developments have been required to set aside wetlands as open 
space. Open space areas should continue to be connected in order to create a 
contiguous corridor. · 

AREAS LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, MEDIUM DENSITY 
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Area 6 

Area 6, located along Sunset Drive east of Orleans Street, consists of approximately 32 
acres. Redevelopment of these properties with multi-family structures has occurred in 
recent years. Traffic volumes along Sunset Drive continue to make ingress and egress 
to these multi-family units difficult. Care should be taken to restrict the number of 
driveways along this arterial street. 

Bellingham Christian School is located in the eastern portion of the subarea at the 
southeast corner of Sunset Drive and Racine Street. Access to the school is currently 
provided via Sunset Drive and the improved portion of Racine Street abutting the site. 
The need for additional access south of the school to Barkley Boulevard is recognized. 

Two driveways shall be permitted to cross the planned trail south of the school site. 
One to serve Bellingham Christian School, and the other to serve the landlocked 
property to the west (if this property is sold and combined with other properties which 
currently have access, then no driveway will be pennitted). In the event the school 
relocates and the use of the site changes, continued use of the access to Barkley 
Boulevard will be subject to review by the Planning and Community Development 
Department and the Public Works Department and may not be allowed. 

AREA 6 LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, HIGH DENSITY 

Area 7 

Area 7 is located north of Barkley Boulevard, south of the old C.M.S.P. and P. Railroad 
right-of-way, and west of the Barkley urban village. The area contains 15 acres and is 
characterized by moderate slopes and a mature deciduous and coniferous forest. 
Several isolated wetlands are found in this area with the largest located west of Racine 
Street. A one-acre park shall be dedicated to the City adjacent to the wetlands and tied 
into the City's Trail Plan. 

The proximity of developing employment and shopping centers along with the relative 
lack of environmental constraints make this area suitable for medium density single and 
multi-family use. The planned qualifier part of the zoning designation and density 
transfer provisions are intended to allow flexibility in designing development around the 
wetlands, preserve significant stands of trees and provide for the park dedication while 
still taking advantage of the significant infrastructure capacity present in this area. In 
order to accomplish this, residential density may be transferred across Racine Street to 
the east, and/or into the areas within the Barkley Urban Village that allow residential 
development. A maximum of 196 units may be transferred to the Barkley Urban Village. 
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AREA 7 LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, HIGH DENSITY 

Area 8 

This six (6) acre area is located south of Sunset Drive, east of the Mount Baker Post 
Office. Currently, these properties are developed with single family homes that are 
increasingly affected by traffic and noise from Sunset Drive and the adjacent post office. 
A Residential Multi Planned zoning designation that allows for a mix of offices, personal 
service facilities, and residential uses is appropriate. This designation is intended to 
allow redevelopment that will become a transition zone between the post office and the 
residential zone to the east. As such, any proposed redevelopment plan must address 
how this transition is being accomplished. If the first planned contract does not cover 
all the property within the subarea, its provisions will include specific requirements that 
allow the entire area to carry out its intent as a transition area between commercial 
areas to the west and residential areas to the east. Requirements will include joint 
access to all parcels within the subarea, and may contain other provisions addressing 
site design and site components. 

Commercial office and service uses in this area should only be developed if a majority 
of the property within the area is covered under a single development plan and contract. 
Up to 50% of the property may be developed with building and parking areas for 
commercial office or personal service facilities. Buildings for non-residential uses 
should be limited to 10,000 square feet in area. To encourage mixed-use development, 
this size limit should not apply to buildings where 50% of the structure is devoted to 
residential dwelling units. 

Access to Sunset Drive should be limited and right-of-way dedicated for future 
improvements to Sunset Drive. Access points and amount of dedication will be 
determined during the planned contract process by the Public Works Department. 

The zoning in this area sets residential density at 2,000 square feet per unit. Standard 
planned residential setbacks may be eliminated where residential development abuts a 
residential general use type. Setbacks for commercial uses shall not be reduced. 
Screening between commercial and abutting residential designations will be required. 
Screening between commercial and residential uses within this area is not required. 

A trail is planned along the railroad right-of-way that defines the southern boundary of 
this area. 

AREA 8 LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, HIGH DENSITY 
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Area 9 

This 23-acre multi family area is located along Sunset Drive west of Woburn Street. 
Redevelopment of this area with multi-family structures has occurred in recent years. 
Similar to Area 10, traffic volumes along Sunset Drive continue to make ingress and 
egress to these multi-family units difficult. Continued care should be taken to restrict the 
number of driveways along this arterial street. 

There are steep slopes down to the Squalicum Valley floodplain in the northern section 
of this area. 

AREA 9 LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, HIGH DENSITY 

Area 10 

Area 10 consists of approximately eight (8) acres located west of Hannegan Road, 
north of Sunset Drive. The base of the slope defines the northern boundary of this area. 
Due to its location at the intersection of Hannegan Road and Sunset Drive and the 
floodplain and wetland restrictions on the bottomland portion of this parcel, a Planned 
Residential Multi zoning designation that allows offices is appropriate. 

Care should be taken during the development of this property to ensure the least impact 
to Sunset Drive, Hannegan Road and the intersection of these two streets. Only one 
vehicle access to the site shall be allowed. This access will be from Sunset Drive in a 
location approved by the Public Works Department. Right-of-way dedication for future 
improvements to Sunset Drive will be required. Dedication and access requirements 
should be approved by Public Works during the planned contract process. 

Residential development in the area should be located so as to minimize the effects of 
traffic noise to future residents, while taking advantage of views of the Squalicum Valley 
to the north. The zoning establishes a density of 2,000 square feet per dwelling unit, 
consistent with properties to the south and west. Property dedicated for street purposes 
may be included in the overall square footage of the site for determining the maximum 
number of potential dwelling units. 

AREA 10 LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, HIGH DENSITY 

Area 11 

This approximately 15-acre area is located at the east of Hannegan Road and north of 
Sunset Drive. St. Clair Street forms the eastern boundary. Similar to Area 10, traffic at 
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the intersection of Hannegan Road and Sunset Drive along with the presence of 
industrial zoning to the south, make this area undesirable for single family use. A 
Planned Residential-Multi designation that allows offices is appropriate. 

Care should be taken during the development of this property to ensure the least impact 
to Sunset Drive, Hannegan Road and the intersection of these two streets. Vehicle 
access to the site will be from Sunset Drive in locations approved by the Public Works 
Department. Right-of-way dedication is needed for future improvements to Sunset 
Drive. Dedication and access requirements will be determined by the Public Works 
Department during the planned contract process. 

Residential development in the area should be located on site so as to minimize the 
effects of traffic and noise to future residents, while taking advantage of views of the 
Squalicum Valley to the north. The zoning designation is for residential development at 
2,000 square feet per dwelling unit, consistent with properties to the west. Property 
dedicated for street purposes may be included in the overall square footage of the site 
for determining the maximum number of potential dwelling units. 

AREA 11 LAND USE DESIGNATION: MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, HIGH DENSITY 

Area 12 

This four- (4) acre Planned Commercial area lies along the southern boundary of 
Sunset Drive, across from Sunset Square. Existing development in the area includes a 
gas station, carwash, and drive through eatery. The old railroad right-of-way that 
defines the southern boundary of this area has been designated for use as a pedestrian 
trail and buffer. 

AREA 12 LAND USE DESIGNATION: COMMERCIAL 

Area 13 

This 51-acre area is located east and west of Woburn Street. This area is part of the 
Barkley Urban Village and as such is appropriate for limited Planned Industrial uses. 

A 100-foot buffer of undisturbed vegetation shall be maintained in areas adjoining 
residential uses in Areas 6, 7, and 9 provided that a trail may be constructed in the 
easterly 50 feet of the buffer along the western boundary of the area south of the old 
railroad right-of-way if the following conditions are satisfied . The exact location of this 
trail connection will be determined by the Parks and Recreation Department, taking into 
account the existing drainage patterns in the area, as well as the location of large or 
healthy trees that should be saved. Prior to construction of the trail , Talbot Investment 
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Company shall work to improve the function of this buffer by cleaning out dead and 
diseased trees and planting additional evergreen trees. Any work in the buffer should 
be done in conjunction with a landscaping plan approved by the Planning and 
Community Development Department and the Parks and Recreation Department. This 
plan must be in place prior to the issuance of building permits for any projects in this 
area. Enhancement planting called out in this plan must be completed prior to the 
issuance of any Certificate of Occupancies for the projects. No buffer is required along 
the boundaries adjoining Areas 14, 15, 16, 17 and 25. 

Design criteria identified in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning table section of the Land 
Use and Development Code shall apply to this area. Additionally, development shall 
meet all criteria and any subsequent changes to the criteria in the other applicable 
sections of the Land Use and Development Code. 

Although the topography is relatively level, clay soils and interrupted drainage patterns 
necessitate that drainage be of special concern in development plans. 

Access to this area from Woburn Street and Barkley Boulevard should be limited, 
coordinated with other access points and located an appropriate distance from the 
intersection of the arterials. Construction of Burns Street shall take place when demand 
warrants, as determined by the Department of Public Works. Construction shall occur 
in the southern portion of the right-of-way west of Woburn Street. Evergreen trees 
should be planted in the northern portion of the right-of-way adjacent to Area 9 to 
improve the function of the remaining buffer. 

All uses, whether permitted or conditional, should be conducted in a manner that 
precludes nuisances, hazards, or commonly recognized offensive conditions or 
characteristics, including creation or emission of dust, gas, smoke, noise, fumes, odors, 
vibrations, particulate matter, chemical compound, electrical disturbance, humidity, 
heat, cold, glare, or excessive night illumination. Prior to issuance of a building permit 
or occupancy permit, or at any other time, the Planning Director should be empowered 
to require evidence that adequate controls, measures, or devices have been provided to 
ensure and protect the public interest, health, comfort, convenience, safety, and general 
welfare from such nuisance, hazard, or offensive condition. 

AREA 13 LANO USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 14 

This area is generally located south of East Sunset Drive between Area 25 and St. Clair 
Street and consists of approximately 40.5 acres. The area is zoned Planned Industrial 
with the same uses as Area 13, except that existing single family homes are permitted 
uses. 
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Most of the land abutting Sunset Drive is currently developed with older single family 
homes. A radio station is also located in this area. The remainder of the area is vacant. 
The area is generally flat, however, clay soils and interrupted drainage patterns 
necessitate that stormwater management be of special concern . Any development 
should be integrated into the two regional detention and stormwater treatment systems 
that currently serve development in the vicinity of Barkley and Woburn Streets. Some 
wetlands are located in the undeveloped areas south of Sunset Drive. 

Development shall be restricted to the existing single family zoning until five lane 
improvements to Sunset Drive are completed or an alternative access plan is developed 
and constructed prior to or concurrent with the planned industrial development. The 
Planning and Community Development Department and the Public Works Department 
must approve any alternative access plan. Construction of Burns Street east of Woburn 
Street shall take place when demand warrants, as determined by the Public Works 
Department. Property owners shall pay their fair share for the construction of this street 
at the time it's built. No removal of healthy vegetation or site re-grading shall take place 
~xcept in response to a specific development proposal. Buildings may be removed. 

Design criteria identified in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning table section of the Land 
Use and Development Code shall apply to this area. Additionally, development shall 
meet all criteria and any subsequent changes to the criteria in the other applicable 
sections of the Land Use and Development Code. 

All uses, whether permitted or conditional, should be conducted in a manner that 
precludes nuisances, hazards, or commonly recognized offensive conditions or 
characteristics, including creation or emission of dust, gas, smoke, noise, fumes, odors, 
vibrations, particulate matter, chemical compound, electrical disturbance, humidity, 
heat, cold, glare, or excessive night illumination. Prior to issuance of a building permit 
or occupancy permit, or at any other time, the Planning Director should be empowered 
to require evidence that adequate controls, measures, or devices have been provided to 
ensure and protect the public interest, health, comfort, convenience, safety, and general 
welfare from such nuisance, hazard, or offensive condition. Additionally, to ensure 
compatibility between uses in this area and the remainder of Areas 13 and 20, no 
structure containing primary businesses of warehousing and distribution shall be located 
within 300 feet of the south and east line of Area 14. St. Clair Street may carry both 
residential and industrial traffic between Sunset and Barkley. Care should be taken to 
designing internal road networks, which discourage industrial traffic from passing 
through residential areas. 

AREA 14 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 
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Area 15 

This nine- (9) acre area located east of Woburn Street between Rim land Drive and 
Barkley Boulevard is part of the Barkley Urban Development Center. Zoning for this 
area is a mix of Planned Commercial and Planned Industrial. The nine acres of allowed 
stand-alone commercial development in this area may be transferred to Areas 16 and 
17 . If commercial acreage is transferred to other areas, commercial uses on that 
acreage shall only be allowed as part of a mixed-use building or a mix of uses in the 
subarea where no more than 25% of the building or subarea may be dedicated to 
commercial uses. 

Design criteria identified in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning table section of the Land 
Use and Development Code shall apply to this area. Additionally, development shall 
meet all criteria and any subsequent changes to the criteria in the other applicable 
sections of the Land Use and Development Code. 

Drainage conditions should be fully understood and planned for prior to development of 
this area. The necessary drainage control facilities should be built as development 
occurs. 

Access to the area from Woburn Street and Barkley Boulevard should be limited, 
coordinated with other access points onto the arterials, and located an appropriate 
distance from the intersection of those two arterials. 

All industrial uses, whether permitted or conditional, should be conducted in such a 
manner so as to preclude any nuisance, hazard, or commonly recognized offensive 
conditions or characteristics, including creation or emission of dust, gas, smoke, noise, 
fumes, odors, vibrations, particulate matter, chemical compounds, electric disturbance, 
humidity, heat, cold, glare, or excessive night illumination. Prior to issuance of a 
building permit or occupancy permit, or at any other time, the Planning Director should 
be empowered to require evidence that adequate controls, measures, or devices have 
been provided to ensure and protect the public interest, health, comfort, convenience, 
safety, and general welfare from such nuisance, hazard, or offensive condition. 

AREA 15 LAND USE DESIGNATION: COMMERCIAU INDUSTRIAL 

Area 16 

This 28.7-acre area is located west of Woburn Street and south of Barkley Boulevard, 
within the Barkley Urban Village. Zoning for this area is mixed-use, providing for 
commercial , industrial, and residential development. 

Design criteria identified in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning table section of the Land 
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Use and Development Code shall apply to this area. Additionally, development shall 
meet all criteria and any subsequent changes to the criteria in the other applicable 
sections of the Land Use and Development Code. 

A 100-foot buffer of undisturbed vegetation shall be maintained in areas adjoining 
residential uses in Area 5 of this neighborhood and in Area 1 of the Roosevelt 
Neighborhood, provided that a trail may be constructed in the easterly 50 feet of the 
buffer along the western boundary of the area if the following conditions are satisfied. 
The exact location of this trail connection shall be determined by the Parks and 
Recreation Department and shall take into account the existing drainage patterns in the 
area, as well as the location of large or healthy trees that should be saved. Prior to 
construction of the trail, Talbot Investment Company shall work to improve the function 
of this buffer by cleaning out dead and diseased trees and planting additional evergreen 
trees. Any work in the buffer should be done in conjunction with a landscaping plan 
approved by the Planning and Community Development Department and the Parks and 
Recreation Department. This plan must be in place prior to the issuance of building 
permits for any projects in this area. Enhancement planting called out in this plan must 
be completed prior to the issuance of any Certificate of Occupancies for the projects. 

A 100-foot buffer along the southern boundary of this area (E. Illinois Street) shall be 
maintained. A reduction in this buffer may be allowed subject to specific site plan 
review and approval by the Planning Commission if uses developed in this area are 
deemed compatible with established uses to the south. No reduction in the buffer will 
be allowed unless it is determined that the site plan meets the intent of the buffer and 
the design guidelines outlined in Section 5 of this plan. Development of a trail in this 
buffer is also subject to specific site plan review and approval by the Planning 
Commission. 

Although the topography is relatively level, clay soils and interrupted drainage patterns 
necessitate that drainage be of special concern in development plans. 

Access to the area from Woburn Street and Barkley Boulevard should be limited, 
coordinated with other access points onto the arterials, and located an appropriate 
distance from the intersection of those two arterials. Access to E. Illinois Street may be 
allowed for residential development, through planned development review process, 
provided the effects on the buffer are minimal. 

All industrial uses, whether permitted or conditional, should be conducted in such a 
manner so as to preclude any nuisance, hazard, or commonly recognized offensive 
conditions or characteristics, including creation or emission of dust, gas, smoke, noise, 
fumes, odors, vibrations, particulate matter, chemical compounds, electric disturbance, 
humidity, heat, cold, glare, or excessive night illumination. Prior to issuance of a 
building permit or occupancy permit, or at any other time, the Planning Director should 
be empowered to require evidence that adequate controls, measures, or devices have 
been provided to ensure and protect the public interest, health, comfort, convenience, 
safety, and general welfare from such nuisance, hazard, or offensive condition. 
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Area 16 Land Use Designation: Industrial/Commercial/Multifamily Residential, 
Medium Density 

Area 17 

This 23-acre area is located on the east side of Woburn Street, east of Areas 13, 15, 18, 
and 19 and is part of the Barkley Urban Village. Zoning for this area is mixed-use, 
providing for commercial, industrial and residential development. 

Design criteria identified in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning table section of the Land 
Use and Development Code shall apply to this area. Additionally, development shall 
meet all criteria and any subsequent changes to the criteria in the other applicable 
sections of the Land Use and Development Code. 

A 100-foot buffer of undisturbed vegetation shall be maintained along the southern 
boundary of this area where it adjoins residential designations. 

Although the topography is relatively level, clay soils and interrupted drainage patterns 
necessitate that drainage be of special concern in development plans. 

Access to the area from Barkley Boulevard and St. Clair Street should be limited and 
coordinated with other access points onto these arterials. 

All industrial uses, whether permitted or conditional, should be conducted in such a 
manner so as to preclude any nuisance, hazard, or commonly recognized offensive 
conditions or characteristics, including creation or emission of dust, gas, smoke, noise, 
fumes, odors, vibrations, particulate matter, chemical compounds, electric disturbance, 
humidity, heat, cold, glare, or excessive night illumination. Prior to issuance of a 
building permit or occupancy permit, or at any other time, the Planning Director should 
be empowered to require evidence that adequate controls, measures, or devices have 
peen provided to ensure and protect the public interest, health, comfort, convenience, 
safety, and general welfare from such nuisance, hazard, or offensive condition. 

AREA 17 LAND USE DESIGNATION: 

Areas 18 & 19 

INDUSTRIALlCOMMERCIALlMULTIFAMIL Y RESIDENTIAL, 
MEDIUM DENSITY 

Areas 18 and 19 consists of approximately 13 acres and are located at the southeast 
corner of Barkley Boulevard and Woburn Streets. These areas are currently developed 
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with the Haggen Grocery Store and Barkley Village. As such, they define the core of 
the Barkley Urban Village. 

Although the topography is relatively level, clay soils and interrupted drainage patterns 
necessitate that drainage be of special concern during the development of these areas. 

These areas are developed with a large grocery store and the Barkley Village shopping 
center. Access to the area is via New Market Street, which connects from Barkley 
Boulevard to Woburn Street. Some development potential remains at the corner of 
Barkley Boulevard and Woburn Street. Access to any new development should be 
limited and located at an appropriate distance from the Barkley Boulevard/Woburn 
Street intersection. 

Design criteria identified in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning table section of the Land 
Use and Development Code shall apply to this area. Additionally, development shall 
meet all criteria and any subsequent changes to the criteria in the other applicable 
sections of the Land Use and Development Code. 

A 100-foot wide buffer of undisturbed or landscaped vegetation adjoins the residential 
areas to the south and southeast. Any changes in this buffer should be done in 
conjunction with a Planned Contract and should include enhancement with native and 
evergreen plantings. Open space and trail systems within the area should connect to 
the Railroad Trail. 

All industrial uses, whether permitted or conditional, should be conducted in such a 
manner so as to preclude any nuisance, hazard, or commonly recognized offensive 
conditions or characteristics, including creation or emission of dust, gas, smoke, noise, 
fumes, odors, vibrations, particulate matter, chemical compounds, electric disturbance, 
humidity, heat, cold, glare, or excessive night illumination. Prior to issuance of a 
building permit or occupancy permit, or at any other time, the Planning Director should 
be empowered to require evidence that adequate controls, measures, or devices have 
been provided to ensure and protect the public interest, health, comfort, convenience, 
safety, and general welfare from such nuisance, hazard, or offensive condition. 

AREA 18 & 19 LAND USE DESIGNATION: COMMERCIAU INDUSTRIAL 

Area 20 

This 68.5-acre area is bounded by an extension of the Vining Street right-of-way on the 
east, the St. Clair Street right-of-way on the west, Orchard Drive right-of-way on the 
north, and the Railroad Trail and property lines on the south. The area is forested and 
includes a diversity of landforms. The southeastern portion, being the bottom of 
Alabama Hill, has slopes up to 30%. The upper reaches of Fever Creek are also 
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included within this area. The area is designated for a mix of industrial and residential 
uses with a minimum of 50% of the developable area designated for residential uses. 
Drainage conditions should be fully understood and planned for prior to industrial 
development of this area. Drainage control facilities should be built as development 
occurs. 

Access to the area from Barkley Boulevard and St. Clair Streets should be limited and 
coordinated with other access points onto these arterials. 

Residential development within this area should be accompanied by the development of 
neighborhood oriented play lots/parks. Industrial development should retain 100 foot 
wide natural buffers against residential designations in Areas 1 and 2 (no buffer 
required if development is residential ; no buffer required along the boundaries adjoining 
Areas 14, 17 and 23). An active recreation area should be provided in this area in a 
location that will serve both employees and residents. Density from this area may be 
transferred throughout areas within the Barkley Urban Village that allow residential 
development. 

Design criteria identified in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning section of the Land Use 
and Development Code shall apply to this area. Additionally, development shall meet 
all criteria and any subsequent changes to the criteria in the other applicable sections of 
the Land Use and Development Code. 

All industrial uses, whether permitted or conditional, should be conducted in such a 
manner so as to preclude any nuisance, hazard, or commonly recognized offensive 
conditions or characteristics, including creation or emission of dust, gas, smoke, noise, 
fumes, odors, vibrations, particulate matter, chemical compounds, electric disturbance, 
humidity, heat, cold, glare, or excessive night illumination. Prior to issuance of a 
building permit or occupancy permit, or at any other time, the Planning Director should 
be empowered to require evidence that adequate controls, measures, or devices have 
been provided to ensure and protect the public interest, health, comfort, convenience, 
safety, and general welfare from such nuisance, hazard, or offensive condition. 

AREA 20 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL/ MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL, MEDIUM DENSITY 

Area 21 

This four (4) acre area has been designated Public and is the location of the Mt. Baker 
Post Office. The old railroad right-of-way to the south will serve as boundary between 
this area and the residential area to the south. 
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AREA 21 LAND USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 22 

This area is approximately 40 acres and is the site for Bellingham's new Squalicum High 
School. The terrain generally slopes from the southeast to the northwest, and will be 
terraced to follow natural contours for the building site, parking lots, and athletic fields. 
A seasonal spring in the center of the site flows out the southwest corner of the site to 
eventually connect with Squalicum Creek. Several small wetland ponds are located on 
the site, and drain to the east. Vegetation includes deciduous and evergreen trees, 
shrubs, grass, pasture, and some wet soil plants including cattail , buttercup, bulrush, 
mint, and Douglas Spirea. Forested wetlands will be protected, and integrated into site 
design. Primary access to the site is from East McLeod Road and will be aligned with 
Chandler Parkway. Construction of Squalicum High School began in the fall of 1996, 
was completed in June of 1998. The School District should be encouraged to make 
facilities available to the community for active recreation. 

AREA 22 LAND USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 23 

This publicly zoned area is approximately 13.5 acres and defines the southern boundary 
of a portion of this neighborhood. The Railroad Trail and the Fever Creek Detention 
pond are located in this area. 

AREA 23 lAND USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 24 

Area 24 consists of 43 acres and is the location of Northridge Park and associated 
greenway. Public and private pedestrian trails throughout this area link properties to the 
·north with the Railroad Trail. 

Northridge Park, consisting of a passive park with trails, viewpoints, and picnic area is 
planned within this area. More intensive uses may occur as Area 2 is further 
developed. Wildlife habitat and visual backdrop should be retained within the 43 acres. 
An existing trail exists adjacent to Klipsun Pond north of Barkley Boulevard in the 
southern portion of this area. 
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AREA 24 LAND USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 25 

This approximately 3-acre area is located at the southeast corner of East Sunset Drive 
and Woburn Street. Existing development in the area consists of two single-family 
homes. The area is generally flat, however drainage concerns addressed in Area 14 
also apply to this area. 

A Planned Commercial designation is appropriate for this site due to its proximity to the 
Sunset/Woburn intersection. Access to commercial uses shall be from Burns Street, a 
single joint driveway on Woburn Street, or may be provided through the industrial area 
to the east once access to that area is developed. Use of the existing driveway on 
Woburn Street will only be allowed if the driveway is moved northward to a location 
approved by the Public Works Department and if joint access is provided to serve the 
remaining properties in this area. Construction of Burns Street east of Woburn Street 
shall take place when demand warrants, as determined by the Department of Public 
Works. Property owners shall pay their fair share for the construction of this street at 
the time it's built. 

AREA 25 lAND USE DESIGNATION: COMMERCIAL 

Area 26 

This area is approximately thirty-three (33) acres located generally between Mount 
Baker Highway on the north and McLeod Road on the south. It was annexed to the City 
in June 2001. 

Located within the Squalicum Creek watershed, this area is characterized by gentle 
rolling terrain. Toad Creek, a year round tributary to Squalicum Creek, flows in a 
southeast/ northwest alignment past the northeast corner of the area. This stream 
channel is deeply incised with high steep banks and slopes in excess of thirty percent 
along most of the stream reach. Existing groves of trees extend along the ravine and 
vegetation stabilizes the soils and limits erosion in this area. This stream corridor 
provides recreation opportunities for the surrounding neighborhood. 

Property located adjacent to and north of Squalicum High School and identified as Tree 
Farm Lane is fully developed with 28 residences. Two underdeveloped parcel, one to 
the east and one west of Tree Farm Lane have the potential of developing up to 80 
building lots with an added population of over 200 people. Nineteen residences are 
located next to Magrath Road. 
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The Bellingham School District acquired approximately 16 acres at the northern end of 
Area 26 next to and east of Magrath Road and north of Roma Road. This site is 
designated for a new elementary school and is intended to alleviate serious 
overcrowding in adjacent elementary school attendance areas. The new school site is 
being annexed at comparable county zoning, and should be rezoned to a Public 
designation through the annual Neighborhood Plan Amendment process. Scheduled to 
open in the fall of 2002, the school will have a student population between 450 and 500 
students and about 60 staff. Development of this property with the elementary school 
will be designed to limit impacts on adjacent residential areas. No direct vehicular 
access to Mount Baker Highway from Magrath Road will be allowed. 

The new elementary school will provide indoor and outdoor recreation facilities including 
ball fields and play equipment for use by the surrounding neighborhood. Other open 
space areas and natural trail systems extend along Toad Creek and adjacent to private 
property east of the elementary school site. These areas may provide opportunities for 
recreation. Steep slopes within the creek corridor prevent easy access to the school 
from planned subdivisions in the vicinity of Britton Loop Road. 

AREA 26 LAND USE DESIGNATION: SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL, LOW DENSITY 

As adopted by Ordinance No. 8868 and amended by Ordinances 8946, 8995, 9174, 
9271, 9601, 9697, 9705, 9713, 10521, 10658, 1998-11-087, 2001-06-040, 2002-09-062, 
2004-12-087, and 2006-12-123 =an=d=------
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Barkley Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Use Qualifier Density Conditions Considerations Regulations 
1 Residential Detached 10,000 sq.ft. min. Clearing; shoreline; Sufficient water capacity None 

Single detached lot size. Floodplain; floodplain; and supply. 
Corridor study prior to 
Sunset Drive 
improvements. 

2 Residential Planned 10,000 sq.ft. per View; clearing; wetlands; Sufficient water capacity None 
Multi unit average overall steep slopes; Fever Creek and supply. 

density 

3 Commercial Planned N/A . Treatment and retention of None None 
stormwater run-off; limited 
access to arterials 

4 1. Commercial Neighborhood, 10,000 sq.ft. of Limited access to arterials; Relocation of curb cuts for See Concomitant 
Concomitant floor area per single curb cut for 3206 1301 E. Sunset; lot Agreement #98-20 
Agreement #98- structure Orleans St.; buffer consolidation, street 
20 for property residential dedication and other 
at 1301 E. requirements in CA #98-20. 
Sunset. 

5 Residential Planned 3,600 sq.ft. per unit Clearing; wetlands; open Improvement of See Concomitant 
Multi (Concomitant density; density ~pace set aside as neighborhood streets to Agreement #3-3-91 C 

Agreement #3- transfer across described in neighborhood nearest neighborhood 
3-91C) Racine St. may be plan arterial 

approved subject to 
site plan aooroval 

6 Residential Multiple 2,000 sq.ft. per unit Clearing; shoreline; Improvement of Sunset None 
Multi floodplain; wetlands; Drive; sufficient water 

Minimum of 150-foot capacity and supply. 
spacing between driveways 
on Sunset 

7 Residential Planned 2,000 sq.ft per unit Clearing; wetlands; density Improvement of See Concomitant 
Multi transfers neighborhood streets to Agreement #3-3-91 C 

nearest neighborhood . arterial. Dedication of a 
- - one-acre park site adjacent 

the wetlands and tied into 
. the city trail plan (see CA 

#3-3-91 C for specifics. 
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Barkley N~ighborhood.Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Use Qualifier Densitv Conditions Considerations Reaulations 
8 Residential Planned, mixed 2,000 sq.ft. per Reduction of setbacks for A majority of the None 

Multi (medical and unit; residential development; property owners must 
professional maximum limited access to Sunset; develop under a single 
offices and commercial screening between planned contract to 
personal service building size of commercial uses and establish office and 
facilities as 10,000 sq.ft. abutting residential service uses; right-of-

' defined by the designations way dedication. 
Land Use Code.) 

9 Residential Multiple 2,000 sq.ft. per Clearing; limited access Sufficient water capacity None 
Multi unit to Sunset Drive and supply 

10 Residential Planned, offices 2,000 sq.ft per Limited access; views Sufficient water capacity None 
Multi allowed unit and supply; right-of-way 

dedication 

11 Residential Planned, offices 2,000 sq.ft per Limited access; views Sufficient water capacity None 
Multi allowed unit and supply; right-of-way 

dedication 

12 Commercial Planned 10,000 sq.ft. Limited access; None None 
(Ord. No. 8996, max. building pedestrian easements 

f 

9202, Res. 25- size for 
84, PC 87-11) commercial 

13 1 Industrial Planned* N/A Trail; buffer (see Drainage improvements; * Uses shall be limited to the 
neighborhood plan); buffer improvements following: 
limited access; Barkley 1. Private educational facilities 
Urban Village design 2. Medical, professional, general 
guidelines (see Exhibit 1, business offices 
attached) 3. Administrative office services 

4. Research and development 
5. Light manufacturing 
6. Warehousing and distribution 
7. Banks 
8. Uses similar to the above 
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Barkley. N~ighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Qualifier Densitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 

14 Industrial Planned* NIA Limited access; Five-lane improvements • Uses shall be limited to the 
drainage; to Sunset Drive or following: 

. warehousing and alternative access plan; 1. Private educational facilities 
distribution construction and 2. Research and Development 
limitations; Barkley payment of Bums St. as 3. Light Manufacturing 

. . Urban Village described in the 4. Warehousing and Distribution (except 
design guidelines neighborhood plan within the south and east 300 feet of 
(see Exhibit 1, Area 13A) 
attached) 5. Medical, professional and 

general business offices 
6. Administrative office services 

- 7. Banks 
l . 8. Uses similar to the above 

9. Existing single family residences 

15 CommerciaV Planned* N/A Limited access; Drainage improvements • Permitted industrial uses same as in 
Industrial transfer of stand- Area 13. 

alone commercial .. If stand-alone commercial acreage is 

- development transferred to Areas 16 and/or 17, that 
! ,.;..._ rights••; Barkley acreage may only be developed 

Urban Village with commercial uses as part of a 
design guidelines mixed-use building or site. For 
(see Exhibit 1, example, if three acres of stand alone 
attached) commercial are transferred from Area 

15 to Area 16, six acres of stand- alone 
" commercial remain in Area 15. 

Commercial can only be developed on 
the other 3 acres in Area 15 as part of 
mixed-use development. 
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., Barkley Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Qualifier Densitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 
16 lndustriaV Planned** 4,000 sq.ft per Trail; buffer (see Drainage improvements * Unless stand-alone acreage from Area 

Commercial*/ detached unit neighborhood plan); 15 is transferred, commercial uses are 
Residential limited access; only allowed as part of a mixed-use 

Barkley Urban bui lding or a mix of uses in the subarea 
Village Design which meet a ratio of 50:50 for 
Guidelines (see commercia l uses developed in 

} Exhibit 1, attached) conjunction with residential uses or 
25:75 with commercial uses developing 
at 25% of the site or building area and 
industrial uses developing at 75% of the 
site or building area. 

"" Permitted industrial uses same as in . Area 13, except that warehousing and 
distribution uses are prohibited. 

17 lndustriaV Planned** 4,000 sq.ft. per Buffer (see Drainage improvements • Unless stand-alone acreage from Area 
Commercial*/ detached unit neighborhood plan); 15 is transferred, commercial uses are 
Residential limited access; only allowed as part of a mixed-use 

I 
Barkley Urban building or a mix of uses in the subarea 
Village Design which meet a ratio of 50:50 for 
Guidelines (see commercial uses developed in 

- Exhibit 1, attached) conjunction with residential uses or 
25:75 with commercial uses developing 
at 25% of the site or building area and 
industrial uses developing at 75% of the 

I 
site or building area. 

- Permitted industrial uses same as in 
Area 13, except that warehousing and 
disbibution uses are prohibited. 

18 CommerciaV Planned* NIA Buffer (see Circulation and utility - Permitted industrial uses same as in 
Industrial neighborhood plan); improvements; Area 13. 

limited access; Drainage improvements 
water; Barkley 
Urban Village 
Design Guidelines 
(see Exhibit 1, 
attached) 
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Barkley Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 

Use Special Prerequisite Special 
Area Zoning Qualifier Densitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 

19 
. 

Commercial/ Planned* N/A Buffer (see neighborhood Circulation and utility * Permitted industrial uses same as 
-

Industrial plan); limited access; improvements; Drainage in Area 13. 
' water; Barkley Urban improvements 

Village Design Guidelines 
(see Exhibit 1, attached) 

20 Industrial/ Planned* 4,000 sq.ft. per View; limited access; Circulation and utility * Permitted industrial uses same as 
Residential detached unit Clearing; water; buffer; improvements those in Area 13, except that 
Multi drainage retention; play warehousing and distribution uses 

lot park with residential; are prohibited. A minimum of 50% 
trails with industrial; of the developable area must be 
active recreation area; developed with residential uses. 

- Barkley Urban Village 
Design Guidelines (see 
Exhibit 1, attached) 

21 Public Government N/A None Curb cut on Sunset None 
al Services should be limited to 

right-in, right-out only 
unless approved by 
Public Works Dept 

22 Public School N/A Limited access; spacing Improvements to E. None 
of curb cuts; wetlands; McLeod Rd; internal 
water system access roads; signalize 

I improvements Sunset/McLeod 

Ir 

intersection 
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EXHIBIT 1 
-- BARKLEY URBAN VILLAGE 

DESIGN GUIDELINES- For Areas 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 

The specific guidelines are included in the Barkley Neighborhood zoning section of the Land Use and Development Code. Discussed below 
are to be used in the preparation of planned development contracts for projects in the Barkley Urban Village and as the basis for development 
of future, more specific design standards. Guidelines are intended to supplement the regulations contained in the Land Use Development 
Ordinance or subsequent changes to this ordinance by providing additional design guidance, but are not regulatory in the same manner as the 
standards contained in that ordinance. Developers may propose alternatives to achieve an equal or better design solution that meets the intent 
of this section. Applications for planned developments shall include adequate information in their submittal to specifically depict how the 
guidelines have been addressed. 

When guidelines are applied to land developed under an existing planned development contract, their application should be roughly 
proportional to the degree of alteration proposed and bear a relationship to impacts from the proposed changes to the development. 

1. Identity 

The Barkley Urban Village consists of subareas 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 as shown on the Barkley Urban Village Map. 

Land Use 
• Barkley Village should be encouraged to develop with a mix of residential, commercial, offices, and compatible light industrial uses in the 

areas designated for mixed-use development. 

• The range of industrial uses throughout the Barkley Urban Village shall be limited to the following: 

1. Private educational facilities. 
2. Medical, professional, and general business offices. 
3. Administrative office services. 
4. Research and development. 
5. Light manufacturing 
6 . Warehousing and distribution. 
7. Banks 
8. Uses similar to the above. 
9. Existing single family residences (Area 14 only) 

• To help achieve compatibility, businesses that are primarily warehousing and distribution should not be allowed in certain subareas as 
specifically identified in the subarea plan text where the use could be disruptive to adjacent residential uses. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
BARKLEY URBAN VILLAGE 

DESIGN GUIDELINES 

• To ensure that all subareas in the urban village are not dominated by commercial uses, a maximum of nine acres in subareas 15, 16 and 17 
may be developed with stand alone commercial uses without a corresponding amount of residential or industrial development as set forth 
below. Any additional commercial shall only be allowed in mixed use buildings or with development in the subarea which meet a ratio of 
50:50 for commercial uses developed in conjunction with residential uses and 25:75 for commercial uses developed in conjunction with 
offices or light industrial uses. 

• As a further means to help achieve compatibility and to ensure that all subareas of the Barkley Urban Village that allow a mix of uses do 
achieve a mix, there shall be established for each subarea a minimum and maximum percentage of land area available for each use. The 
mixed-use limitations are set forth in Table V-1 below. 

Table V-1 Barkley Urban Village Mixed Use Limitations 
Minimum Percentage Maximum Percentage 

Subarea Total Zoning 
Acres Desianation* Ind. Com. Res. Ind. Com. Res. 

13 51 .5 Industrial 100% NA NA 100% NA NA 

14 40.5 Industrial 100% NA NA 100% NA NA 

15 9 Com/Ind 0% 0% NA 100% 100% NA 

16 28.7 Res/Com/Ind 30% 10% 20% 70% 35%** 60% 
Res/Com/Ind 

17 23 15% 15% 15% 70% 42.5%** 70% 

18, 19 13 Com/Ind 0% 0% NA 100% 100% NA 

20 68.5 Ind/Res 0% NA 50% 50% NA 100% 
*All designations within the Barkley Urban Village carry the "planned" use qualifier . 
.... Maximum Commercial % is exclusive of any transfer of stand-alone commercial acres from Area 15. 

• Additionally, for the purpose of determining these mixed use limitations, a maximum floor area ratio of .5: 1 shall be applied to subareas 15, 
16 and 17. Proposals to increase the floor area ratio above .5:1 to a maximum of .75:1 are subject to site plan review and approval by the 
Planning Commission. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
BARKLEY URBAN VILLAGE 

DESIGN GUIDELINES 

• Uses which can be defined as either industrial and commercial shall be considered commercial for the purposes of determining the 
minimum and maximum allowed percentages, except that the following uses shall be considered industrial: 

• Medical, professional and general business office, including bank branches. 
• Research and development 
• Private educational facilities 
• Administrative office services. 

• Overall residential density for the Barkley Urban Village shall be 10.5 units to the acre. Densities are transferable within the entire Barkley 
UV where residential development is allowed. Minimum and maximum requirements for residential as depicted in the table above shall 
apply. Based on these percentages a minimum of 476 units must be developed within the Barkley Urban Village and a maximum of 1,116 
units are allowed in the UV (the maximum unit potential increases to 1,312 assuming a transfer of 196 units from Area 7). This provision is 
intended to encourage the development of neighborhoods that provide both renter and homeowner opportunities. Wherever possible, a mix 
of housing types should be encouraged. 

2. Connectivity 

• Developments shall be connected by either public or private sidewalks. 

• Site design shall include a pedestrian access element that provides pedestrian routes from streets, parking areas, and transit stops to 
building entrances and between buildings. Bus stops should be considered at locations recommended by Whatcom Transportation 
Authority. 

• Trails along open space systems as recommended in the Open Space section shall be included in the project design and connected with 
the other pedestrian routes in the site. 

• Pedestrian connections shall not cross truck-loading areas. Connections between private sidewalk systems in adjacent developments shall 
be provided if they are determined to be both feasible and necessary for a good pedestrian circulation plan. 

• All subdivisions, short plats, lot line adjustments, and binding site plans shall be reviewed to ensure that they are consistent with driveway 
access point space policies and regulations along Woburn Street, Sunset Drive and Barkley Boulevard. 

• Direct vehicular access shall be provided between developments whenever feasible to allow traffic to move between businesses without 
using arterial streets. 
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3. District Boundaries 

EXHIBIT 1 
BARKLEY URBAN VILLAGE 

DESIGN GUIDELINES 

Measures to Enhance Compatibility between Uses within the Barkley Urban Village and the Residential Areas outside of the urban village 

• While district boundaries should maintain a distinction between the Barkley Urban Village and adjacent residential neighborhoods, site 
design and use location should encourage access between these areas. Site designs for industrial and commercial uses shall provide 
appropriate buffers to these adjacent users as specified in the Open Space section above and/or in the Land Use description of each 
subarea below. In addition, industrial and commercial uses locating adjacent to the adjoining residential neighborhoods shall incorporate 
the measures described below. 

Measures to Enhance Compatibility among Different Use Types within the Barkley Urban Village 

• Restrictions on the types of uses permitted in the Barkley Urban Viilage should be maintained as provided in the Identity section above. 

• Permanent outdoor storage shall not be permitted unless it can be screened from view by adjacent residential uses (except for residential 
uses in mixed-use structures). The height of material displayed or stored shall be limited to assure adequate screening. Where land 
immediately adjacent to the proposed development is within the Barkley Urban Village, the land use designation of the adjacent property 
allows residential development and the adjacent land is vacant at the time of permitting of an industrial or commercial use, the design for 
the industrial or commercial use shall provide for the ability to retrofit the site to implement the necessary screening of any outside storage 
areas if and when a residential use is constructed and the City of Bellingham determines that such screening is necessary to ensure 
compatibility. Additionally, the owner of the site for which permitting is sought shall, prior to occupancy, irrevocable commit to install such 
screening if deemed necessary. 

• Methods to attenuate noise from loading activity shall be employed as needed to protect residential uses immediately adjacent to the non
residential use. This guidance will need to be applied with particular flexibility for residential uses in mixed-use buildings. Additionally, it is 
recognized that residential property in a mixed-use center will experience greater noise than property that is zoned strictly for residential 
uses. Thus, to the extent that noise regulations are applicable (see state noise regulation, Chapter 173-60, Washington Administrative 
Code) all subareas designated for mixed use shall be applied a Class B EDNA (environmental designation for noise abatement) for 
receiving property. 

• Use of outdoor speakers shall be prohibited, except when used for special events or when it can add to the pedestrian experience. 

• Exterior lighting shall have a cut-off angle that reduces spillover of light into adjacent residential uses. Light sources shall be shielded as 
necessary to minimize glare impacts on adjacent residential uses. Where land immediately adjacent to a commercial or industrial 
development is within the Barkley Urban Village, the land use designation of the adjacent property allows residential development and the 
adjacent land is vacant at the time of permitting, exterior lighting and light sources shall be designed to meet these standards. 
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4. Natural Systems 

EXHIBIT 1 
BARKLEY URBAN VILLAGE 

DESIGN GUIDELINES 

• Natural topographical features and amenities including but not limited to open space corridors shall be integrated into site designs as a 
significant design element. 

5. Design 
• As a future component of Barkley Urban Village's development regulations, design guidelines should be developed for site layout, buildings, 

signs, and landscaping. 

Site Components: 
• New developments of over 20,000 square feet of gross floor area shall provide consolidated area for pedestrian plazas, parks, wider 

sidewalks or seating areas at the rate of one percent of the gross floor area. This area may be adjacent to a building entrance, bus 
stop or open space/trail area provided it is abutting a pedestrian walkway, is lighted and is visible from a main entrance of the 
building. The area shall contain seating, trash container(s) and landscaping. Minimum width shall be 1 O feet. The facility shall be 
available to residents, customers, and employees without a fee. Areas accessible to vehicles and areas immediately in front of 
entrance doors will not be counted in the calculation of this area. Indoor pedestrian plazas that are designed to provide an 
equivalent function and include windows to the outdoors, such as a mall courtyard, may be used to satisfy this provision. 

• Developers are encouraged to incorporate Crime Prevention through the use of Environmental Design (CPTED). 

• When feasible, site designs shall screen service areas from streets and pedestrian walkways. Adequate space shall be reserved for 
garbage and recycling functions where appropriate. These functions shall not be considered outside storage. 

6. Grading 
• Site development shall incorporate the existing topography to the extent feasible. When retaining walls are necessary, terraced and 

landscaped walls are preferred. 
• Where earth berms are used, adequate horizontal space shall be provided to allow appropriate side slopes and support proposed 

vegetation. 
• Site clearing and grading shall only occur in conjunction with a development proposal. On-site storage of fill material shall be done in 

conjunction with a fill and grade permit and shall only be done in areas where existing drainage patterns will not be affected. 

7. Landscaping 
• Parking areas shall contain landscaping islands to break up large expanses of hard surfacing. Scale of parking islands, their location and 

spacing and tree species shall be appropriate for the scale of the parking area. Planting areas shall be designed to protect trees from 
vehicles. 
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Barkley NE}ighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Qualifier Density Conditions Considerations Regulations 
23 Public Open Space, NIA None None None 

trail 
-

24 Public Park, Trail N/A None None None 

25 Commercial Planned NIA Access; drainage Construction and None 

~ 
payment of Bums St. as 

,. 
described in ' 
neighborhood plan 

26 Residential Detached, Single Family-10,000 sq.ft. No vehicular None *Mixed uses are limited to 
Single cluster, min. lot size for detached access to Mt. duplex and multiple family 

cluster and 10,000 sq.ft. overall Baker Highway; dwelling units within a 
detached and density for cluster single drainage; development containing single 
cluster family development. wetlands family housing. Multifamily units 
attached; Density bonuses may be may only be constructed at the 
mixed uses* achieved through the same time as or after at least 

density bonus provision in 50% of the single family units in 
the Subdivision Ord. BMC an approved development. 
18.32.050 as amended. Residential Multi development 

regulations under BMC 20.32, as 
- Multifamily and Duplex amended, shall apply to 

housing may only be development of duplex and 
permitted as part of a single multifamily lots. 
family development 
containing at least 2 acres. . The number of multifamily 
and duplex units is limited 
to 25% of the allowed 
number of single family 

,. units in the development 
after any applicable density 
bonus has been aoolied. 
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KING MOUNTAIN NEIGHBORHOOD 

I. NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER 

The King Mountain Neighborhood was annexed to Bellingham in 2009. It encompasses 
approximately 1,057 acres located between the largest industrial area of the city in the 
lrongate Neighborhood, and the largest commercial district in the Meridian 
neighborhood. To the north is Bellingham's Urban Growth Area (UGA). The 
neighborhood is zoned entirely for residential development with a range of densities and 
housing types allowed. Three new subareas (Area 14, Area 14A and Area 15) were 
added to the neighborhood when the northern neighborhood boundaries were adjusted 
in 2010. 

The prominent feature of the neighborhood is King Mountain. Many residents living on 
the mountain have panoramic views of the City, Bellingham Bay, and the San Juan 
Islands. 

The King Mountain Neighborhood lies within the Squalicum Creek Watershed. As such, 
significant environmental features, including tributaries of Squalicum Creek, Baker 
Creek and Silver Creek, associated wetlands and wooded areas are found throughout 
the neighborhood. Most of the stream tributaries have carved ravines or gullies that 
should be protected to maintain slope stability and stream shading. Some of these 
stream tributaries have potential for future fish generation once downstream barriers 
have been removed. Adequate buffer widths from the streams and tributaries should be 
maintained or enhanced. New development or redevelopment within the neighborhood 
will require mitigation for water quality (treatment) and quantity (detention) to meet City 
storm water standards. 

The topography of the neighborhood varies widely. North of East Bakerview Road, the 
terrain includes a relatively flat mountain top; steep, unstable southern slopes; more 
gradual southwestern slopes and gentle hummock and swale terrain at the base of the 
mountain. To the south of E. Bakerview Road, the terrain includes relatively flat to 
gentle southwest slopes; severe hummock and swale areas adjacent to the Baker 
Creek ravine; pastures associated with single family development; several dense 
wooded areas; and wetlands that are either isolated or associated with tributaries to 
Baker Creek. Deciduous and evergreen trees are found throughout the underdeveloped 
areas, including alder, maple, birch, cottonwood, willows and cedar. Along with forest 
shrubs, snowberry, huckleberry, elderberry, Oregon grape and salmonberry are also 
prolific in the neighborhood. Natural features should be protected and set aside for open 
space corridors and wild life habitat as urban development is proposed. Many of the 
natural features can be incorporated into site design for future residential, commercial, 
industrial and mixed use development. Open space and trails should be consistent with 
the North Bellingham Trail Plan of the City Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan to 
ensure connectivity with existing city open space and trail systems. The trails should 
connect with the 6.5 acre parcel at the northeastern edge of the neighborhood 
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designated in the comprehensive plan as a neighborhood park and an anchor for a 
number of trail corridors. 

Four important transportation arterials bisect the King Mountain Neighborhood. They 
include East Bakerview Road, Telegraph Road, James Street Road and Kellogg Road . 
Several residential areas, each with their own unique identity and history are located in 
close proximity to these roads. Residential development ranges from very low-density 
characterized by scattered single family detached homes on large lots to high-density 
mobile homes on very small lots. Commercial uses at the time of annexation include 
mini storage, agricultural nurseries, evergreen tree farm, and medical office. 

There is strong evidence that the King Mountain Neighborhood will have significant 
growth in the future. Located between large industrial and commercial areas, the 
neighborhood has had a long history of urban zoning. Whatcom County designated this 
area for continued urban growth and development in the county's Urban Fringe Subarea 
Plan. In 1997, the County incorporated the entire area within Bellingham's Urban 
Growth Area (UGA) and approved high density residential zoning for areas adjacent to 
the transportation corridors. The City's sanitary sewer and water services extend 
throughout much of the area and, as a result, several subdivisions have been 
developed. Much of the neighborhood, however, has vacant or underdeveloped land 
where urban development is possible and encouraged. 

Master Planning for Growth 

Bellingham's Comprehensive Plan recognizes the potential in this neighborhood to 
accommodate significant infill development. The plan also identifies the area as a 
potential urban village site. Development of a mixed-use village, if done right, could 
provide the neighborhood with a focal point for pedestrian and transit oriented shopping, 
entertainment and recreation. It could be an asset for the neighborhood and the 
community. 

Because of its location and interface with Bellingham's Northern Urban Growth Area, 
the King Mountain Neighborhood will continue to grow from increased development and 
redevelopment opportunities. Master planning the major transportation corridors will 
encourage and support growth. A master plan for the neighborhood's transportation 
corridors including Areas 7, 8, 9 and 10 should specify land uses and densities; street 
and utilities layout, lot arrangement, housing types, village square, plaza locations, 
streetscape amenities, types of buildings and their relationship to the street, parking 
structures or lots, protection of critical areas, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and other 
items deemed necessary to ensure compatibility with surrounding areas. 

Neighborhood commercial centers can provide convenience shopping opportunities 
within easy walking, biking, or transit distance of surrounding residential populations 
and may reduce the number of vehicle trips generated. Centrally located neighborhood 
commercial center sites should be identified and designated in the neighborhood. 
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The neighborhood plan and zoning designations should be updated as district and 
neighborhood urban center master plans are developed. Requirements for urban 
centers should provide pleasant living spaces for residents, convenient shopping and 
working environments; pedestrian accessibility, well-located open spaces; attractive and 
well-connected street system; and a balance of retail, office, residential and public uses. 

Future urban centers should be required to have an appropriate mix of commercial, 
services and residential uses as determined during the master planning process. Urban 
center design and development standards should ensure that centers are of a type, 
scale, orientation and design that maintains the character and livability of the adjacent, 
established residential areas. These urban centers should be located on or near arterial 
streets and transit routes to give them visibility, a central IOcation, and to allow them to 
serve as the neighborhood focal point. Special overlay zoning might be examined to 
allow a mix of uses in the centers. Incentives to encourage neighborhood scale 
commercial buildings with upper floor office and/or residences should be provided in the 
neighborhood and pocket centers. These centers should reflect and be consistent with 
the design elements of Bellingham's Comprehensive Plan. All these factors increase the 
likelihood that the neighborhood would have significant growth in the future. 

II. OPEN SPACE 

Key open space features in the King Mountain Neighborhood include stream corridors, 
floodplains, wetlands, forested backdrops, and view corridors. Not only are these areas 
unsuitable for development, they serve important environmental functions that are 
worthy of protection. Open -space planning continues in neighborhoods where large 
tracts of undeveloped land still exist. The advantage of identifying a desired pattern of 
open space in the King Mountain Neighborhood is that it's more usable, it can be 
integrated with other land uses, and it can lead to predictability of development. 

Parks, trails and open space are needed in this neighborhood to serve the existing 
population and future population growth. There are currently no developed parks or 
trails serving the current residents. The number of parks and trails needed will be 
directly related to the expected dwelling units and associated population projection for 
the neighborhood. 

Goal No. 1 The King Mountain area should identify transportation and trail/ open space 
corridors for the purpose of preserving the natural, vegetated hillside as a green 
backdrop to the city as well as to provide public access higher elevations where 
spectacular views are available. 

Conceptually identified in the Park, Recreation and Open Space Chapter of the City's 
Comprehensive Plan, trails and open space corridors are further defined in the North 
Bellingham Trail Plan. The plan proposes trails to connect existing residential areas 
within the city to the mountain and new residential development. The King Mountain 
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property offers panoramic views of the City, Bellingham Bay and the San Juan Islands. 
Multi-use trail and greenway corridors should be provided throughout the neighborhood 
and should be a condition of future development. The trail corridors must include 
adequate space outside of any critical area to allow a minimum of 20' for trail 
construction. 

Goal No 2 New development should implement strategies to preserve healthy trees on 
hillsides where views are desired. 

The City of Bellingham owns approximately 6.5 acres at the top of King Mountain. This 
area was acquired in 1998 with Beyond Greenways Levy funds and is located at the 
northeast edge of the neighborhood. This area should be developed as a passive use 
scenic viewpoint and be open to the public and accessed via trails. Neighborhood park 
sites should be identified within the neighborhood and set aside to insure they will be 
available as growth occurs. The total number of parks and recreation facilities needed to 
serve the neighborhood should be based on the existing and future population. 

The City may have to address the cost of property acquisition, development and on
going maintenance of parks to serve the potential population of this neighborhood. 
Proposed trail facilities should tie into a citywide trail and greenway. system. 
Neighborhood parks should provide active play areas for families that live in the area. 
Property owners developing in the neighborhood would pay fees including Real Estate 
Excise Taxes, Park Impact Fees, and Greenway levy funds that could provide funding 
for Parks and Recreation land and facility expansion. The fees would also contribute 
towards the City's general fund for ongoing operation and maintenance of associated 
facilities. A combination of these funding sources can provide a reasonable relation to 
the value of the services to be received by future residents. Existing residents of the 
neighborhood are currently underserved and have no developed parks or trails nearby. 
Requiring some parkland dedication as development occurs could alleviate this 
shortage. 

There is a need for a centrally-located park in the neighborhood. Trails should be 
considered along the Baker Creek stream corridors, where possible to provide 
pedestrian connections and recreational opportunities. There are several areas within 
the neighborhood that could be set aside as open space as development occurs. It is 
anticipated that natural features will be protected and set aside for open space and wild 
life habitat as future development occurs. 

Goal No. 3 Neighborhood park sites should be identified within the neighborhood and 
set aside to insure they will be available as growth occurs. 
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Goal No. 4 An integrated open space system should be implemented. 

Goal No. 5 Wherever feasible, significant existing trees should be preserved and 
incorporated into the site design and open space/landscaping patterns of future 
development. 

Goal No. 6 Open areas, including consolidated outdoor or indoor area for pedestrian 
plazas, parks or seating areas should be required as part of commercial and/or mixed 
use development. 

Goal No. 7 Development of linear public greenways and network of connecting trails 
should be encouraged within baker creek corridor. 
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Ill. PUBLIC FACILITIES AND UTILITIES 

Stormwater 

Stormwater facilities in the neighborhood consist of open ditches and culverts. The 
neighborhood lies within the Squalicum Creek Watershed. Squalicum Creek extends 
through the southeastern part of the neighborhood. It is a salmon bearing stream with 
some of the highest potential in the City for increases in fish production. There are many 
wetlands in this neighborhood that are a major contributor to the Bear Creek flows. 
Presently, both Squalicum Creek and Baker Creek are within the 303(d) list of impaired 
water bodies. Squalicum Creek has channel areas listed for fecal coli form, 
temperature, dissolved oxygen, pentachlorophenol and zinc and Baker Creek is listed 
for fecal coli form, pentachlorophenol and zinc. 

Stormwater requirements for this neighborhood will need to account for the sensitivity of 
the receiving waters and should incorporate special measures to deal with thermal 
pollution, and sources of pentachlorophenol, zinc and bacteria. Development should 
meet total maximum daily loading standards (TMDL's). City infrastructure development 
should also be done in a manner that protects and prevents further degradation of the 
streams. Soils in much of the neighborhood area are not conducive for infiltration, and 
will most likely require larger stormwater facilities than normal. 

Goal No. 8 On-site storm water retention facilities should be installed in planned 
developments to maintain storm water peak run-off rates no greater than pre
development levels. 

Water 

In 1967, the City constructed a 1.5-million gallon water storage reservoir on James 
Street Road to provide both fire flow and potable water to the neighborhood. In 1993, 
the City assumed responsibility for Whatcom County Water District #9, which was 
experiencing difficulty in serving the area. With the exception of seven parcels on 
Cammack Road, the entire western half of the neighborhood is generally served with 
City water. The City completed construction of a 3-million gallon water storage reservoir 
on Kearney Street at the northern boundary of the neighborhood in 2006. A new water 
storage reservoir is needed at the top of King Mountain to provide adequate fire flow to 
the residential development on the mountain. ' 

The King Mountain Neighborhood is currently served by four pressure zones. The 
North Zone or Gravity Zone as it is called serves the area south of East Bakerview 
Road and west of James Street Road. Water transmission mains are installed in East 
Bakerview Road, James Street and Kellogg Road. The existing system should be 
extended to serve new development. Main extensions must be extended in Bakerview 
Road. The Dakin-Yew Zone serves the area east of James Street. King Mountain 
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Road, King Avenue, Frances Avenue and Gooding Avenue are served by a small 
booster station with no reservoir and limited fire protection. Improvements should be 
installed to serve this area including a planned water reservoir to the north of the 
neighborhood. Property owners may need to form an LID to construct upgrades to the 
James Street water pump station to serve the existing lots with fire flow. A transmission 
main from the water treatment plant to the Kearney Reservoir will be needed to supply 
more water to the north end of Bellingham. 

Sanitary Sewer 

The neighborhood is served by four sanitary sewer mains including one main, located in 
James Street Road from the south extending to King Mountain Avenue which serves 
the middle portion of the neighborhood. Mains are also in Kellogg Road which serves 
the northwest area of the neighborhood, in Telegraph Road which serves the southwest 
portion of the neighborhood, and in East Bakerview Road from the east which serves 
areas east of James Street. Improvements may need to be installed downstream, 
including upsizing of the existing sewer main in Meridian Street from Kellogg to 
Squalicum and upsizing of the sewer pump station on James Street at Sunset Pond. 
Development should extend the existing system to serve new development. This would 
most likely include extensions in East Bakerview Road. Property owners in the King 
Avenue, King Mountain Avenue, Frances Avenue and Gooding Avenue areas may need 
to form an LID to serve the existing lots as existing septic systems fail. 

IV. FIRE PROTECTION FACILITIES 

The King Mountain Neighborhood is served primarily by Bellingham Fire Station 6, 
located on Deemer Road just outside the neighborhood and secondarily by Station-5 
located on Northwest Avenue. No additional fire department facilities would be needed 
to serve the King Mountain Neighborhood. However, future annexations in the same 
general area served by the Deemer Road Station will lik_ely require an additional fire 
station to serve areas in north Bellingham. 

Prior to annexation of the King Mountain Neighborhood, the City Fire Department and 
Whatcom County Fire District #4 -which had previously served this neighborhood, 
signed an agreement to mitigate the impact of the annexation on the fire district. As 
build-out occurs, the city anticipates the need for additional firefighters. These 
firefighters would staff the Deemer Road Station to create a four person engine crew to 
ensure the ability to safe, aggressive fire attack in densely developed areas. 

Goal No. 9 Fire hydrants will be needed in areas where they are currently lacking, including the 
residential area located north of East Bakerview Road and identified as the King Mountain 
residential area. 
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V. TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION 

Existing Arterial Street Conditions and Future Improvements 

The King Mountain Neighborhood is well served by transportation arterials, including 
East Bakerview Road, Telegraph Road, James Street Road, Kellogg Road, and nearby 
Deemer Road. Transportation improvements, consistent with the arterial transportation 
network map adopted in the Transportation Element of the Bellingham Comprehensive 
Plan (below), will be required as development occurs in the neighborhood. Private 
development will be subject to Transportation Concurrency evaluation, Transportation 
Impact Fees (TIP), and street frontage improvements required by City development 
regulations and SEPA determinations. 

East Bakerview Road, classified as a principal arterial, provides an east-west link 
between lnterstate-5, Cordata Parkway, Meridian Street, James Street, and Hannegan 
Road. Beyond Hannegan, an indirect link can be made to the Mt. Baker Highway 
through the Dewey Valley area. E. Bakerview Road between the Deemer and E. 
Bakerview Road intersection and the edge of the King Mountain Neighborhood is 
currently constructed to rural standard (travel lanes, gravel shoulders, ditches). 
Whatcom County constructed a traffic signal at the E. Bakerview/James Street Road 
intersection in 2000. As development occurs, E. Bakerview Road should be improved to 
a full Principal Arterial standard (Setback sidewalks and planter strips where possible, 
curb, gutter, bicycle lanes, bus pull-outs, and 5-vehicle lane cross-section or 4-vehicle 
lanes with center median and tum lanes at major intersections similar to West 
Bakerview Road). 

James Street Road -classified as a secondary arterial- provides a north-south link 
between lnterstate-5 and Sunset Drive to Telegraph Road, E. Bakerview Road, and 
Kellogg Road. The northern portion of James Street Road from Gooding Avenue to 
East Bakerview Road is constructed to rural standard (travel lanes, gravel shoulders, 
ditches) with frontage and tum lane improvements constructed to urban standards in 
2002 at the intersection of King Mountain and Kellogg Road as a result of the Spring 
Creek residential development. The middle portion of James Street Road between East 
Bakerview Road and Telegraph Road is currently constructed to rural standard with the 
exception of the northwest corner of James Street/Telegraph, which was constructed to 
urban standards (5-foot sidewalks, curb, gutter, 5-foot bicycle lanes, and 11 to 12-foot 
travel lanes) in 2001. The southern portion of James Street Road between Telegraph 
Road and McLeod Road is currently constructed to rural standard (travel lanes, gravel 
shoulders, ditches). 

James Street Road should be improved to full Secondary Arterial standards (setback 
sidewalks and planter strips where possible, curb, gutter, bicycle lanes, and 2-vehicle 
lanes with turn lanes at major intersections) between McLeod Road and Kellogg Road. 
Future development to the north of King Mountain should extend and construct James 
Street Road to full secondary arterial standard. James Street Road from McLeod Road 
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south to Woodstock Way is programmed for major reconstruction, bridge replacement 
and urban multimodal transportation improvements. 

Telegraph Road is classified as a secondary arterial and provides an east-west link 
between Meridian Street, Deemer Road, and James Street Road. The western portion 
of Telegraph Road between the City limits and James Street Road is currently 
constructed to rural standard with the exception of the intersection at James Street 
Road, which Whatcom County improved to urban standards with a turn lane and 
sidewalks in 2001. The eastern portion of Telegraph Road currently provides access to 
senior residential development on Gentlebrook Lane. The south side of Telegraph Road 
is built to urban standard, but the north side is built to rural standard (travels lane, gravel 
shoulder). Telegraph Road should be improved to full Collector Arterial standard, 
(setback sidewalks and planter strips where possible, curb, gutter, bicycle lanes, and 2-
vehicle lanes with turn lanes at major intersections). 

Kellogg Road is classified as a collector arterial and provides an important east-west 
link between Cordata Parkway, Meridian Street, Deemer Road, and James Street Road. 
The east and west ends of Kellogg Road are currently built to urban standards as a 
result of private development, but the middle portion of Kellogg Road between the King 
Mountain Church entrance and Spring Creek Estates subdivision is currently built to a 
minimum urban standard (10-foot travel lanes, gravel shoulders) without improvements. 
Property owners should improve the middle portion of Kellogg Road between King 
Mountain Church and Spring Creek Estates to full urban collector arterial standards as 
development occurs. 

Montgomery Road provides east-west access to the northern half of the neighborhood. 
This road should be improved to a minimum standard residential street or greater prior 
to development of property using Montgomery for access. A potential link between 
Montgomery Road and lrongate Road should be studied to improve transportation 
circulation and connectivity. 

Cammack Road is a narrow asphalted gravel road that curves to the northeast from 
East Bakerview Road and serves single family homes. This road is private. When 
development occurs and taking access from Cammack, dedication and improvement to 
minimum standard or greater should be required. Prince Avenue to the west should be 
dedicated and constructed as a residential street between the existing right of way and 
Cammack Road. 

Cougar Road provides a north-south access to the south central portion of the 
neighborhood. A potential link between Cougar and Montgomery Road should also be 
studied to improve transportation circulation and connectivity. 

A new east-west collector arterial connection should be considered to provide a through 
connection between lrongate Road, Kramer Lane, Cougar Road, James Street Road, 
Cammack Road, Landon Avenue, and Deemer Road to the west. This would enhance 
transportation circulation and connectivity in the northern half of the neighborhood. New 
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north-south connections should also be considered between East Bakerview Road and 
Telegraph Road as development occurs. 

Access Management 

The City of Bellingham Public Works Department should develop an access control 
ordinance for the King Mountain Neighborhood to limit driveway and street access 
points along East Bakerview Road, Telegraph Road, James Street Road and Kellogg 
Road. Public and private streets required by new development should connect to 
existing public streets wherever possible. All street improvements in this neighborhood 
should be coordinated with future plans for Whatcom Transportation Authority (WTA). 
Public transit service and transit bus pull-outs should be provided where possible and 
recommended by Whatcom Transportation Authority staff. Bicycle and Pedestrian 
facilities should be provided on all arterial stre~ts where right-of-way and environmental 
factors allow. 

Goal No. 10 No local access to Bakerview Road and James Street should be allowed 
within 300 feet (preferably 600 feet) of major intersections. Access points should be at 
least 300 feet and ideally, 600 feet apart. Internal circulation between commercial and 
mixed use sites should be encouraged through the use of internal driveways and traffic 
design. 

Goal No. 11 In addition to arterial streets, local pedestrian and vehicular access should 
be required between adjacent developments. 

Public Transportation 

Whatcom Transportation Authority (WTA) provides limited public transit bus service in 
the King Mountain Neighborhood. Some transit routes connect residents to Bellis Fair 
Mall to the west and at the Sunset Square Shopping Center to the south. WTA indicates 
that additional public transit service is likely to be provided as infill development occurs 
and the ridership population increases in the neighborhood. 

Bicycle Facilities 

The King Mountain Neighborhood has the potential for providing bike friendly 
surroundings and convenient bike travel corridors that are used for both recreation and 
commuting. The key to realizing this potential is considering how bikes would affect and 
be affected by future plans and developments. Bike corridors in this neighborhood 
should be consistent with those in other neighborhoods to provide a citywide system. 
By making the neighborhood more accessible and secure for bicycle travel, residents of 
the neighborhood and the city benefit. 
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There are several informal bicycle links in the neighborhood that form the basis of a 
bicycle route network. These should be upgraded and maintained. Future in-fill 
development and street upgrades may require striping of bike lanes and on-street 
parking restrictions to maintain safe bike routes. Parking for bicycles should be provided 
in any commercial or mixed use development in accordance with the City's parking 
requirements. Publicly accessible alternative bicycle and pedestrian facilities, such as 
off-street multi-purpose trails (where the Critical Areas Ordinance allows), should be 
connected to the pedestrian and bicycle facilities along arterial streets. 

Goal No. 12 Bike corridors should be signed or otherwise marked to show a 
destination of the corridor. 

Goal No. 13 Bicycle lanes should be included on arterial streets whenever feasible. 
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VI. KING MOUNTAIN NEIGHBORHOOD SUBAREA DESCRIPTIONS 

The King Mountain Neighborhood's 1,057 acres are divided into 16 distinct subareas. 
This includes two subareas (12 and 13) that were added to the neighborhood in 2009 
through annexation. Three subareas (14, 14A and 15) were added in 2010 when the 
Mt. Baker Neighborhood was divided into three neighborhoods. 

The neighborhood is primarily designated for low to medium density single family 
development and medium to high density multifamily development as shown below and 
listed in the following pages: 

Single Family Residential 
Multi Family Residential 
Single and Multi Mixed 
Public 
Total 

AREA1 

486 acres 
559 acres 
7 acres 
4 acres 
1,056 acres 

Area 1 is approximately 75 acres and was annexed to Bellingham and made part of the 
new King Mountain Neighborhood in 2009. The topography is fairly flat with gradual 
southwestern slopes. Gentle hummock and swale terrain is found with some forested 
wetlands towards the southeast and northeast portion of the planning area. The 15-acre 
King Mountain Church campus is generally located in the center of the area. About 45 
acres also owned by the church currently remain heavily forested. Kellogg Road 
provides access to the church from the west and extends through the church property to 
provide a connection between the Spring Creek subdivision and James Street Road to 
the east. 

Two vacant and forested 2.5 acre parcels are located between the King Mountain 
Church property and Area 24A of the City's Guide Meridian/Cordata Neighborhood. The 
south parcel abuts Kellogg Road. The north parcel is land locked and will require 
access when development is proposed. Prior to city annexation in 2009, Whatcom 
County approved a zone change for this area to increase the density from 6 to 10 
dwelling units/acre to 18 dwelling units/acre. This density is consistent with adjacent 
areas in the Guide Meridian/Cordata Neighborhood and the Meridian Neighborhood to 
the west. 

Multifamily zoning allows a wide range of housing types, including single family 
detached and attached, duplex, and multifamily units. High density development would 
support public transit bus service to the area. Duplex and multifamily buildings would 
provide more affordable home ownership in the neighborhood. Multifamily zoning and 
density would allow the land with the fewest constraints to be used efficiently while 
allowing important wetlands , fish streams and wildlife habitat to be protected. The 
density reflects could help the city to achieve its infill development goals while focusing 
on owner-occupied housing and minimizing impacts to the natural environment. 
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Kellogg Road is an important east-west link between Cordata Parkway, Meridian Street, 
Deemer Road, and James Street Road. The east and west ends of Kellogg Road are 
currently built to urban standards as a result of private development, but the middle 
portion of Kellogg Road between the King Mountain Church entrance and Spring Creek 
Estates subdivision is currently built to a minimum urban standard without 
improvements. As such, this middle portion of Kellogg Road should be improved to full 
urban collector arterial standards as de,velopment occurs. Public trails should be 
provided as indicated in the North Bellingham Trail Plan with connections to existing city 
trail systems. A public park of approximately 2-5 acres of upland should be considered 
to serve neighborhood needs for park spaces. 

AREA 1 Land Use Designation: Multifamily Residential, High Density 

AREA2 

Area 2 comprises approximately 60 acres and became part of the new King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to Bellingham in 2009. The terrain is fairly flat with 
gentle rolling slopes. Area 2 is generally a single family zone with a limited mix of duplex 
and multi-family units. These housing types should be approved using planned 
residential Chapter BMC 20.38 and should not exceed 25% of the total approved units 
in a subdivision. The Spring Creek Estates development comprises approximately 17 
acres in the central portion of Area 2. This residential development includes 84 single 
family housing units and a 16-unit multifamily complex. 

As development occurs in Area 2, access to James Street Road should be limited. 
Improvements should include full secondary arterial standards and should provide local 
pedestrian and vehicular access between adjacent developments. Cammack provides 
access to Area 2 from E. Bakerview Road. Properties taking access from Cammack 
should dedicate right-of-way and improve Cammack Road to minimum standard or 
greater prior to development. In addition to Kellogg Road, another east-west residential 
access road should also be developed in Area 2 linking future development in Area 8 
with new development in Area 2 and James Street Road to the east. Public trails should 
be provided as indicated in the North Bellingham Trail plan. These trails would connect 
existing trail systems with new residential development. A public park of approximately 
2-5 acres of upland should be considered to serve neighborhood needs for park spaces. 

AREA 2 Land Use Designation: Single Family Residential , Medium Density 
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AREA3 

Area 3 comprises approximately 1.5 acres and became part of the new King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to the new City in 2009. Area 3, located off 
Kearney Street near the top of King Mountain, is owned by the City of Bellingham. A 
new 3-million gallon storage reservoir is on this site to help provide both fire flow and 
potable water to the larger area. 

AREA 3 Land Use Designation: Public 

AREA4 

Area 4 comprises approximately 2 acres and became part of the King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to the City in 2009. It is located at the top of King 
Mountain. Scenic views from this property include Bellingham Bay, the San Juan 
Islands, the City of Bellingham, the Chuckanut Mountains, Galbraith Mountain, 
Squalicum Mountain, and the foothills of Whatcom County. The City anticipates 
retaining this area and developing it as a future passive scenic viewpoint. 

AREA 4 Land Use Designation: Public 

AREAS 

Area 5 is approximately 86 acres located east of James Street Road between 
Montgomery Road to the south and the top of King Mountain to the north. This area 
became part of the new King Mountain Neighborhood when it was annexed to 
Bellingham in 2009. The topography of this area varies widely. The terrain includes a 
relatively flat mountain top; steep, unstable southern slopes, gradual southwestern 
slopes with gentle hummock and swale terrain at the base. 

The northernmost portion of the area was platted in 1938 and has seen scattered 
development primarily east of James Street Road. One 4-acre parcel short plat 
occurred in 1994 and was developed with four single family detached homes. The top 
of King Mountain is occupied by radio and television communication towers and is 
traversed by two gravel roadways. Another gravel road provides access to about 20 
parcels at the top of the mountain, but most of these parcels have not yet been cleared 
for development. The south-facing slope of the mountain was platted in 1955 and is 
occupied by single family detached residences on approximately 75 lots ranging in size 
from 8,400 square feet to about 2 and ¾-acre. The southeast slope is steep and 
relatively undeveloped. On-site septic systems provide sewage disposal for the 
residences. Extension of city sewer mains may be needed in the future if septic systems 
fail. 
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In 1993, Bellingham assumed responsibility for Whatcom County Water District #9, 
which served this area. Since the old District #9 system did not provide adequate 
residential fire flow for residents in the area, the water system should be upgraded. An 
upgrade to the James Street Road water pump station is also needed to serve existing 
and future water fire flow requirements. In addition, a new water storage reservoir will 
be needed at the top of King Mountain to provide the minimum fire flow necessary to 
serve this residential area. Prior to annexation, Fire District #4 -which served this area 
prior to annexation- agreed to serve the area after annexation with water tender 
apparatus for three years from the annexation date and/or until fire hydrants are in place 
in the area. Future development should include developer provided fire flow and fire 
hydrants to be located as per the International Fire Code and the Bellingham Fire 
Department Development Standards. 

Because of the environmental features of steep slopes, stream tributaries and wetlands 
in the area, new residential development should allow cluster development. For lots not 
created by cluster subdivision a 6,000 sq. ft. minimum detached lot size and a maximum 
density of 7,200 sq. ft. per unit should be allowed. Cluster development in this area 
would protect valuable environmental features. Public trails should be provided as 
indicated in the North Bellingham Trail Plan to connect existing development and trail 
systems with new residential development and trails and to a future park site in the 
area. A neighborhood park of 2 - 5 acres of upland would be appropriate to serve this 
residential area. 

Gooding Avenue, Francis Way, King Avenue and King Mountain Road branch off of 
James Street Road and provide access to most of this area's residential development. 
These roads are minimum standard with narrow, asphalt gravel surfaces. and steep 
grades. Curbs, gutters and sidewalks currently do not exist on any of these roads. 
Access control should be required on James Street Road and improvements should 
include full secondary arterial standards. Montgomery Road provides access to both 
Area 5 and Area 6. This road should be improved to a minimum standard residential 
street or greater prior to development of property using Montgomery Road for access. 
Cougar Road provides a north-south access to the central portion of Area 5. A potential 
link between Cougar and Montgomery Road should be studied to ensure improved 
transportation circulation and connectivity. A new east-west collector arterial connection 
should also be considered to provide a through connection between lrongate Road, 
Kramer Lane, Cougar Road, James Street Road, Cammack Road, Landon Avenue, and 
Deemer Road to the west. This connection would enhance transportation circulation 
and connectivity in the northern half of the neighborhood. New north-south connections 
should also be considered as development occurs. 

AREA 5 Land Use Designation: Single Family Residential, Medium Density 
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AREA6 

Area 6 comprises approximately 87 acres and became part of the new King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to Bellingham in 2009. The area lies generally 
between Montgomery Road on the north and East Bakerview Road on the south. 
James Street Road forms a portion of the west boundary along with private property. 
lrongate Road and private property forms the area's boundary to the east. 

Topography in the area is generally flat with gentle rolling hills. Several tributaries of 
Baker Creek including Telegraph Creek extend through the area in a northeast/ 
southwest alignment. Significant wetland systems associated with these creeks have 
been identified immediately south of Montgomery Road and occupy a large portion of 
the area. Gentle hummock and swale terrain lies next to the creek tributaries. As 
development occurs in Area 6, critical areas including streams and wetlands should be 
protected and incorporated into site design. 

Residential development is primarily concentrated in two subdivisions located in the 
southeast corner of the area. Kramer Lane and Stonecrest subdivisions take access 
from E. Bakerview Road and lrongate Road. Scattered single family development on 
large lots is located along Cougar Road, Montgomery Road and James Street Road. An 
agricultural nursery is located at the terminus of Montgomery Road. Cougar Road 
provides a north-south access from E. Bakerview Road to the central portion of the 
neighborhood. A study should determine if Cougar Road can provide linkage between 
E. Bakerview and Montgomery Road. Linkage of these two roads would improve 
transportation circulation and connectivity for the area. A new east-west collector arterial 
connection should also be considered in Area 6 as it would provide a through 
connection between lrongate Road, Kramer Lane, Cougar Road, James Street Road, 
Cammack Road, Landon Avenue, and Deemer Road to the west. This linkage would 
enhance transportation circulation and connectivity in the northern half of the 
neighborhood. 

Area 6 is generally a single family area, but it has the potential for a mix of multifamily 
development. Duplex and multifamily units should be allowed using the planned 
residential Chapter BMC 20.38, but should not exceed 25% of the total approved units 
in a subdivision. No more than 4 single family attached dwelling units should be 
allowed. 

Public trails should be provided as indicated in the North Bellingham Trail Plan with 
connections to existing residential development and city trail systems with new 
residential development. A neighborhood park would be appropriate to serve the area. 
Roads serving Area 6 include Montgomery Road at the north edge of the area, Cougar 
Road, Kramer Lane, lrongate and East Bakerview Road. Montgomery Road provides 
east-west access to the southern half of the neighborhood. This road should be 
improved to a minimum standard residential street or greater prior to development of 
property using Montgomery for access. A potential link between Montgomery Road and 
lrongate Road should be studied to improve transportation circulation and connectivity. 
Cougar Road provides north-south access to the area from East Bakerview Road and 
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should be improved to residential standard. A feasibility study should be conducted to 
determine if Cougar Road could be extended west to connect with James Street Road 
and east to Kramer Lane. A connection to Montgomery Road to the north should also 
be studied. If feasible, the connection would provide more efficient traffic circulation in 
the area. 

James Street Road should be improved to full secondary arterial standard as 
development occurs and East Bakerview Road improvements should include full 
principal arterial standards. Access points on arterials should be limited. In addition to 
arterial streets, development should require local pedestrian and vehicular access 
between adjacent developments. Shared access should be encouraged. 

Kramer Lane provides access to a 43-single family detached subdivision constructed in 
1999. When the subdivision was created, road connections were provided to serve 
properties to the east and west as development occurred. A new east-west road section 
connects Kramer Lane and lrongate Road. A new road section should be required as 
development occurs west of Kramer Lane. 

AREA 6 Land Use Designation: Single Family Residential, Medium Density 

AREA7 

Area 7 comprises approximately 51 acres and became part of the new King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to Bellingham in 2009. The area is bounded on the 
south by East Bakerview Road. James Street Road bisects the area, generally creating 
two equal planning areas. Cammack Road forms the west boundary and Cougar Road 
forms the east boundary; the northern boundary is defined by private property. Area 7 
is generally underdeveloped. Several single family residences are located along the 
northern boundary of the area. A church campus is located adjacent to Cougar Road at 
the eastern edge of the area. Telegraph Creek flows through the area in· a 
northeasVsouthwest alignment. Wetlands associated with the creek are located 
primarily in the northeast portion of the area and to the west of James Street. The 
terrain is relatively flat with gentle southwestern slopes and hummock and swale terrain 
along the creeks and wetland areas. Pastures and wooded areas generally predominate 
adjacent to E. Bakerview Road west of James Street; while dense forested areas 
predominate east of James Street. 

East Bakerview Road is classified as a principal arterial and provides an easVwest 
connection linking lnterstate-5 with Cordata Parkway, Meridian Street, James Street, 
and Hannegan Road east of the neighborhood. Currently East Bakerview Road does 
not have stable shoulders, bicycle lanes, curbs, gutters, or sidewalks. As development 
occurs in this area, future capital improvements will require widening the road to four or 
five lanes between Deemer Road and Hannegan Road. James Street should also be 
improved to full secondary arterial standards consistent with limited access; internal 
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access should be required between parcels. In addition to arterial streets, new 
development should provide local pedestrian and vehicular access between adjacent 
developments. Shared access should be encouraged. 

This area was annexed to the city and given an initial zoning designation comparable to 
the county's Urban Residential Mix designation. This area is essentially a single family 
zone that allows a mix of duplex and multifamily development. Cluster development 
should be encouraged in an effort to protect stream corridors and wetlands. For 
increased density, development should meet requirements in BMC 18.32 or adopted 
City TOR program. For lots not created by cluster subdivision, a minimum detached lot 
size and a maximum density should be allowed. Area 7, however, is centrally located 
within the neighborhood and adjacent to two major transportation corridors. A more 
intensive urban zoning classification would be appropriate which would allow a mix of 
commercial uses and housing types. A new city zoning designation should be 
considered prior to development proposals for single family development. A master plan 
for an urban village should be encouraged and prepared by the property owners in 
Areas 7-10. An urban village in close proximity to the Bakerview / James Street Road 
Intersection could provide a focal point for the new neighborhood. 

A master plan for this area and adjacent areas south of E. Bakerview Road including 
Areas 8, 9 and 10 should develop a pedestrian-oriented village consistent with the city's 
comprehensive plan and should specify land uses and densities, street and utilities 
layout; lot arrangement; housing types; village square or plaza location(s); streetscape 
amenities; relationship of the buildings to the street; parking structures or lots' protection 
of critical areas; pedestrian and bicycle facilities and other items deemed necessary to 
ensure compatibility with surrounding areas. A variety of development features might 
include: ground floor office/retail; upper floor residential at densities that would support 
transit; increased building height limits to create a neighborhood focal point; 
underground parking where feasible; pedestrian plazas and other gathering places; and 
regional pedestrian connections. Development of a mixed-use village, if done right, 
could provide the neighborhood with a focal point for pedestrian and transit oriented 
shopping, entertainment and recreation. It could be an asset for the neighborhood and 
Jhe community. Neighborhood commercial centers can provide convenience shopping 
opportunities within easy walking, biking, or transit distance of surrounding residential 
populations and may reduce the number of vehicle trips generated. Centrally located 
neighborhood commercial center sites should be identified and designation in the 
neighborhood. A plan amendment/rezone or subarea planning process should be 
considered to allow for mixed use and a variety of housing types. Coordination with 
property owners in Areas 8, 9 and 10 should be encouraged. 

As Area 7 developments, sensitive environmental areas should be protected. Public 
trails should be provided as indicated in the North Bellingham Trail Plan with 
connections to existing city trail systems, existing and new residential, commercial 
and/or industrial development. A neighborhood park of approximately 2-5 acres of 
upland would be appropriate to serve the area. 
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AREA 7 Land Use Designation: Single Family Residential, Medium Density 

AREAS 

Area 8 comprises approximately 43 acres and became part of a new King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to the City in 2009. Landon Avenue forms the 
boundary to the West; East Bakerview Road is to the south; Cammack Road is the east 
and Area 1 of the neighborhood is to the north. The terrain is gently rolling hills with 
slopes dipping south and southeast. Generally underdeveloped, Area 8 has large 
parcels, fields, meadows, single family home sites with associated residential uses. 
The northeast portion of this area was platted between 1850 and 1899, but the 
remainder of the area has never been platted and is characterized by a mix of large and 
small parcels with single family detached houses of varying age, style, and construction 
quality. 

Several small gravel driveways provide access to the area from East Bakerview Road. 
Cammack Road provides access to the eastern half of the area. This narrow asphalted 
gravel road curves to the northeast from East Bakerview Road and serves single family 
homes. When development occurs, taking access from Cammack, dedication and 
improvement of this road to minimum standard or greater should be required. Prince 
Avenue to the west should be dedicated and constructed as a residential street between 
the existing right-of-way and Cammack Road. East Bakerview Road is a principal 
arterial and should be upgraded to full principal arterial standards. Future capital 
improvements to East Bakerview Road would generally require widening to four or five 
lanes between Deemer Road and Hannegan Road with bicycle lanes, curbs, gutters, 
and sidewalks, comparable to West Bakerview Road. 

This area was annexed to the city and given an initial zoning designation comparable to 
the county's Urban Residential Medium designation, allowing 10-24 dwelling units to the 
acre. This zoning is consistent with the multifamily designation immediately west in the 
Meridian Neighborhood. 

Area 8 is anticipated to experience major changes as it transitions from a more rural to 
urban environment. Located adjacent to the Meridian Neighborhood with its intensive 
commercial and high density development, Area 8 is appropriate for similar mixed use 
development. Master planning Area 8 along with Areas 7, 9, and 10 is encouraged 
consistent with the City's comprehensive plan for urban village development. A 
pedestrian-oriented urban village is appropriate in any one of these four areas in the 
King Mountain Neighborhood. A master plan should generally show a variety of 
development features such as: ground floor office/retail: upper floor residential at 
densities that support transit; increased building height limits to create a neighborhood 
focal point; underground parking where feasible; pedestrian plazas and other gathering 
places; and regional pedestrian connections. A more intensive urban zoning 
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classification would be appropriate which would allow a mix of uses and housing types. 
A new zoning designation should be considered for this area. 

If done right, an urban village could provide the neighborhood with a focal point for 
pedestrian and transit oriented shopping, entertainment and recreation. It could be an 
asset for the neighborhood and the community. As Area 8 developments, sensitive 
environmental areas should be protected. Public trails should be provided as indicated 
in the North Bellingham Trail Plan with connections to existing city trail systems, existing 
and new residential, commercial and/or industrial development. A neighborhood park of 
approximately 2-5 acres of upland should be provided in this area to serve the growing 
population. A neighborhood plan amendmenUrezone or subarea planning should be 
encouraged to implement an urban village master plan. 

AREA 8 Land Use Designation: Multifamily Residential, High Density 

AREA9 

Area 9 comprises approximately 87 acres and became part of the new King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to Bellingham in 2009. The area abuts Meridian 
Neighborhood on the west. East Bakerview Road forms the north boundary. The east 
and south boundaries lie west of James Street and extend south of Telegraph Road. 
The terrain includes flat to gentle southwest slopes, hummock and swale features, 
Baker Creek ravine, pastures associated with residential development, and some dense 
wooded areas and wetlands either isolated or associated with tributaries to Baker 
Creek. Most of these tributaries have carved ravines or gullies that should be protected 
to maintain slope stability and stream shading. Some of these tributaries have potential 
for future fish generation once downstream barriers have been removed. Adequate 
buffer widths from the streams and tributaries should be maintained or enhanced as 
development or redevelopment of this area occurs. These sensitive areas should be 
protected and incorporated into site design as development occurs. 

East Bakerview Road provides access to the northern portion of Area 9. This road is 
classified as a Principal Arterial and provides an easUwest link between lnterstate-5 with 
Northwest Drive, Cordata Parkway, Meridian Street, James Street and Hannegan Road. 
Bakerview Road does not currently have stable shoulders, bicycle lanes, curbs, gutters, 
or sidewalks in Area 9. Future capital improvements will require widening of this arterial 
to four or five lanes between Deemer Road and Hannegan Road. Access should be 
limited as urban development occurs. Road improvements will be needed to full 
principal arterial standards. Internal access should be required between parcels. 

Telegraph Road extends through Area 9 providing access to properties in the southern 
portion of the area. Classified as a Secondary Arterial, Telegraph Road provides an 
east-west link between Meridian Street, Deemer Road, and James Street Road. It does 
not currently have stable shoulders, curbs, gutters, bicycle lanes, or sidewalks. Future 
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improvements to Telegraph Road should be required as development occurs. Public 
trails should be provided as indicated in the North Bellingham Trail Plan with 
connections to existing city trail systems and development with new residential and 
mixed-use developments. A neighborhood park of approximately 2-5 acres of upland 
should be provided in this area to serve the growing population. 

Area 9 is anticipated to experience major growth and changes as it transitions from a 
more rural to urban environment. This area is appropriate for high density residential 
and mixed-use development. Master planning Area 8 along with Areas 7, 9, and 10 is 
encouraged consistent with the City's comprehensive plan for urban village 
development. A pedestrian-oriented urban village is appropriate in any one of the four 
high density areas of the King Mountain Neighborhood. A master plan should generally 
show a variety of development features such as: ground floor office/retail: upper floor 
residential at densities that support transit; increased building height limits to create a 
neighborhood focal point; underground parking where feasible; pedestrian plazas and 
other gathering places; and regional pedestrian connections. 

A more intensive urban zoning classification would be appropriate for this area. It should 
allow a variety of mixed uses and housing types and development features, such as: 
ground floor office/retail: upper floor residential at densities that support transit; 
increased building height limits to create a neighborhood focal point; underground 
parking where feasible; pedestrian plazas and other gathering places; and regional 
pedestrian connections. 
If done right, an urban village could provide the neighborhood with a focal point for 
pedestrian and transit oriented shopping, entertainment and recreation. It could be an 
asset for the neighborhood and the community. As Area 9 developments, sensitive 
environmental areas should be protected. Public trails should be provided as indicated 
in the North Bellingham Trail Plan with connections to existing city trail systems, existing 
and new residential, commercial and/or industrial development. A neighborhood park of 
approximately 2-5 acres of upland should be provided in this area to serve the growing 
population. A neighborhood plan amendment/rezone or subarea planning should be 
encouraged to implement an urban village master plan. 

AREA 9 Land Use Designation: Multifamily Residential, High Density 

AREA 10 

Area 10 comprises approximately 84 acres and was made part of a new King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to Bellingham in 2009. East Bakerview Road is the 
northern boundary. Telegraph Road and property boundaries form the south edge of the 
Area. James Street Road divides Area 10 generally into two equal sections. The 
Bakerview / Hannegan industrial area shares the boundary to the east. Area 9 is to the 
west. 
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In 1997 when the Bellingham Urban Growth Area was established, Whatcom County 
zoned Area 10 Urban Residential Mix allowing a mix of single family and multi family 
development. In February 2008, the county rezoned this to allow for 1 O dwelling units 
an acre. with the possibility of achieving 24 with the purchase of transfer of development 
rights. At the time of annexation, single family development on large lots generally 
predominates. Other uses include a fire station, medical clinic, 26-unit single family 
subdivision on small lots, church, and a number of vacant parcels comprise the area. 
Telegraph and Baker creeks traverse the area with associated wetlands. 

Three major transportation corridors are adjacent to and traverse Area 10. East 
Bakerview Road is the area's northern edge. It is classified as a Principal Arterial and 
provides an east/west link between lnterstate-5, Northwest Drive, Cordata Parkway, 
Meridian Street to the west, and James Street, and Hannegan Road to the east. East 
Bakerview Road in this area does not currently have stable shoulders, bicycle lanes, 
curbs, gutters, or sidewalks. Future capital improvements should require widening the 
road to four or five lanes between Deemer and Hannegan roads. Access should be 
limited and shared access should be encouraged. East Bakerview Road improvements 
will be needed to meet full principal arterial standards with turn lanes at major 
intersections. James Street Road traverses Area 10 creating generally two planning 
areas. This road should be improved to full secondary arterial standards as 
development occurs. Internal access should be required between parcels. Telegraph 
Road is at the southern edge of Area 10 and provides a connection between Meridian 
and James Street. It too should be improved to full secondary arterial standards as 
development occurs. A connection between Bakerview and Telegraph should be 
considered. 

This area is anticipated to experience major changes as it transitions to a more urban 
environment. Because of its central location within the neighborhood, Area 10 is 
appropriate for high density residential and mixed use development. An urban village 
should be encouraged. Neighborhood commercial centers can provide convenience 
shopping opportunities within easy walking, biking, or transit distance of surrounding 
residential populations and may reduce the number of vehicle trips generated. These 
centers should have a variety of development features such as ground floor office/retail, 
upper floor residential at densities that support transit, increased building height limits to 
create a neighborhood focal point, underground parking where feasible, pedestrian 
plazas and other gathering places, including regional pedestrian connections. Centrally 
located neighborhood commercial sites should be identified and designated in the 
neighborhood. A neighborhood plan amendment/rezone and/or a subarea planning 
process should be coordinated with areas 7, 8, and 9 to implement an urban village in_ 
the neighborhood. 

As Area 10 develops, sensitive environmental areas adjacent to significant creek 
corridors should be protected. Neighborhood Public trails should be provided as 
indicated in the North Bellingham Trail Plan with connections to existing city trail 
systems, existing and new residential, commercial and/or industrial development. A 
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neighborhood park of approximately 2-5 acres of upland should be provided in this area 
to serve the growing population. 

AREA 10 Land Use Designation: Multifamily Residential, High Density 

AREA 11 

Area 11 comprises approximately 71 acres and became part of the King Mountain 
Neighborhood when it was annexed to Bellingham in 2009. The area is located 
generally between East McLeod Road on the south and property boundaries to the 
north adjacent to Area 10. Primrose Lane forms the west boundary. The area shares a 
common boundary with industrially zoned areas of the Mount Baker Neighborhood. The 
area adjacent to McLeod Road comprises approximately 15 parcels and has single 
family development currently with on-site septic systems. Conversion from septic 
systems to city sewer mains should occur in the future to protect the Baker Creek 
tributary that flows along the northern boundary of the area. McLeod Road is a minimum 
standard asphalted gravel street that provides local access to adjacent residences. This 
road does not have curbs, gutters, or sidewalks. Although physically connected to 
Telegraph Road, concrete barriers have been erected at the western end of McLeod to 
prevent through vehicle access from Meridian to James Street Road. 

In February 2008, Whatcom County zoned Area 11 to Urban Residential (UR6). This 
zoning designation reflects the actual density of the single family residential area. It is 
consistent with residential development across McLeod Road. 

The James Street Estates mobile Home Park and Northern Meadows Estates are 
located east of McLeod Road and James Street Road. These residential developments 
provide affordable housing for older citizens. Their eastern boundary abuts industrial 
development in the Mount Baker Neighborhood. Special consideration in this area 
should include street and pedestrian improvements, access, internal circulation, 
drainage, and the preservation of streams, wooded areas, open space and trail 
corridors as development occurs. 

AREA 11 Land Use Designation: Single Family Residential, Medium Density 

Area 12 

This area was annexed to the city in 2009 and is approximately 38-acres in size. The 
eastern portion of Queen Mountain rises from the center of the area, which contains 
slopes that range from between 15% to 40% with some areas exceeding 40% to 100%. 
The southwestern portion of the area contains gradual slopes with some relatively flat 
areas. 
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The area lies within the Silver Creek watershed and within the Baker Creek sub-basin. 
In 2003, a wetland reconnaissance was performed on areas north and adjacent to East 
Bakerview Road, which revealed wetlands in the northeastern and southeastern 
portions of the area. 

This area contains "special regulations" outlined in the Bellingham Municipal Code 
Table of Zoning Regulations, which allows 25% of the total allowed dwelling units per 
site area to be a mix of multifamily units through the planned residential development 
process. 

AREA 12 Land Use Designation: Single Family Residential, Medium Density 

Area 13 

Area 13 is located at the northern edge of the King Mountain Neighborhood. It includes 
about 233 acres and was annexed to the City of Bellingham in September 2009. The 
most prominent feature is King Mountain. Panoramic views of the city, Bellingham Bay, 
San Juan Islands and the Canadian mountains can be seen from different areas on the 
mountain. 

Located within the Squalicum Creek Watershed, Area 13 has a variety of environmental 
features that should be protected as development occurs. Spring Creek, for example, 
traverses the area in generally a north/south alignment along the western boundary of 
the area. This creek has areas of carved ravines and gullies with several dense 
wooded areas and wetlands that are either isolated or associated with Spring Creek. 
This corridor should be protected as development occurs to maintain slope stability and 
stream shading. Deciduous and evergreen trees are found throughout the area, 
including alder, maple, birch, cottonwood, willows and cedar. Along with forest shrubs, 
snowberry, huckleberry, elderberry, Oregon Grape and salmonberry are also prolific in 
the area. Many of these natural features should be protected and/or incorporated into 
site design for future residential, commercial and mixed use development. Open space 
and trail corridors should be provided as development occurs, consistent with the north 
Bellingham Trail Plan and the Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan to ensure 
connectivity with existing city open space and trail systems and between developments. 

In exchange for annexation to Bellingham, the property owners in Area 13 signed a 
covenant with the City, whereby, they would purchase and/or transfer one development 
right per every five acres annexed. These development rights could be transferred from 
City or County TDR sending zones or could be purchased from the City for land in the 
Lake Whatcom Watershed. The intent of the covenant is to protect valuable natural 
resources from development within the Lake Whatcom Watershed. 
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Master Planning for Growth 

Bellingham's Comprehensive Plan recognizes that an urban village in Area 13 could be 
an asset for the neighborhood and the larger community. The urban village should be 
located on or near arterial streets and transit routes to give it visibility and to serve as 
the neighborhood focal point. 

A well designed village should include a mix of land uses, including pleasant living 
spaces in a variety of housing types; convenient shopping and working environments; 
pedestrian accessibility places to meet and recreate; an attractive and well-connected 
str~et system; and a balance of retail, office, residential and public uses. 

A master plan is required for the urban village. This plan should identify an appropriate 
mix of land uses and densities, street and utility layout, lot arrangement, housing types, 
potential village square and plaza locations, streetscape amenities, building types and 
their relationship to the street, parking structures or lots, protection of critical areas, 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and other items deemed necessary through the master 
planning process. 

Adjacent developments within Area 13 should complement the urban village with 
compatible design and fonn, thereby, maintaining the character and livability of the 
neighborhood. 

Area 13 Land Use Designation: Multifamily Residential, High Density 

Area 14 

This 135-acre area was added to the King Mt. Neighborhood Plan when the northern 
neighborhood boundaries were changed in 2010 (was Area 1, Mt. Baker Neighborhood 
Plan). It stretches across the southern part of the neighborhood from Interstate 5 to the 
western border of the lrongate Neighborhood. The City limits (McLeod Road) fonns the 
northern boundary. Some residential development has occurred along Telegraph Road 
and east of James Street but the area is still predominately forested. The southern 
tributary of Baker Creek flows through the northern portion of the area. 

The area generally slopes towards Squalicum Valley to the south with forested wetlands 
scattered throughout. Forested wetlands have a high value and should be avoided to 
the greatest extent possible and preserved in contiguous sections as development 
occurs. 

Two trail connections are proposed in this area, both connecting to a trail along 
Squalicum Creek, such as the proposed Bay-to-Baker trail. The King Mountain trail is 
planned from Squalicum Creek just east of Interstate 5 to proposed public viewpoints 
and trails on King and/or Queen Mountains. There is also a proposed connection from 
the residential and commercial area in the eastern portion of the neighborhood south to 
Squalicum Creek. 
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The sixty-foot wide former Orchard Street right-of-way lying adjacent to the southern 
boundary of this area between James Street and lnterstate-5 is now in private 
ownership. The zoning boundary between this Residential Single area and Planned 
Industrial area to the south is currently the center of this right-of-way. Given that the 
property is now is private ownership and that is may be suitable for either residential or 
industrial use, this parcel may be added to this residentially zoned area, or may be 
added in part or wholly to the industrially zoned area to the south at the property 
owner's option. 

Area 14 Land Use Designation: Single Family Residential, Medium Density 

Area 14A 

This 48-acre area was added to the King Mt. Neighborhood Plan in 2010 when the 
northern neighborhood boundaries were changed (was Area 1 A, Mt. Baker 
Neighborhood Plan). It fronts on James Street on the east and Interstate 5 on the west. 
The southerly boundary is vacated Orchard Street. The northerly ¼ of the land is 
intersected by Baker Creek. This area represents one of the best in-fill sites in the northern 
part of the crty and was identified as such in the EIS for the 2006 update of the Bellingham 
Comprehensive Plan. 

This area provides an opportunity for a balanced mix of land uses with single and multi
family residential uses integrated with compact neighborhood commercial uses permitting 
increased residential densities in those areas where employment, transit and other public 
facilities and services are available. 

Development of this area should utilize innovative design and construction techniques 
emphasizing zero lot line attached row house design; reduced setbacks; utilization of 
public and private roads and alleys constructed at reduced impervious standards; 
innovative subdivision requirements allowing lots which do not directly abut public streets 
and alleys. 

The 60 foot wide former Orchard Street right-of-way lying adjacent to the southern 
boundary of this area between James Street and Interstate 5 is now in private ownership. 
The zoning boundary between this residential multi, mixed, and planned industrial to the 
south is currently the center of this right-of-way. Given that the property is now in private 
ownership and that it may be suitable for either residential or industrial use, this parcel 
may be added to this residentially zoned area, or may be added in part or whole to the 
industrially zoned area to the south at the property owners' option. 
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Area 14A Land Use Designation: Multifamily Residential, Medium Density, with 
mixed use neighborhood commercial allowed. 

Area 15 

This area of approximately eight (8) acres was added to the King Mt. Neighborhood 
Plan in 2010 when the northern neighborhood boundaries were changed (was Area 29, 
Mt. Baker Neighborhood Plan). It is located between E. Bakerview Road on the north 
and Baker Creek on the south. The area is predominately flat with gentle rolling terrain 
adjacent to the creek. Baker Creek extends along the southern boundary of the area in 
a wide ravine with well-defined banks. Vegetation along the ravine consists of clusters 
of conifers and deciduous trees. As development occurs, Baker Creek should be 
protected and existing trees should be incorporated into landscaping designs when 
feasible. Characterized by single family development, this area allows from four to ten 
dwelling units per acre, and provides for up to 25% of the developed units to be in the 
form of multifamily units for property over two acres. 

Area 15 Land Use Designation: Single/Multifamily Residential, Low to Medium Density 
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King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Special Prerequisite I 

Special 
Area I Zoning Use Qualifier Oensltv Conditions Considerations Reaulations 
1 I Residential Planned 2400 sq. ft per dwelling In addition to arterial Improvement of Kellogg 

Mufti unit streets, provide local Road to full urban 
pedestrian and vehicular collector arterial 
access between adjacent standard. 
developments. 

Limit access points on 
arterial streets. Shared 
access is encouraged. 

Provide public trails as 
indicated in the North 
Bellingham Trail plan with 
connections to existing city 
trail systems and new 
residential developments. 

2 I Residential I Detached, 7,200 sq. ft. per dwelling In addition to arterial Improvement of James Duplex and multi-family units 
Single cluster, cluster unit; up to 4,300 sq. ft. per streets. provide local St. Rd. to full secondary shall require planned residential 

attached and dwelling unit using cluster pedestrian and vehicular arterial standard. development approval under 
cluster bonus provisions in BMC access between adjacent BMC 20.38 and shall not 
detached; 18.32 or adopted city TOR developments. Dedication and exceed 25% of the total allowed 
mixed: limited program or the "fee-in-lieu- improvement of dwelling units for the entire site. 
duplex and or option. Under the fee-in- An east-west residential Cammack Rd. to 
multi-family lieu-of option, a property access road should be minimum standard or Duplex an multi-family building 
( see special owner I developer can developed in this area. greater prior to permits shall not be issued until 
regulations) purchase additional density development of property at least 50% of the single family 

by paying a fee to the City's Limit access points on using Cammack for homes on site have been 
Lake Whatcom Watershed arterial streets. Shared access. 

constructed. 
Property Acquisition access is encouraged. 
Program (LWWPAP).* 

I 
I No more than 4 single family Provide public trails as 

The fee for density bonus is indicated in the North attached dwelling units allowed. 

calculated on a per dwelling Bellingham Trail plan with 
'"The density bonus may exceed unit basis according to a connections to existing city 

fee schedule established by trail systems and new 50% total maximum under BMC 
the City Council. residential developments. 18.32 but density shall not 

exceed 4,300 sq. ft. per 
dwellinQ unit. 

KING MOUNTAIN NEIGHBORHOOD - Updated December 2010 
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King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zonln Use Qualifier Dens · I Conditions Considerations Reaulations 
2 One unit of additional 
cont ' ~ . .... :.t ·= .1· density will be allowed for 

each unit purchased 
through use of this option. 

An applicant's submittal 
for land use review shall 
include a letter from the 
Bellingham Finance 
Department documenting 
the amount to be 
contributed to the 
LWWPAP. 

Lots not created by 
cluster subdivision: 5,000 
sq. ft. minimum detached 
lot size and a maximum 
density of 7,200 sq. ft. per 
unit. 

3 Public ,, Park 
::. I I 

None 

4 Public Park None 
5 Residential Detached, 7,200 sq. ft. per dwelling In addition to arterial Improvement of James St No more than 4 single family 

Single cluster, cluster unit for detached and streets, provide local Rd. to full secondary attached dwelling units 
attached and cluster lots. pedestrian and vehicular arterial standard. allowed. 
cluster .. access between adjacent 
detached. Lots not created by . developments. Upgrades to the James Cluster bonus provisions in 

cluster subdivision: Street water pump station BMC Chapter 18.32.050 are 
Also see 6,000 sq. ft. minimum Limit access points on to serve existing and not allowed. 
special detached lot size and a arterial streets. Shared future lots with fire flow. 
regulations maximum density of access is encouraged. 

7,200 sq. ft. per unit 
C 

Improvement of 
Provide public trails as Montgomery Rd. to a 
indicated in the North minimum standard 
Bellingham Trail plan with residential street or greater 
connections to existing city prior to development of 
trail systems and new property using 
residential develo ments. Mont omer for access. 
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Area 
6 

Zonin 
Residential 
Single 

King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 

Use Qualifier 
Detached, 
cluster, cluster 
attached and 
cluster 
detached; 
mixed: limited 
duplex and 
multi-family 
{ see special 
regulations) 

Dens· 
7,200 sq. ft. per dwelling unit 
for detached and cluster lots, 
up to 4,300 sq. ft. per 
dwelling unit using cluster 
bonus provisions in BMC 
18.32 or adopted city TOR 
program or the "fee-in-lieu
of option. Under the fee-in
lieu-of option, a property 
owner I developer can 
purchase additional density 
by paying a fee to the City's 
Lake Whatcom Watershed 
Propei:ty Acquisition 
Program {LWWPAP).* 

The fee for density bonus is 
calculated on a per dwelling 
unit basis according to a fee 
schedule established by the 
City Council. One unit of 
additional density will be 
allowed for each unit 
purchased through use of 
this option. 

An applicant's submittal for 
land use review shall include 
a letter from the Bellingham 
Finance Department 
documenting the amount to 
be contributed to the 
LWWPAP. 

Lots not created by cluster 
subdivision: 5,000 sq. ft. 
minimum detached lot size 
and a maximum density of 
7,200 sq. ft. per unit. 

Special 
Conditions 

In addition to arterial 
streets, provide local 
pedestrian and vehicular 
access between adjacent 
developments. 

Limit access points on 
arterial streets. Shared 
access is encouraged. 

Provide public trails as 
indicated in the North 
Bellingham Trail plan with 
connections to existing 
city trail systems and new 
residential developments. 

Prerequisite 
Considerations 

Improvement of James 
St. Rd. to full secondary 
arterial standard. 

Improvement of E. 
Bakerview Road to full 
primary arterial 
standard. 

Upgrades to the James 
Street water Pump 
Station to serve existing 
and future lots with fire 
flow. 

Improvement of 
Montgomery Rd. to a 
minimum standard 
residential street or 
greater prior to 
development of property 
using Montgomery for 
access. 
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Special 
Re~ulations 

Duplex and multi-family units 
shall require planned 
residential development 
approval under BMC 20.38 
and shall not exceed 25% of 
the total allowed dwelling 
units for the entire site. 

Duplex an multi-family 
building permits shall not be 
issued until at least 50% of 
the single family 
homes on site have been 
constructed. 

No more than 4 single family 
attached dwelling units 
allowed. 

"The density bonus may 
exceed 50% total maximum 
under BMC 18.32 but density 
shall not exceed 4,300 sq. ft. 
per dwelling unit. 



Area 
7 
cont 

Zonin 
Residential 
Single 

King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 

Use Quallfler 
Detached, 
cluster, cluster 
attached and 
cluster 
detached; 
mixed: limited 
duplex and 
multi-family 
{ see special 
regulations) 

Densl· 
7,200 sq. ft. per dwelling unit 
for detached and cluster lots, 
up to 4,300 sq. ft. per 
dwelling unit using cluster 
bonus provisions in BMC 
18.32 or adopted city TOR 
program or the "fee-in-lieu
of' option. Under the fee-in
lieu-of option, a property 
owner / developer can 
purchase additional density 
by paying a fee to the City's 
Lake Whatcom Watershed 
Property Acquisition 
Program (LWWPAP). • 

The fee for density bonus is 
calculated on a per dwelling 
unit basis according to a fee 
schedule established by the 
City Council. One unit of 
additional density will be 
allowed for each unit 
purchased through use of 
this option. 

An applicant's submittal for 
land use review shall include 
a letter from the Bellingham 
Finance Department 
documenting the amount to 
be contributed to the 
LWWPAP. 

Lots not created by cluster 
subdivision: 5,000 sq. ft. 
minimum detached lot size 
and a maximum density of 
7,200 sq. ft. per unit. 

Special 
Conditions 

In addition to arterial 
streets, provide local 
pedestrian and vehicular 
access between adjacent 
developments. 

Limit access points on 
arterial streets. Shared 
access is encouraged. 

Provide public trails as 
indicated in the North 
Bellingham Trail plan with 
connections to existing 
city trail systems and new 
residential developments. 

Prerequisite 
Considerations 

Dedication and 
improvement of James 
St. Rd. to full secondary 
arterial standard. 

Improvement of E. 
Bakerview Rd. to full 
primary arterial 
standard. 

Dedication and 
improvement of 
Cammack Rd. to 
minimum standard or 
greater prior to 
development of property 
using Cammack for 
access. 
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Special 
Regulations 

Duplex and multi-family units 
shall require planned 
residential development. 
approval under BMC 
20.38 and shall not exceed 
25% of the total allowed 
dwelling units for the entire 
site. 

Duplex an multi-family 
building permits shall not be 
issued until at least 50% of 
the single family homes on 
site have been constructed. 

No more than 4 single fam ily 
attached dwelling units 
allowed. 

*The density bonus may 
exceed 50% total maximum 
under BMC 18.32 but density 
shall not exceed 4,300 sq. ft. 
per dwelling unit. 



King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area I Zoning Use Qualifier Density Conditions Considerations Regulations 
8 I Residential Planned 4,300 sq. ft. per dwelling In addition to arterial Improvement of E. *The density bonus may be 

Multi ~ unit; up to 1,800 sq. ft. per streets, provide local Bakerview Rd. to full applied through cluster 
dwelling unit using cluster pedestrian and vehicular primary arterial subdivision or planned 
bonus provisions in BMC access between adjacent standard. development. It may exceed 
18.32 or adopted city TOR developments. 50% total maximum under 
program or the "fee-in-lieu- Dedication and BMC 18.32 but density shall 
or option. Under the fee-in- Limit access points on improvement of not exceed 1,800 sq. ft . per 
lieu-of option, a property arterial streets. Shared Cammack Rd. to dwelling unit. 
owner I developer can access is encouraged. minimum standard or 
purchase additional density greater prior to 
by paying a fee to the City's Provide public trails as development of property 
Lake Whatcom Watershed indicated in the North using Cammack for 
Property Acquisition Bellingham Trail plan with access. 
Program (LWWPAP).* connections to existing 

city trail systems and new Dedication and 
The fee for density bonus is residential developments. improvement of Prince 
calculated on a per dwelling Ave. as a resident ial 
unit basis according to a fee · street connecting to 
schedule established by the Cammack. 
City Council. One unit of 
additional density will be 
allowed for each unit 
purchased through use of 
this option. 

An applicant's submittal for 
land use review shall include 
a letter from the Bellingham 
Finance Department 
documenting the amount to 
be contributed to the 
LWWPAP. 

9 I Residentiaf J Pianned r 4,300 sq. ft. per dwelling In addition to arterial Improvement of E. *The density bonus may be 
Multi unit; up to 1,800 sq. ft. per streets, provide local Bakerview Rd. to full applied through cluster 

dwelling unit using cluster pedestrian and vehicular primary arterial subdivision or planned 
bonus provisions in BMC access between adjacent standard. development. It may exceed 
18.32 or adopted city TOR developments. 50% total maximum under 
program or the "fee-in-lieu-
of' option. 
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King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Use Qualifier Density Conditions Considerations Regulations 
9 Under the fee-in-lieu-of Limit access points on Improvement of BMC 18.32 but density shall 
cont ,_ - option, a property owner / arterial streets. Shared Telegraph Rd. to full not exceed 1,800 sq. ft. per 

developer can purchase access is encouraged. collector arterial standard. dwelling unit. 
additional density by paying 
a fee to the City's Lake Provide public trails as 
Whatcom Watershed indrcated in the North 
Property Acqt,iisition Bellingham Trail plan with 
Program (LWWPAP}. • connections to existing 

The fee for density bonus is 
city trail systems and new 

I residential developments. 
calculated on a per dwelling 
unit basis according to a fee 
schedule established by the 
City Council. One unit of 
additional density will be 
allowed for each unit 
purchased through· use of 
this option. 

An applicant's submittal for 
land use review shall include 
a letter from the Bellingham 
Finance Department 
documenting the amount to 
be contributed to the 
LWWPAP. 

10 I Residential 7-Planned ] 4,300 sq. ft. per dwelling In addition to arterial Improvement of James "The density bonus may be 
Multi . unit; up to 1,800 sq. ft. per streets, provide local St. Rd. to full secondary applied through cluster 

dwelling unit using cluster pedestrian and vehicular arterial standard. subdivision or planned 
bonus provisions in BMC access between adjacent development. It may exceed 
18.32 or adopted city TOR developments. Improvement of E. 50% total maximum under 
program or the "fee-in-l ieu- Bakerview Rd. to full BMC 18.32 but density shall 
or option. Limit access points on primary arterial standard. not exceed 1,800 sq. ft. per 

arterial streets. Shared dwelling unit. 
The fee for density bonus is access is encouraged. Improvement of 
calculated on a per dwelling Telegraph Rd. to full 
unit basis according to a fee collector arterial standard. 
schedule established by the I I 
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King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 

,I Special Prerequisite Special 
Area · Zonlna Use Qualifier · Densitv Conditions Considerations Reaulations 

10 City Council. One unit of Provide public trails as 
cont additional density will be indicated in the North . 

allowed for each unit Bellingham Trail plan with . 

' • purchased through use of connections to existing 
:, . .,; ~~ ! . . 

this option. city trail systems and new ,, 
' ~ ' ~ . residential developments . ' ... . .. . An applicant's submittal for 

' 
C land use review shall include 

.. . .. a letter from the Bellingham . 
IJ .. Finance Department 

- documenting the amount to 
u 

be contributed to the . 
LWWPAP. 

11 Residential Detached: 7,200 sq. ft. per dwelling unit In addition to arterial Improvement of James No more than 4 single family 
Single cluster, cluster for detached and cluster lots. streets, provide local St. Rd. to full secondary attached dwelling units 

attached. and pedestrian and vehicular arterial standard. allowed. 
cluster Lots not created by cluster access between adjacent 
detached. subdivision: 6,000 sq. ft. developments . Improvement of Cluster bonus provisions in 

.. 
minimum detached lot size Telegraph Rd. to full BMC Chapter 18.32.050 are . ' ' '; Also see and a maximum density of Limit access points on collector arterial not allowed. 

" .. 
. special 7,200 sq. ft. per unit. arterial streets. Shared standard . 

' 
. , regulations. access is encouraged . 

" . •' .. - Provide public trails as • . . . .. . ' ., . , 
" . indicated in the North 

.. C 

Bellingham Trail plan with • 
r , connections to existing 

city trail systems and new 
residential develooments. 

12 Residential Detached: 7,200 sq. ft. per dwelling unit Provide public trails as Improvement of Iron Duplex and multi-family units 
Single cluster, cluster for detached and cluster lots indicated in the Gate Rd. to full shall require planned 

attached.and up to 4,300 sq. ft. per Bellingham secondary arterial residential development 
cluster dwelling unit using cluster Comprehens ive Plan. standards. approval under BMC 20.38 - detached; bonus provisions in the BMC and shall not exceed 25% of • ~-:. 11' 

~ mixed: limited 18.32 or adopted City TOR Improvement of the total allowed dwelling 

' 
duplex and program or the "fee-in-lieu- Montgomery Rd. to a units for the entire site. 
multi-family of option. collector arterial 
( see special •' standard residential Duplex and multi-family 
reaulations) ' .. 

street or Qreater prior to buildinQ permits shall not be 
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King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zonina Use Qualifier Densltv Conditions Considerations Regulations 
12 Under the fee-in-lieu-of development of property issued until at least 50% of 
cont J 

M ... : option, a property owner/ . using Montgomery Rd. the single family homes on 
~ " r ~ ' .,, developer can purchase for access. site have been constructed . - .. ' 

additional density by paying 

- a fee to the City's Lake Sewer mains will need to No more than 4 single family 
I Whatcom Watershed - be extended to provide attached dwelling units 

,J Property Acquisition service. Upgrades to the allowed. 
Program (LWWPAP).* James Street Sewer 

Pump Station to serve "The density bonus may 
" " 

The fee for density bonus is existing and future lots exceed the 50% total .. . -" 

' ' calculated on a per dwelling may be required . maximum under BMC 18.32 
. ' unit basis according to a fee but density shall not exceed 

l - - • "I ' ~ schedule established by the Water mains will need to 4,300 sq. ft . per dwelling unit. 
-. City Council. One unit of be extended to provide 

• -... :1 •• 

' - additional density will be ' service, additional water 
' allowed for each unit main connections may . ·, purchased through use of be required to Hannegan ,, . this option. Rd . -- J . I C I l . - An applicant's submittal for 

I 
land use review shall include " ' a letter from the Bellingham ' C 

~ 

: Finance Department -
',· 

documenting the amount to 
- be contributed to the ,. 

LWWPAP. -· '. ' ' 
-, 

Lots not created by cluster 
' - subdivision: 5,000 sq. ft. , -• ,r . :, minimum detached lot size 
'" ' ' and a maximum density of - .. -

' I ,, 
' ' 7,200 sq. ft. per unit. 

13 Residential Planned 4,300 sq.ft per dwelling unit; Multi modal Improvement of James 
Multi up to 1,800 sq.ft. per unit · Transportation Street to full secondary 

-~ 1 -, using cluster bonus Concurrency evaluation arterial standard. (New 
'l - } provisions In BMC 18.32, required. alignment from current 

-. ' - ~ ".' ,-1· f •· .. , ~;, :, adopted City TOR program, terminus to Van ,, - ' ' 
.. . 

' . ,, 
or the •tee-in-lieu-or option Traffic study required Wyck/Thomas Road; • c .•• . ,, .1·-

., " ,. wherebv a orooertv owner I accordina to Public ROW dedication and -
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Area 

13 cont 

14 

14A 

Zc;,nin 

Residential 
Single 

Residential 
Multi 

Use 
Qualifier 

Detached, 
cluster 
attached 

Planned, 
Mixed, 
Neighborhood 
Commercial 
Uses Allowed, 

King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 

Densit 

developer can purchase 
additional density by paying a 
fee to the City's Lake Whatcom 
Watershed Property Acquisition 
Program (LWWPAP).* 

The fee for density bonus is 
calculated on a per dwelling unit 
basis according to a fee 
schedule established by the City 
Council. One unit of additional 
density will be allowed for each 
unit purchased through use of 
this option. 

,1,. 

An applicant's submittal for ., 
planned development shall 
include a letter from the 
Bellingham Finance Department 
documenting the amount to be 
contributed to the LWWPAP. 

Lots not created by cluster 
subdivision: 5,000 sq. ft. 
minimum detached lot size and a 
maximum density of 7,200 sq. ft. 
per unit. 

7,200 sq.ft. min. detached lot 
size. 

1 lot per 7,200 sq.ft. overall 
cluster density. 

Shall be limited to the equivalent 
of 1 residential unit per 5,000 sq. 
ft. of gross site area within Area 
14A prior to any dedication of 
land for public purposes. 

Special 
Conditions 

Works Design 
Guidelines. 

Limit driveway and side 
street access points on 
arterial streets. Shared 
access is encouraged. 

Floodplain; floodway; 
shoreline; wetlands; 
clearing; buffer freeway 

Buffering/screening of 1-
5 and from adjacent 
single family 
designations required. 

Prerequisite 
Considerations 

3/4 abutting 
improvements required). 

A sanitary sewer pump 
station or trunk line 
should be constructed 
prior to development. 

Construction of James 
Street from Woodstock 
Way to and across the 
full frontage of the site 
as a 3/4 secondary 
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Special 
Reaulations 

*The density bonus may be 
applied through cluster 
subdivision or planned 
development. It may 
exceed the 50% total 
maximum under BMC 
18.32 but density shall not 
exceed 1 ,800 sq. ft. per 
dwelling unit. 

A portion of Area 13 is 
subject to Concomitant 
Agreement# ____ _ 
requiring a master plan and 
implementing development 
regulations approved by the 
City. 

See neighborhood plan text 
for Area 1. 

No minimum lot size, no 
public street frontage 
required for individual lots, 
reduced yard setbacks 
permitted, no maximum lot 



King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Use - Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zonina Quallfler Densitv . Conditions Considerations Reaulations 
~ arterial standard with coverage requirement, 

14A . ~ not to exceed developer can purchase bike land, curb, setback street standards may be 
cont 10,000 sq.ft. additional density by paying a sidewalk, street trees reduced. Actual standards 

·- of total floor fee to the City's Lake Whatcom and arterial street shall be established 
,U C . . area within Watershed Property Acquisition lighting . through the planned 
. ~ ,· ' Area 14A. Program (LWWPAP). * development process . 

. Development of the .. 
,""t·· 

~ .. ,_· The fee for density bonus is subarea should be 
1 ,., J 

,~~- . 
' 

calculated on a per dwelling unit generally consistent with 
~ 

basis according to a fee the site plan and design 

.. schedule established by the City elements depicted in 
.. ' Council. One unit of additional Exhibit "A" . 

',. ' ~ density will be allowed for each 

•. unit purchased through use of 

' 
. this option . 

' -- ' -r An applicant's submittal for -
< 

planned development shall ~ 
'.t I 

. ~- ·- include a letter from the 
J 

Bellingham Finance Department 
' : documenting the amount to be 

"t, contributed to the LWWPAP. 

15 Residential Planned *See Special Regulations Protection of Baker Building and parking "'The density would allow 
Single/Multi Creek; setbacks on E. from 4-10 units/acre 

er 
.. - .... i i Bakerview shall meet (10,000 sq.ft. min. detached J " 

.- . minimum planned lot size or 4 units/acre), 
- '· ~ -, . development plus a multifamily ,. 

.. • requirements component not to comprise 

' 
. - more than 25% of the total -

;. ,"I ,-. ~t, ~ . dwelling units allowed for 
; · , .. :, ,, 

property over 2 acres . - - I .•' I 

. ·. Conditional uses may be 
- . - - considered through the 

• j ...... 

-, 
I;, -1 ,, 

"(1 planned development !'.j, ... 
~ 

[ 

l 
-
,. ,. process. 

[j I •, r, ~ 

' 
,, 

" ' i:. 
' I • • " Density bonuses, achieved ,, 

~ \-- • I ., . through incorporation of . 
- . performance criteria for 
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Area 

15 
Cont. 

Zonin Use Qualifier 

King Mountain Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 

Densit 
Special 

Conditions 
Prerequisite 

Considerations 
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Special 
ReQulations 

Cluster development in the Bellingham 
Subdivision Ordinance and transfer of 
development rights can be used to 
increase the number of units to 10/acre, 
or 4,356 sq.ft. per unit. 

To use the TOR density bonus, a 
property owner can purchase 
development rights from a Lake 
Whatcom Watershed land owner or use 
the "fee-in-lieu-of' option. Under the 
fee-in-lieu-of option, a property owner/ 
developer can purchase additional 
density by paying a fee to the City's 
Lake Whatcom Watershed Property 
Acquisition Program (LWWPAP). 

The fee for a density bonus is 
calculated on a per dwelling unit basis 
according to a fee schedule established 
by the City Council. One unit of 
additional density will be allowed for 
each unit purchased through use of this 
option. 

An applicant's submittal for land use 
review shall include a letter from the 
Bellingham Finance Department 
documenting the amount to be 
contributed to the LWWPAP. 
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KING MOUNTAIN 
NEIGHBORHOOD 

ZONING 

Legend: 

AREA ZONING DESIGNA TIOW 
1 
2 
3 
4 
I 

• 1 

• 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
14A 
15 

Planned Rnldantial Multi 
RNldltntial Slngle 
Public 
Publlc 
Reeldentlal Single 
Reeldenlial Single 
Reeldltnlial Single 
Planned Rnldenlial Multi 
Planned Rnldential 11u1t1 
Planned RNldential Multi 
RMldentlal Single 
Reeldentlal Single 
Planned RNldenlial Multi 
RMldentlal Single 
fltanned RNldenllal llultl 
Planned RN. Slngla/Res. Multi 
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ATTACHMENT · 1-

KING MOUNTAIN 
NEIGHBORHOOD 

LAND USE 

Legend: 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
AREA LANO USE OESIGNA TION 

1 
2 
3 

• 

Resldential Multi, High Density 
Residential Single, Medium Density 
Public 
Public 

5 Residential Single, Medium Density 
6 Resldentlal Slngle, Medium Density 
7 Residential Single, Medium Density 
8 Restdential Multi, High Density 
9 Residential Multi, High Density 
10 Residential Multi, High Density 
11 Residential Slngle, Medium Density 
12 Resldentlal Single, Medium Density 
13 Residential Multi, High Density 
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IRONGATE NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN 

I. NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER 

The lrongate Neighborhood was created in 2010 as part of the northern neighborhood 
boundary review project. Approval of a number of large annexations (including the 640-
acre Bakerview/Hannegan area in 1998) caused several of the north-end 
neighborhoods to grow very large. Some residents asked the City to review the 
boundaries of the Mt. Baker, Guide Meridian/Cordata, Meridian and King Mountain 
neighborhoods in 2009. As a result, the Mt. Baker Neighborhood was divided into two 
new neighborhoods in 2010, lrongate and Barkley. 

The lrongate neighborhood contains about 900-acres generally located east of 
Interstate 5 and north of Sunset Drive to the northern city limits (see map, page 10). 
The King Mt. Neighborhood is located to the west and the Barkley Neighborhood to the 
south. lrongate is zoned almost entirely for industrial development (821-acres) and is 
characterized by industrial and some commercial development (3-acres) in the lrongate 
industrial area and along Hannegan Road. The area has become one of the major 
employment centers in Bellingham. The balance of the land in the neighborhood (76-
acres) is zoned Public, including Sunset Pond and open space along the Squalicum 
Creek corridor. 

II. PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE 

The primary open space/environmental features in the neighborhood are the Squalicum 
Creek floodplain and open space corridor, Baker Creek and Sunset Pond. Squalicum 
Creek begins outside city limits and flows south then west through the Squalicum Valley 
floodplain. Before leaving the neighborhood, it flows through Sunset Pond, one of two 
old borrow pits created during the construction of 1-5. Together with Bug Lake, the two 
water bodies serve as detention and as sediment traps for Squalicum Creek. They can 
pose a problem, however, for juvenile salmon when bass and other predacious non
native fish in the warmer water of the ponds feed on the young salmon. 

Baker Creek has two forks that parallel one another and join near Meridian Street just 
outside the neighborhood boundary. The northern tributary flows through Areas 11, 12, 
13, and 14 while the southern one flows through Areas 14 and 14A of the King Mt. 
Neighborhood. A culvert replaced by the City in 1997 in Baker Creek under Birchwood 
Avenue makes it possible for fish to make it farther upstream. Salmon eggs have been 
planted in Baker Creek near James St. for outmigration. However, it has not yet been 
determined if salmon or trout are making it into these stretches of Baker Creek since the 
replacement of the Birchwood culvert in 1997. 

~qualicum means, "place of the chum", referring to one of the five local salmon species. 
Historically, salmon and trout were abundant in the creek but today, their numbers are 
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low due to poor habitat conditions, including water quality. Stormwater runoff continues 
to degrade creek conditions, as does removal of tree canopy and other land uses. A 
number of habitat restoration projects have taken place in recent years as a result of 
development impacts as well as community interest in restoration. 

These areas provide important environmental functions that are worthy of protection. 
As a result, the City continues to work towards creating an open space network that 
connects neighborhoods, with open spaces, parks, schools and 
commercial/employment centers. Sensitive wetland and stream corridors are being 
preserved for water quality, wildlife habitat, and other open space benefits. 

Goal No. 1 An integrated open space system should continue to be implemented. 

The larger stream corridors in Bellingham define patterns of development as well as 
open space. In the Mt. Baker neighborhood, Squalicum Creek and Baker Creek have 
defined these patterns to some extent. 

Goal No. 2 Water quality and fish habitat improvements to Squalicum and Baker 
Creeks should be a priori.ty for proposals with potential impact to the creek and its 
fishery, including, but not limited to, new development proposals, rezone considerations, 
and street and utility planning. 

The Shoreline Master Program (SMP), is one of several regulatory tools available to 
address development along Squalicum Creek and within the Squalicum Creek valley. 
An updated Shoreline Master Program is expected to be approved by the State 
Department of Ecology in 2011. The updated SMP will offer improved protection of the 
ecological functions of the creek and its floodplain. The SMP also incorporates 
protection of other critical areas that may be within this important corridor. The SMP 
includes buffer standards, development setbacks and habitat restoration requirements 
that focus on protecting water quality and preserving habitat connectivity. 

The Squalicum Creek Floodplain Management Plan (Beck, 1994 ), informally called the 
;'Beck Study", is the most comprehensive study of Squalicum Valley to date. The study 
determined the accurate location of the 100-year floodplain and the floodway, and 
Identified wetlands in the Squalicum Valley in a 2.2-mile section between the Guide and 
Hannegan Road. It identified problems and made recommendations with regard to 
flooding, fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, wetlands, and land use planning. 

A Coastal Zone Management (CZM) grant was awarded to the City in 1993 to resolve 
the conflict between floodplain, floodway, and wetland development regulations and the 

industrial zoning and development interests in Squalicum Valley. In 1994, the City 
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Council passed Resolution No. 54-94 approving the CZM recommendations derived 
from a public process for resolution of the regulation/zoning conflict in the Squalicum 
Valley. 

As of spring 1998, the City has purchased nearly 18 acres of floodplain, which comprise 
two of the CZM parcels recommended for purchase. This is land that will not be 
developed but rather used by the City for wetland mitigation and regional stormwater 
treatment, and in both cases, managed as floodplain wetlands. 

Goal No. 3 The CZM recommendations described in resolution no. 54-94 are 
incorporated by reference into this neighborhood plan. 

The proposed "Bay to Baker" Trail has been a community-wide desire for years. The 
CZM process recommended a "through-valley" trail and the Parks, Recreation and 
Open Space Plan proposes the same. Some sections of the trail exist informally in both 
the city and county. The main section of trail in this neighborhood would be located in 
the Squalicum Valley, possibly on the abandoned railroad beds. A trail design should 
include a buffer of native vegetation on both sides. 

Goal No. 4 A non-motorized trail should be developed in the Squalicum Valley as part 
of the proposed Bay-to-Baker Trail. The trail should have a buffer of native vegetation 
on both sides. 

Goal No. 5 A corridor of undeveloped land along the full length of Squalicum Creek 
should be acquired and managed for habitat preservation and enhancement, floodplain 
management, public access, and passive recreation. 

The northern-most portion of the neighborhood is situated at the foot and east of King 
and Queen Mountains. This area is defined in part by the Baker Creek (northern 
tributary) and Squalicum Creek drainages. Baker Creek flows generally south and 
west, flowing parallel to Squalicum Creek. A city detention dam is located on Baker 
Creek in the vicinity of Strider Loop Road. As development occurs in the vicinity of the 
creek, native vegetation should be preserved as a buffer. 

Goal No. 6 Retain buffers of native vegetation along Baker Creek in order to protect 
water quality and fish habitat. 

~qualicum Creek flows in a southerly direction through this northern portion of the 
neighborhood, east of Hannegan Road. This section of Squalicum Creek has been 

impacted by agricultural uses. Restoration projects by local groups are beginning to 
mitigate those impacts. Historically salmon could make it upstream of this section. 
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However, salmon have not been observed here in recent years. 

Goal No. 7 Restoration efforts and monitoring of native fish populations should take 
place on Squalicum Creek, and especially on the section that flows through the Dewey 
Valley. 

Stream corridors provide drainage and multiple wildlife functions. Floodplains store 
flood waters. Wetlands are necessary for detention of storm water and abatement of 
floodwater, improving water quality, and providing wildlife habitat and open space. 
Wetland and floodplain regulations have deterred development, resulting in preserved 
open space tracts through acquisition, dedications, or regulations. 

Goal No. 8 Wetlands should continue to be protected, particularly when they are part of 
~ floodplain or connected to other open space. 
' 

Goal No. 9 A trail network that provides connections to existing trails or creates 
pedestrian connections to neighborhood amenities should be planned for and provided 
as development occurs. The Open Space, Parks and Recreation element of the 
comprehensive plan recommends the construction and maintenance of trails as a 
citywide network of trail corridors and greenways. 

Buffering adjacent areas from the view, noise, and odor of Interstate 5 is another priority 
relating to open space and quality of life issues in this neighborhood and for the 
traveling public. 

Goal No. 10 A landscaped berm and/or buffer should be established and maintained 
~long the length of Interstate 5 through the neighborhood. 
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Ill. PUBLIC FACILITIES AND UTILITIES 

Drainage 

The drainage from this neighborhood uses the Squalicum Creek Basin. In general, this 
natural drainage corridor should be retained to the greatest extent possible, as it 
provides needed flood storage, conveyance and natural habitat. 

A major point of concern for drainage in the neighborhood is Squalicum Creek. Recent 
flood management studies have shown that elements within the creek system need to 
be upgraded to prevent damage during large storm events. One identified improvement 
is construction of a flood control berm near Interstate 5. 

Goal No. 11 Flood control improvements should be constructed in Squalicum Creek in 
accordance with the Squalicum Creek floodplain management plan. 

I 

Stormwater management is required throughout the City to mitigate the effects of 
increased runoff and water pollution. The presence of significant resource features in 
this neighborhood requires a high prioritization of stormwater in development 
processes. 

Water 

Most of the water system elements in this area are fairly new and consequently in good 
condition. One issue is that the neighborhood varies from 100 to 700 feet in elevation. 
This wide range presents problems in configuring a water distribution system that has 
proper pressure range and capacity. Presently, the area is served by four different sub 
systems. Long range planning for the area includes significant revisions to the existing 
systems. Developments should construct new infrastructure components consistent 
with the City's Comprehensive Water Plan. 

The industrial area annexed in 1998 has the infrastructure in place to support continued 
growth within the sub-areas. Long term goals consists of reorganizing pressure zone 
boundaries outlined in the City's Comprehensive Water Plan and aligning the industrial 
area with a water system that provides optimum pressure and fireflow capacities. 

Sanitary Sewer 

Sewage facilities in this neighborhood have been recently constructed. Because of this, 
the condition of the system is mostly good to excellent. The City's Comprehensive 
Sewer Plan should be utilized in the planning of new sewerage works. 

Gravity sewer service is available to most existing parcels within the neighborhood. The 
industrial area along East Bakerview Road has hydraulic capacity downstream for 
continued growth. 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Use Qualifier Densitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 
1 Industrial Planned; light NIA Floodplain; floodway; Access should be None 

manufacturing and shoreline; wetlands; developed through non-
warehousing only. clearing; buffer residential areas. 
(Resolution 40-83, residential 
25-85, 18-86, PC 

" 87-12, 87-16) " 

2 Public Government N/A Floodplain; f1oodway; N/A *If Whatcom County purchases, leases, 
Services* shoreline; wetlands; or trades land for Area 2 prior to July 1, 

' .· clearing; storm detention 2004, then the land use and zoning 
:.\-t facilities designations shall remain Public, 

Government Services. If Whatcom 
County fails to purchase, lease, or trade 

I"' ! land for Area 2 prior to July 1, 2004, or 
otherwise communicates its intent to not 
purchase, lease, or trade land for Area 2 
prior to that date, the land shall 
immediately revert to a land use and 

' zoning designation of "Industrial, 
Planned, Light Manufacturing and 
Warehousing only" to reflect the existing 
surrounding uses and zoning designation 
in Area 2. 

3 Industrial Planned; light N/A Floodplain; shorelines; Improvement of James See lrongate Neighborhood Plan text for 
manufacturing and wetlands; clearing; Street norther1y to Area 3. 
warehousing only. freeway buffer Bakerview Road 

4 Public Open space/ N/A Shoreline; floodplain; None None 
Parks clearing 

l4TTr90t-lM€7¥r < 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Special 

Area Zonina Qualifier Densitv Conditions Prereauisite Considerations Regulations 
5 Industrial Light" N/A Buffer and setback along Property need not abut a full * Permitted uses shall be limited to . 

western property line standard street or sign an LID those uses permitted and accessory 
(see neighborhood commitment for street improvements uses allowed in Whatcom County's 
plan); access shall be as a condition of obtaining a building Light Industrial zone as of the date of 
through industrial area permit; A 20-foot easement for sewer annexation; those conditional uses 

., , 
' line shall be provided along the allowed in Whatcom County's Light 

northern property line as a condition Impact Industrial zone as of the date 
of obtaining a building permit. of annexation may be considered 

. through the Planned Development 
Process (See Supplement to /rongate 
Neighborhood Zoning Table, 
attached). Retail development not 
associated with industrial uses is 
prohibited in this area. 

6 Industrial Light" N/A Protection of Baker Property need not abut a full * Permitted uses shall be limited to 
Creek corridor; buffers standard street or sign an LID those uses permitted and accessory 
separating industrial commitment for street improvements uses allowed in Whatcom County's 
uses from adjacent as a condition of obtaining a building Light Impact Industrial zone as of the 
residential areas permit; Property owners shall deed date of annexation (see Supplement 

to the city 60' right-of-way for the to lrongate Neighborhood Zoning 
following streets: lrongate Midway Table, attached. 
Lane, Hammer Drive, Baker Creek Those conditional uses allowed in 
Place, and Jill's Court. The city shall Whatcom County's Light Impact 
accept this dedication and shall own, Industrial zone as of the date of 
operate, maintain improve these annexation may be considered 
streets to all-weather standards at no through the planned development 
cost to the property owners; City will process. 

~ 

process building permits allowing Retail development not associated 
modified street improvement w ith industrial uses is prohibited in 
standards recommended by and this industrial area. 
approved for the area by the Public Lots that do not abut existing or 
Works Dept. Building and parking proposed public streets identified in 
setbacks shall be 1 O' for lots fronting the neighborhood plan, may be 
on E. Bakerview Road as served by private roads if the access 
development or redevelopment design is approved by the Public 
occurs. Works Department. 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Prerequisite Considerations Special 

Area Zoning Qualifier Densitv Conditions Regulations 
7 Industrial Heavy" N/A None Property need not abut a full • Permitted uses shall be limited to 

standard street or sign an LID those uses permitted and accessory 
commitment for street improvements uses in Whatcom County's General 
as a condition of obtaining a building Manufacturing zone {GM) as of the 
permit; Property owners shall deed date of annexation (see supplement 
to the city 60' right-of-way for the to lrongate Neighborhood Zoning 
following streets: lrongate, Table, attached). 
Bakerview Spur, Midway Lane, 
Alpine Lane, Marsh Henifin St. The Those conditional uses allowed in 

- city shall accept this dedication and Whatcom County's GM zone as of the 
shall own, operate, maintain improve date of annexation may be 
these streets to all-weather considered through the planned 

·, standards at no cost to the property development process. 

. owners; City will process building 
permits allowing modified street Retail development not associated 

" improvement standards with industrial uses is prohibited in 
recommended by and approved for this industrial area. 
the area by the Public Works Dept 
Building and parking setbacks shall Lots that do not abut existing or 

. be 1 O' for lots fronting on E. proposed public streets identified in 
. Bakerview Road and Hannegan the neighborhood p lan, may be 

Road as development or served by private roads if the access 
redevelopment occurs. Any new design is approved by the Public 
roads shall comply with the Works Department 
performance standards 

; recommended for this area by the 
Public Works Department. 

8 Commercial Neighborhood* N/A None Building and parking setbacks shall * Also allowed are all permitted and 
be 1 O' along E. Bakerview Road and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom 
Hannegan Road as development or County's General Commercial zone 
redevelopment occurs. as of the date of annexation (see 

supplement to Jrongate Neighborhood 
Zoning Table, attached). 
Those conditional uses allowed in the 
County's GC zone as of the date of 
annexation may be considered 
through the planned development 

I 
process. 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Qualifier Oensitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 
9 Industrial Planned* NIA Regulated stream - Dedication of 50' of trail * 1. Permitted uses shall be limited to those 

protection of Squalicum right-of-way for the Bay permitted and accessory uses in Whatcom 
Creek; additional to Baker Trail as County's General Manufacturing zone as of 
buffering may be development occurs - the date of annexation; those conditional uses 
required next to location to be approved allowed in Whatcom County's General . residential boundaries, by the Parks Manufacturing zone as of the date of 

. especially for more Department. annexation may be considered through the 
intensive industrial planned development process (see 
uses; access supplement to /rongate Neighborhood Zoning 
management. Table, attached). 

. 2. Planned Industrial building and parking 
,, setbacks shall be reduced along internal 

property lines and other locations where 
appropriate. Standard Planned Industrial 
setbacks should not be reduced adjacent to 
less intensive use zones (such as residential, 

. commercial, public, etc.) and when necessary 
to protect environmentally sensitive areas. 
Building and parking setbacks shall be 10 feet 
for lots fronting on Hannegan Road and East 
Bakerview Road as development or 
redevelopment occurs. 

3. Lots that do not abut existing or proposed 
public streets identified in the neighborhood 

. plan may be served by private roads if it is 
determined, through the planned development 
review process, subdivision or binding site 
plan, that public roads are not necessary. 

4. Retail development not associated with 
industrial uses is prohibited in this industrial 
area. Adult entertainment uses are prohibited 
adjacent residential areas, East Bakerview 
Road and Hannegan Road. 

- ·- --- ·~ -- ... 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 

Use Special Prerequisite Special 
Area Zoning Qualifier Density Conditions Considerations Regulations 

10 Industrial Planned* N/A Regulated stream - Extension of the city's * Permitted uses shall be limited to those uses 
protection of Squalicum water and sanitary permitted and accessory uses in Whatcom 
Creek; additional sewer system; County's Light Impact Industrial zone as of the 
buffering may be Building and parking date of annexation (see supplement to lrongate 

. required next to setbacks shall be 1 O' for Neighborhood Zoning Table, attached). 
residential boundaries, lots fronting on Those conditional uses allowed in Whatcom 
especially for more Hannegan Road and E. County's Light Impact Industrial zone as of the 
intensive industrial Bakerview Road as date of annexation may be considered through the 
uses; access development and planned development process. 
management. redevelopment occurs. Planned Industrial building and parking setbacks 

Lots that do not abut may be reduced along internal property lines and 
existing or proposed other locations where appropriate. Standard 
public streets identified Planned Industrial setbacks should not be 
in the neighborhood plan reduced adjacent to less intensive use zones 
may be served by (such as residential, commercial, public, etc.) and 
private roads if it is when necessary to protect environmentally 
determined, through the sensitive areas. 
planned development Retail development not associated with industrial 
process, subdivision or uses is prohibited in this industrial area. Adult 
binding site plan, that entertainment uses are prohibited adjacent to 
public roads are not residential areas, East Bakerview Road and 
necessary. Hannegan Road. 

11 Industrial Planned* N/A Regulated stream - Significant * Permitted uses shall be limited to those uses 
protection of Squalicum improvements need to permitted and accessory uses in Whatcom 
Creek; additional occur in the area north County's General Manufacturing zone as of the 
buffering may be of Ross Rd. date of annexation (see supplement to lrongate 
required next to (unimproved) for an Neighborhood Zoning Table, attached). 
residential boundaries, orderly expansion of the Those conditional uses allowed in Whatcom 
especially for more city's water and sewer County's GM zone as of the date of annexation 
intensive industrial utilities. may be considered through the planned 
uses; access development process. 
management Planned Industrial building and parking setbacks 

may be reduced along internal property lines and 
other locations where appropriate. Building and 
parking setbacks shall be 10 feet for lots fronting 
along Hannegan Rd. Standard Planned Industrial 
setbacks should not be reduced adjacent to less 
intensive use zones (such as residential, 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Qualifier Densitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 
11 commercial, public etc.) and when necessary to protect any 
Cont. sensitive areas. 

. Lots that do not abut existing or proposed public streets 
identified in the neighborhood plan may be served by private 
roads if it is determined through the planned development 
review process that public roads are not necessary. 

Retail development not associated with industrial uses is 
prohibited in this industrial area. Adult entertainment uses 
are prohibited adjacent to residential areas and Hannegan 
Road. 

12 Industrial Planned* N/A Protection of None * Permitted uses shall be limited to those uses permitted and 
Baker Creek. accessory uses in Whatcom County's General Manufacturing 

~ 

zone (GM) as of the date of annexation (see supplement to -

' lrongate Neighborhood Zoning Table, attached). 
Those conditional uses allowed in Whatcom County's GM 
zone as of the date of annexation may be considered through 
the planned development process. 

Planned Industrial building and parking setbacks may be 
reduced along internal property lines and other locations 
where appropriate. Building and parking setbacks shall be 
10 feet for lots fronting along Hannegan Road. Standard 
Planned Industrial setbacks should not be reduced adjacent 
to less intensive use zones (such as residential, commercial, 
public, etc.) and when necessary to protect environmentally 
sensitive areas. 

Lots that do not abut existing or proposed public streets 
identified in the neighborhood plan may be served by private 
roads if it is determined, through the planned development 
review process, subdivision or binding site plan, that public 
roads are not necessary. 

Retail development not associated with industrial uses is 
prohibited in this industrial area. Adult entertainment uses 
are prohibited adjacent to residential areas and Hannegan 
Road. 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Use Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Qualifier Densitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 
13 Industrial Planned• N/A Protection of Baker Extension of the city's * Permitted uses shall be limited to those uses 

Creek; additional water and sewer permitted and accessory uses in Whatcom County's 
buffering may be systems. General Manufacturing zone (GM) as of the date of 
required next to annexation (see supplement to lrongate Neighborhood 
residential Zoning Table, attached). Those conditional uses 
boundaries, allowed in Whatcom County's GM zone as of the date of 
especially for more annexation may be considered through the planned 
intensive industrial development process. 
uses. 

' - Planned Industrial building and parking setbacks may 
be reduced along internal property lines and other 
locations where appropriate. Building and parking 
setbacks shall be 10 feet for lots fronting along 
Hannegan Road. Standard Planned Industrial setbacks 

,, should not be reduced adjacent to less intensive use 
zones (such as residential, commercial, public, etc.) and 
when necessary to protect environmentally sensitive 
areas. 

- Lots that do not abut existing or proposed public 
streets identified in the Neighborhood Plan may be 
served by private roads if it is determined, through the 
planned development review process, subdivision or 
binding site plan, that public roads are not necessary. 

-Retail development not associated with industrial uses 
is prohibited in this industrial area. Adult entertainment 
uses are prohibited adjacent to residential areas and 
Hannegan Road. 

14 Industrial Planned• NIA Protection of Baker Access from industrial * Permitted uses shall be limited to those uses 
Creek; additional roads permitted and accessory uses in Whatcom County's 
buffering may be General Manufacturing zone (GM} as of the date of 
required next to annexation (see supplement to lrongate Neighborhood 
residential Zoning Table, attached). 
boundaries, Those conditional uses allowed in Whatcom County's 
especially for more GM zone as of the date of annexation may be 
intensive industrial considered through the planned development process. 
uses 
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lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations Cont. 
Special Prerequisite Special 

Area Zoning Use Quallfier Densitv Conditions Considerations Regulations 
14 cont - Planned Industrial building and parking setbacks 

may be reduced along internal property lines and 
other locations where appropriate. Building and 
parking setbacks shall be 10-feet for lots fronting 
along Hannegan Road. Standard Planned 
Industrial setbacks should not be reduced adjacent 
to less intensive use zones (such as residential, 
commercial, public, etc.) and when necessary to 
protect environmentally sensitive areas. 

- Lots that do not abut existing or proposed public 
streets identified in the neighborhood plan may be 
served by private roads if it is determined, through 

' the planned development review process, 
subdivision or binding site plan, that public roads 
are not necessary. 

-Retail development not associated with industrial 
uses is prohibited in this industrial area. Adult 
entertainment uses are prohibited adjacent to 
residential areas and Hannegan Road. 

15 Public Open Space; trail N/A Floodplain; None None 
(wetland mitigation wetlands 
and stormwater 
mgmtonly) 

16 Public Open Space N/A Floodplain; None None 
(wetland mitigation wetlands 
and stormwater 
mgrntonly) 

17 Public Open Space N/A Floodplain; None None 
wetlands 

18 Industrial Light NIA Wetlands; None None 
shoreline; buffer 
freeway 
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Supplement to the lrongate Neighborhood Table of Zoning Regulations 

Whatcom County Zoning Districts: General Manufacturing, Light Impact Industrial, Heavy 

Impact Industrial, and General Commercial as of the date of annexation 

December 11, 1998 
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[User Note: References to any section of the Whatcom County Code (',NCC) are subject to interpretation and adaptation to City of Bellingham regulations and 
procedures as determined by the City of Bell ingham Plann ing Director.) 

WHATCOM COUNTY GENERAL MANUFACTURING ZONE (GM) 

20.67.050 Permitted uses. 
Unless otheiwise provided herein, permitted, accessory and conditional uses shall be administered pursuant to the applicable 
provisions of Chapter 20.80 wee (Supplementary Requirements) and Chapter 20.84 wee (Variances, Conditional Uses and 
Appeals) , the Whatcom County SEPA Ordinance, the Whatcom County Subdivision Ordinance and the Whatcom County Shoreline 
Management Program. 
.051 The manufacture and processing of food including meat, dairy, fruit, vegetable, seafood, bakery and beverage products . 
.052 Fabrication of apparel including clothing, hats, caps, millinery, fur products; and miscellaneous fabricated textile products . 
.053 Fabrication of furniture and fixtures including household, office and public building furniture; and partitions, shelving and 
lockers. 
.054 Fabrication of paper products including paperboard containers, boxes, carrion boxes and paper containers . 
.055 Printing and publishing newspapers, periodicals and books;· commercial printing; book binding; and manufacture of manifold 
business forms and greeting cards. 
. 056 Fabrication of leather products including belting; packing; cut stock and findings for shoes and boots; shoes; footwear; gloves 
and mittens; luggage; personal leather goods and handbags. 
.057 Fabrication of stone, clay and glass products including glassware; glass products from prepared materials; pottery and related 
products; stone cutting; monuments; and manufacture of fiberglass products . 
. 058 The manufacture of transportation equipment including boat building; and bicycle and motorcycles, and related parts. 
. 059 Processing and packaging of drugs, pharmaceuticals, perfumes and cosmetics. 
.060 Fabrication of electrical equipment including radio and television sets; communications equipment; electronic components and 
accessories; and electric lighting equipment and lamps. 
.061 Fabrication of instruments, photographic goods, optical goods, watches and clocks, and including engineering, scientific, 
surgical, medical, dental and ophthalmic products. 
.062 Manufacture and fabrication of jewelry, silveiware, plated ware, musical instruments and parts, toys, sporting and athletic 
goods; pens, pencils and other office and artistic supplies; novelties, buttons and notions; and miscellaneous manufacture . 
.063 Rail , truck and freight terminals, warehousing and storage; parcel delivery service, freight foiwarding; inspection and weighing 
service; and packing and crating. 
. 064 Manufacture of office, computing and accounting machines. 
. 065 Retail automobile wrecking yards where determined by the zoning administrator to be adequately screened from adjacent 
properties and streets. 
. 066 Construction contractors including general building, heavy construction and special trade . 
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.067 Wholesale trade of durable and nondurable goods including automotive parts and supplies; tire and tubes; furniture and home 
furnishings; lumber and other:construction materials; sporting-goods~ tbys and hobby goods; metal service cenlers and offices; 
electrical goods; hardware, plumbing and heating equipment; machinery, equipment and supplies; jewelry, watches and precious 
stones; other durable goods; paper and paper products; drugs, proprietaries and sundries; apparel, piece goods and notions; 
groceries and related products; beer, wine and distilled beverages; and miscellaneous nondurable goods; automotive wrecking 
scraps: bag reclaiming; waste bottles; waste boxes; fur cuttings and scraps; iron and steel scrap; general line of junk scrap; 
nonferrous metals scrap; rags; and waste paper. 
. 068 Retail sales of lumber and other building materials . 
.069 The fabrication of metal products including metal cans, hardware, hand tools, cutlery, heating apparatus, plumbing fixtures, 
structural metals, screws and bolts, and stamping. 
.070 The manufacture of machinery including engines; turbines, farm machinery and equipment; construction, mining and materials 
handling equipment; machine tools and dies: and special and general industrial equipment. 
.071 The manufacture of electrical machinery including transmission and distribution equipment, and industrial apparatus . 
. 072 Manufacture of millwork and structural wood members; wood containers; wood buildings and mobile homes; resawed cants 
and lumbers; dressed ceiling lumber; lath; snow fence lath; cut stock; dressed lumber flooring and dressed lumber siding; and 
sawmill activities including sawmills; and independent planning mills . 
.073 Public uses and community facilities including police and fire stations, libraries, community centers, recreation facilities and 
other similar noncommercial uses. 
.074 Other uses similar in nature to the uses listed above which are consistent with the purpose and the intent of the district, have 
similar effects on surrounding land uses, and can meet the performance standards for this district . 
.075 Eating establishments, convenience grocery stores, vehicle washes and facilities, and gas stations operating primarily for the 
convenience of employees, clients and customers of the district; providing the following criteria are met: 

(1) Maximum floor area is 3,500 square feet per use; 
(2) No more than two pump islands for each gas station; 
(3) Centrally located within the district to primarily serve the uses of this district and not to primarily serve the uses in 

adjacent residential, rural, or commercial zone districts. (Ord. 95-009, 1995; Ord. 91-075, 1991; Ord. 88-13, 1988; Ord. 87-12, 
1987; Ord. 87-11, 1987). 

20.67.100 Accessory uses. 
. 101 Employee recreation facilities and play areas. 
.102 Temporary buildings for construction purposes for a period not to exceed the duration of such construction. 
. 103 Testing and experimentation in connection with a principally permitted use. 
.104 Other accessory uses and buildings, including security services, customarily appurtenant to a principally permitted use. 
.105 On-site treatment and storage facilities for hazardous wastes associated with outright permitted uses or approved conditional 
uses subject to the most current siting criteria under Chapter 173-303 WAC. (Ord. 95-009, 1995; Ord. 89-10, 1989; Ord. 87-12, 
1987; Ord. 87-11 , 1987). 
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20.67.150 Conditional uses. · ·' •:·, ,, ... ,_,.,. 
.151 University sponsored vocational, educational and scientific research facilities and related activities. 
.152 Solid waste disposal facilities and sites of a permanent nature including, but not limited to, landfills, incinerators, and transfer 
stations, excluding sewage sludge permitted by the Whatcom County department of public health in accordance with WAC 
173-304-300; provided that the hearing examiner determines that the proposed facility or site meets the following conditions: 

(1) The facility or site will not be located within any area identified in an adopted critical areas ordinance or 100-year 
floodplain unless outside of the floodplain and at least three feet in elevation higher than the floodway elevation; 

(2) Filling or excavation, structures, or non-mobile machinery for all facilities except inert, demolition, and wood waste 
landfills will not be located within 1,000 feet of any zone district other than Agriculture or Industrial Zoning Districts, nor any public 
park, recreation area, wildlife refuge, archaeological and historic areas, shoreline under the jurisdiction of the Shoreline 
Management Program, unless temporary and of less than 12 months duration; structures used for offices, storage areas for 
equipment, and weigh scales may be located within 1,000 feet, but no closer than 100 feet or the district setbacks, whichever is 
greater, if impacts on the adjoining use are shown to be in keeping with the existing and permitted uses in the area; 

(3) Inert, demolition, and wood waste landfills will not have any filling or excavation areas, structures, or machinery located 
within 500 feet of any zone district other than Agriculture or Industrial Zoning Districts, nor any public park, recreation area, wildlife 
refuge, archaeological and historic areas, shoreline under the jurisdiction of the Shoreline Management Program, unless temporary 
and of less than 12 months duration; structures used for offices, storage areas for equipment, and weigh scales may be located 
within 1,000 feet, but no closer than 100 feet or the district setbacks, whichever is greater, if impacts on the adjoining use are 
shown to be in keeping with the existing and permitted uses in the area; 

(4) The facility or site will not result in filling or excavation, location of structures or buildings, driveways or machinery use 
except for vegetation maintenance within 100 feet of any property line and except for driveways within 150 feet of any county or 
state road right-of-way; 

(5) The facility or site will have vehicular approaches designed to minimize conflict between automobile and truck traffic, will 
maintain the carrying capacity of county roads, and will be located on a road classified as all weather, except where use is shown to 
be intermittent and easily delayed until emergency conditions have passed; 

(6) The facility or site has complied with the provisions of wee 20.84.200 and all other ordinances and laws regulating solid 
waste facilities and sites, such as but not limited to WCC Title 24, the Whatcom County SEPA Ordinance, as well as state and 
federal regulations concerning solid waste facilities and sites; and 

(7) All landfills have a final closure plan meeting the requirements of WCC Title 24 and of Chapter 173-304 WAC, and the 
closure plan includes: 

(a) Reclamation in two to 10 acre increments, as appropriately responsive to the size and intensity of the particular 
activity, with seeding to be accomplished annually but no later than September 30th; and 

(b) Permanent vegetative cover that will maintain in healthy growing condition with the level of maintenance that is 
covered through the financial assurance for post-closure activities. 
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(8) The buffer areas and visual screening shall include a minimum of 50 feet wide of landscaping meeting the requirements 
of wee 20.80.300 Landscaping; - ~ ·. 
.153 Transitory solid waste facilities for treatment, storage, or collection including, but not limited to: recycle centers and drop boxes 
for household materials excluding large items such as automobiles or major appliances; noncommercial composting and mulching 
facilities; and including but not limited to the type of facilities operated by neighborhood or public service organizations. (Ord. 
91-013, 1991; Ord. 88-76, 1988; Ord. 88-52, 1988). 
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[User Note: References to any section of the Whatcom County Code (\NCC) are subject to interpretation and adaptation to City of Bellingham regulations and 
procedures as determined by the City of Bellingham Planning Director.] 

WHATCOM COUNTY LIGHT IMPACT INDUSTRIAL ZONE (LIi) 

20.66.050 Permitted uses. 
Unless otherwise provided herein, permitted and accessory uses shall be administered pursuant to the applicable provisions of 
Chapter 20.80 wee (Supplementary Requirements), Chapter 20.84 wee (Variances, Conditional Uses and Appeals) and Chapter 
20.86 WCC (Procedures for Light and Heavy Impact Industrial District Applications), the Whatcom County SEPA Ordinance, the 
Whatcom County Subdivision Ordinance and the Whatcom County Shoreline Management Program . 
.051 The manufacturing and processing of food of a nature that meets the purpose and performance standards of this district 
excluding primary processing of meat and fish products. 
. 052 Fabrication of office, computing and accounting machine. 
.053 Manufacture of miscellaneous textile goods and fabrication of apparel including clothing, hats, caps, millinery fur products; and 
miscellaneous fabricated textile products. 
.054 Fabrication of furniture and fixtures including household, office and public building furniture; and partitions, shelving and 
lockers. 
. 055 Fabrication of paper products including paperboard containers, boxes, carrion boxes and paper containers. 
.056 Printing and publishing newspapers, periodicals and books; commercial printing; book binding; and manufacture of manifold 
business forms and greeting cards . 
.057 Fabrication of leather products including belting; packing; cut stock and findings for shoes and boots; shoes; footwear; gloves 
and mittens; luggage; personal leather goods and handbags . 
.058 Fabrication of glass products including glass products from prepared materials; stone cutting; and monuments. 
. 059 Processing and packaging of drug, pharmaceuticals, perfumes and cosmetics . 
.060 Fabrication of electrical equipment including industrial apparatus and household appliances, radio and television sets; 
communications equipment; electrical components and accessories; and electric lighting equipment and lamps . 
.061 Fabrication of instruments, photographic goods, optical goods, watches and clocks, and including engineering, scientific, 
surgical, medical, dental and ophthalmic products. 
.062 Manufacture and fabrication of jewelry, silverware, plated ware, musical instruments and parts, toys, sporting and athletic 
goods; pens, pencils and other office and artistic supplies; novelties, buttons and notions; and miscellaneous manufacture. 
.063 Rail, truck and freight terminals; warehousing and storage; parcel delivery service; freight forwarding; inspection weighing 
services; and packaging and crating. 
. 064 Boat building and repair. 
.065 Communications including telephone exchanges, and radio and television broadcasting stations and transmitting towers. 
. 066 Business firm headquarters and professional offices. 
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.067 Construction contractors' business offices and storage and equipment yards. 
, ... , .06S--Wholesale trade or storage of dutable and nondurable goods including automobile' parts and supplies; tires and tubes; 

furniture and home furnishings; lumber and other construction materials; sporting goods, toys and hobby goods; metal service 
centers and offices; electrical goods; hardware, plumbing and heating equipment; machinery equipment and supplies; jewelry, 
watches and precious stones; other durable goods; paper and paper products; drugs, proprietaries and sundries; apparel, piece 
goods and notions; groceries and related products; beer, wine and distilled beverages; waste bottles; waste boxes; rags; waste 
paper; wiping rags and miscellaneous nondurable goods; provided, however, that trade, storage or processing of sulphur shall be 
prohibited. 
.069 Building material yards, if screened by a fence and/or vegetation as specified in WCC 20.80.355; provided that screening shall 
not be required between two contiguous yards where the operator of each yard agrees that such screening is unnecessary. 
.070 Eating establishments, convenience grocery stores, cafes and gas stations operating primarily for the convenience of 
employees, clients and customers of the district; providing the following criteria are met: 

(1) Maximum floor area is 3,000 square feet per use; 
(2) No more than two pump islands for each gas station; 
(3) Centrally located within the district to primarily serve the industrial uses of this district and not to primarily serve adjacent 

nonindustrial uses . 
.071 Manufacture, processing, treatment or fabrication of metal products and machinery; provided that smelters and remelting mills, 
and the manufacturing of turbines, oil machinery, mining machinery, industrial process ovens, paper, and textile or rolling mill 
machinery shall be prohibited. 
.072 Manufacture, processing, treatment and fabrication of lumber, millwork, mobile homes, travel trailers, campers, miscellaneous 
wood products and other buildings, roofing and construction materials; provided that all odor and noise producing processes shall 
be conducted within an enclosed structure equipped with such scrubbing, filtering equipment or noise reduction equipment as is 
necessary to mitigate the odor and/or noise produced. 
.073 Fabrication of rubber products from finished rubber only and manufacture of miscellaneous plastic products from purchased 
resins only. 
.074 Manufacture of glass, glass products, pottery and related products, and cutting and shaping of stone products. 
. 075 Bottling plants. 
. 076 Churches. 
.077 Public uses and community facilities including police and fire stations, libraries, community centers, recreation facilities and 
other similar noncommercial uses. 
.078 Other uses similar in nature to the uses listed above which are consistent with the purpose and intent of the district, have 
similar effects on surrounding land uses, and can meet the performance standards for this district. (Ord. 96-056 Att. A§ P1, 1996; 
Ord. 94-056, 1994; Ord. 91-075, 1991; Ord. 89-117, 1989; Ord. 88-13, 1988; Ord. 87-12, 1987; Ord. 87-11, 1987; Ord. 86-56, 
1986; Ord. 84-38, 1984) . 

20.66.100 Accessory uses. 
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. 101 Employee recreation facilities and play areas. 

.102 Temporary buildings for construction purposes for a perio-c:l·not-to·exceed the duration of such constructi"on:· 

.103 Testing and experimentation in connection with a principally permitted use . 

.104 Other accessory uses and buildings, including security and caretaker residences, customarily appurtenant to a principally 
permitted use. 
.105 Retail sales of merchandise manufactured, assembled or stored on the site and consistent with the definition of accessory 
uses as defined in Chapter 20.97 wee (Definitions). 
.106 On-site treatment and storage facilities for hazardous wastes associated with outright permitted uses or approved conditional 
uses subject to the most current siting criteria under Chapter 173-303 WAC. (Ord. 89-10, 1989; Ord. 87-12, 1987; Ord. 87-11, 
1987; Ord. 84-38, 1984). 

20.66.150 Conditional uses . 
.151 Manufacture of hydraulic cement; concrete gypsum and plaster products; and abrasive asbestos and miscellaneous 
nonmetallic mineral products. 
. 152 Manufacture of sands. 
.153 Repair, service and accessory sales for motor vehicles, boats and farm implements provided: 

(1) The use or uses are not expected to generate significantly more traffic than that which would ordinarily be expected by an 
industrial use of comparable intensity; and 

(2) It can be established that sufficient undeveloped, usable property zoned LIi is available for the outright permitted uses 
within the planning subarea for the projected life of the plan as determined by the planning department. Applicant will be 
responsible for furnishing necessary information. 
.154 Solid waste disposal facilities and sites of a permanent nature including, but not limited to, landfills, incinerators, and transfer 
stations, excluding sewage sludge permitted by the Whatcom County department of public health in accordance with WAC 
173-304-300; provided that the hearing examiner determines that the proposed facility or site meets the following conditions: 

(1) The facility or site will not be located within any area identified in an adopted critical areas ordinance or 100-year 
floodplain unless outside of the floodplain and at least three feet in elevation higher than the floodway elevation; 

(2) Filling or excavation, structures, or nonmobile machinery for all facilities except inert, demolition, and wood waste landfills 
will not be located within 1,000 feet of any zone district other than Agriculture or Industrial Zoning Districts, nor any public park, 
recreation area, wildlife refuge, archaeological and historic areas, shoreline under the jurisdiction of the Shoreline Management 
Program, unless temporary and of less than 12 months duration; structures used for offices, storage areas for equipment, and 
weigh scales may be located within 1,000 feet, but no closer than 100 feet or the district setbacks, whichever is greater, if impacts 
on the adjoining use are shown to be in keeping with the existing and permitted uses in the area; 

(3) Inert, demolition, and wood waste landfills will not have any filling or excavation areas, structures, or machinery located 
within 500 feet of any zone district other than Agriculture or Industrial Zoning Districts, nor any public park, recreation area, wildlife 
refuge, archaeological and historic areas, shoreline under the jurisdiction of the Shoreline Management Program, unless temporary 
and of less than 12 months duration; structures used for offices, storage areas for equipment, and weigh scales may be located 
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within 1,000 feet, but no closer than 100 feet or the district setbacks, whichever is greater, if impacts on the adjoining use are 
· shown to be ih keeping with the existing and permitted uses in the area; · - · .. ,s- •. · 

(4) The facility or site will not result in filling or excavation, location of structures or buildings, driveways or machinery use 
except for vegetation maintenance within 100 feet of any property line and except for driveways within 150 feet of any county or 
state road right-of-way; 

(5) The facility or site will have vehicular approaches designed to minimize conflict between automobile and truck traffic, will 
maintain the carrying capacity of county roads, and will be located on a road classified as all weather, except where use is shown to 
be intermittent and easily delayed until emergency conditions have passed; 

(6) The facility or site has complied with the provisions of WCC 20.84.200 and all other ordinances and laws regulating solid 
waste facilities and sites, such as but not limited to WCC Title 24, the Whatcom County SEPA Ordinance, as well as state and 
federal regulations concerning solid waste facilities and sites; and 

(7) All landfills have a final closure plan meeting the requirements of WCC Title 24 and of Chapter 173-304 WAC, and the 
closure plan includes: 

(a) Reclamation in two to 10 acre increments, as appropriately responsive to the size and intensity of the particular 
activity, with seeding to be accomplished annually but no later than September 30th; and 

(b) Permanent vegetative cover that will maintain in healthy growing condition with the level of maintenance that is 
covered through the financial assurance for post-closure activities. 

(8) The buffer areas and visual screening shall include a minimum of 50 feet wide of landscaping meeting the requirements 
of wee 20.80.300 (Landscaping); 
. 155 Transitory solid waste facilities for treatment, storage, or collection, including, but not limited to: recycle centers and drop 
boxes for household materials excluding large items such as automobiles or major appliances; noncommercial composting and 
mulching facilities; and including but not limited to the type of facilities operated by neighborhood or public service organizations . 
.156 Golf courses and commercial recreaUon facilities related to golf courses. (Ord. 94-056, 1994; Ord. 91-013, 1991; Ord. 90-11, 1990; Ord. 88-76, 1988; 
Ord. 87-12, 1987; Ord. 87-11, 1987; Ord. 84-38, 1984). 
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[User Note: References to any section of the Whatcom County Code (YVCC) are subject to interpretation and adaptation to City of Bellingham regulations and 
" ,.. , procedures as detennined by the City of Bellingham Planning Director.] 

WHATCOM COUNTY HEAVY IMPACT INDUSTRIAL (HII) 

20.68.050 Permitted uses. 
Unless otherwise provided herein, permitted and accessory uses shall be administered pursuant to the applicable provisions of 
Chapter 20.80 WCC (Supplementary Requirements) and Chapter 20.84 WCC (Variances, Conditional Uses and Appeals), the 
Whatcom County SEPA Ordinance, the Whatcom County Subdivision Ordinance and the Whatcom County Shoreline Management 
Program. The purpose of the SIC numbers listed within this chapter is to adopt by reference other activities similar in nature to the 
use identified herein. (Policies of the subarea comprehensive plan may preclude certain permitted uses to occur in particular 
subareas. Please refer to the policies of the applicable subarea plan to determine the appropriateness of a land use activity listed 
below.) 
.051 The manufacture and processing of food including meat, dairy, fruits, vegetables, seafood, grain mill, large scale bakery, sugar 
and beverage products. 
.052 Manufacturing and processing of textiles including weaving cotton, synthetic, silk or wool fabrics; knitting yam and thread mills; 
textile bleaching, dyeing and printing; and carpet manufacture. 
.053 The manufacture and processing of lumber and wood including sawmills; planing mills; millwork; veneer, plywood and 
prefabricated wood products; wooden containers and cooperage. 
. 054 The following are permitted uses except as otherwise prohibited: 

(1) The manufacture and process of paper including pulp, paper and paperboard mills; and building paper and board mill 
products. 

(2) The manufacture and processing of chemicals and allied products including industrial inorganic and organic chemicals; 
synthetic resins, rubber, fibers and plastic materials; soap, detergents and cleaning preparations; paint, linseed oil, shellac, lacquer 
and allied products; chemicals from gum and wood; and agricultural chemicals . 

(3) Refining and storage of petroleum and asphalt. 
(4) The manufacture and processing of rubber and plastic products. 
(5) Leather tanning and finishing. 
(6) The manufacture and processing of cement and glass; and concrete, gypsum, plaster, abrasive, asbestos and 

nonmetallic mineral products. 
(7) Primary metal industries including blast furnaces and steel works; mills for primary smelting, secondary smelting, refining, 

reducing, finishing, rolling, drawing, extruding, and casting of ferrous and nonferrous metals; and the manufacture of miscellaneous 
metal products. 
.055 The fabrication of metal products including metal cans, hardware, hand tools, cutlery, heating apparatus, plumbing fixtures, 
structural metal and stamping. 
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. 056 The manufacture of machinery including engines; turbines; farm machinery and equipment; construction, mining and materials 
handling equipment machine tools and dies; and special and general industrial equipment. 
.057 The manufacture of electrical machinery including transmission and distribution equipment, and industrial apparatus. 
.058 The manufacture of transportation equipment including automobiles, trucks, buses, airplanes, boat building and repair, railroad 
equipment, bicycles and motorcycles. 
.059 Bulk commodity storage facilities, and truck, rail, vessel and pipeline transshipment terminals and facilities. 
.060 Stationary thermal power plants with generating capacity of less than 250,000 kilowatts, floating thermal power plants with 
generating capacity of less than 50,000 kilowatts, and other power plants utilizing renewable resources from solar, wind or water 
sources. 
.061 Heavy construction contractors. 
.062 Public uses and community facilities including police and fire stations, libraries, community centers, recreation facilities and 
other similar noncommercial uses. (Ord. 91-075, 1991; Ord. 88-13, 1988; Ord. 87-12, 1987; Ord. 87-11, 1987; Ord. 84-38, 1984). 

20.68.100 Accessory uses. 
.1 O 1 Employee recreation facilities and play areas. 
.102 Restaurants, cafes and cafeterias operated primarily for the convenience of employees, clients and customers of the district . 
.103 Temporary buildings for construction purposes for a period not to exceed the duration of such construction. 
.104 When auxiliary to a principally permitted use: electric utility facilities; substations; generating plants, if less than 50 megawatt 
(MW) net plant capability; gas works; sewage disposal facilities; solid waste landfills and incinerators. 
.105 Other accessory uses and buildings, including security services, customarily appurtenant to a principally permitted use. 
.106 On-site treatment and storage facilities for hazardous wastes associated with outright permitted uses or approved conditional 
uses subject to the most current siting criteria under Chapter 173-303 WAC. (Ord. 89-10, 1989; Ord. 87-12, 1987; Ord. 87-11, 
1987). 

20.68.150 Conditional uses. 
.151 Solid waste disposal facilities and sites of a permanent nature including, but not limited to, landfills, incinerators, and transfer 
stations, excluding sewage sludge permitted by the Whatcom County department of public health in accordance with WAC 
173-304-300; provided that the hearing examiner determines that the proposed facility or site meets the following conditions; 

(1) The facility or site will not be located within any area identified in an adopted critical areas ordinance or 100-year 
floodplain unless outside of the floodplain and at least three feet in elevation higher than the floodway elevation; 

(2) Filling or excavation, structures, or non-mobile machinery for all facilities except inert, demolition, and wood waste 
landfills will not be located within 1,000 feet of any zone district other than Agriculture or Industrial Zoning Districts, nor any public 
park, recreation area, wildlife refuge, archaeological and historic areas, shoreline under the jurisdiction of the Shoreline 
Management Program, unless temporary and of less than 12 months duration; structures used for offices, storage areas for 
equipment, and weigh scales may be located within 1,000 feet, but no closer than 100 feet or the district setbacks, whichever is 
greater, if impacts on the adjoining use are shown to be in keeping wn:h the existing and permitted uses in the area; 
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(3) Inert, demolition, and wood waste landfills will not have any filling or excavation areas, structures, or machinery located 
":,~,- within'500 feet of any zone district other than Agriculture or Industrial Zoning Districts, nor any public park, recreation area, wildlife 

refuge, archaeological and historic areas, shoreline under the jurisdiction of the Shoreline Management Program, unless temporary 
and of less than 12 months duration; structures used for offices, storage areas for equipment, and weigh scales may be located 
within 1,000 feet, but no closer than 100 feet or the district setbacks, whichever is greater, if impacts on the adjoining use are 
shown to be in keeping with the existing and permitted uses in the area; 

(4) The facility or site will not result in filling or excavation, location of structures or buildings, driveways or machinery use 
except for vegetation maintenance within 100 feet of any property line and except for driveways within 150 feet of any county or 
state road right-of-way; 

(5) The facility or site will have vehicular approaches designed to minimize conflict between automobile and truck traffic, will 
maintain the carrying capacity of county roads, and will be located on a road classified as all weather, except where use is shown to 
be intermittent and easily delayed until emergency conditions have passed; 

(6) The facility or site has complied with the provisions of WCC 20.84.200 and all other ordinances and laws regulating solid 
waste facilities and sites, such as but not limited to wee Title 24, the Whatcom County SEPA Ordinance, as well as state and 
federal regulations concerning solid waste facilities and sites; 

(7) All landfills have a final closure plan meeting the requirements of WCC Title 24 and of Chapter 173-304 WAC, and the 
closure plan includes: 

(a) Reclamation in two to 10 acre increments, as appropriately responsive to the size and intensity of the particular 
activity, with seeding to be accomplished annually but no later than September 30th; and 

(b) Permanent vegetative cover that will maintain in healthy growing condition with the level of maintenance that is 
covered through the financial assurance for post-closure activities. 

(8) The buffer areas and visual screening shall include a minimum of 50 feet wide of landscaping meeting the requirements 
of wee 20.80.300 (Landscaping); 
.152 Uses allowed in the Light Impact Industrial zone as permitted uses, WCC 20.66.100, subject to the following: 

(1) A finding by the hearing examiner that allowing the use will not limit the supply of land available to meet the demand for 
future heavy industrial uses. 

(2) Filing of a deed restriction acknowledging that heavy industrial uses are the preferred uses in the zone and agreeing not 
to protest proposed heavy industrial uses allowed in the zone in accordance with Chapter 20.68 WCC, and to refrain from legal 
action against any heavy industrial use in compliance with the regulations of wee Title 20 and any conditions of approval which 
might have been proposed. 
.153 Transitory solid waste facilities for treatment, storage, or collection including, but not limited to: recycle centers and drop boxes 
for household materials excluding large items such as automobiles or major appliances; noncommercial composting and mulching 
facilities; and including but not limited to the type of facilities operated by neighborhood or public service organizations. 
.154 Treatment and storage facilities for hazardous wastes subject to the following: 

(1) The eight criteria for a conditional use listed under wee 20.84.200. 
(2) The most current state siting criteria under Chapter 173-303 WAC. 
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(3) It shall be the responsibility of the applicant to document to the satisfaction of the approving body the anticipated sources, 
· €; types, volumes and fina~ disposition of hazardous wastes to be colleeted and the type of treatments associated with those wastes. 

The permit shall be limited exclusively to those types of wastes and treatments as documented and approved. 
(4) Total off-site facility capacity shall be limited to that needed to treat and store wastes generated within·Whatcom County 

by generators requiring off-site management of hazardous wastes; provided, however, waste streams may be sourced from other 
jurisdictions through interagency zone designation agreements as approved by the county council, not to exceed 10 percent of the 
total local hazardous waste stream. 

(5) Prior to occupancy of the facility, the State Department of Ecology shall certify to the county that the facility has been 
constructed consistent with state requirements. 

(6) As a condition of approval, the applicant shall be required to keep and maintain accurate and current records of the 
types, amounts, sources, and final disposition of hazardous wastes collected. The applicant shall provide such records annually to 
the county, or sooner upon county request. If the facility is found to be exceeding the waste stream limitations or permit restrictions, 
the county staff shall so report to the approving body who shall have the authority to revoke the permit, following a public hearing, if 
the limitation has been exceeded absent an emergency situation. Any emergency must be documented by county staff. 

(7) Annual inspections of the facility shall be a minimum requirement. The applicant shall be required to forward copies of all 
facility inspection reports to the county. If deficiencies are found, the operator shall, within 15 days, submit to the county for 
approval an implementation schedule of corrective measures. Such schedule shall include specific completion dates and inspection 
reporting procedures. 
If the state does not inspect the facility within the year, the applicant shall be required to arrange and bear all costs for an inspection 
by a qualified and independent inspection agency satisfactory to the county. 

(8) Should the facility be found to consistently operate in a manner unsatisfactory to the county in regard to the public health 
and safety, the permit may be revoked by the approving body following a public hearing. (Ord. 91-075, 1991 ; Ord. 91-013, 1991; 
Ord. 88-76, 1988) . 

20.68.200 Prohibited uses . 
. 201 All other uses. 
. 202 In the urban fringe subarea the following uses are prohibited: petroleum refinery and the manufacturing of products thereof, 
manufacturing and processing of rubber, plastics, chemical, paper, asbestos and products derived thereof; and primary metal 
industries. (Ord. 91-075, 1991 ). 
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[User Note: References to any section of the Whatcom County Code r,NCC) are subject to interpretation and adaptation to City of Bellingham regulations and 
procedures as,determined by the City of Bellingham Planning Director.] 

WHATCOM COUNTY GENERAL COMMERCIAL ZONE (GC) 

20.62.050 Permitted uses . 
Unless otherwise provided herein, permitted and conditional uses shall be administered pursuant to the applicable provisions of 
Chapter 20.80 wee (Supplementary Requirements) and Chapter 20.84 WCC (Variances, Conditional Uses and Appeals), the 
Whatcom County SEPA Ordinance, the Whatcom County Subdivision Ordinance and the Whatcom County Shoreline Management 
Program. 
.051 Automobile, motorcycle, marine and farm implement sales, repair and service; provided that all repair services are conducted 
within an enclosed building. 
. 052 Automobile service stations, car washes and public garages . 
.053 Mobile home and recreational vehicle sales . 
. 054 Eating and drinking establishments . 
. 055 Rental agencies. ' 
.056 Indoor commercial recreation facilities limited to bowling alleys, skating rinks, indoor theaters and physical fitness centers. 
. 057 Passenger terminal facilities. 
.058 Service establishment including but not limited to barber and beauty shops, laundries, dry cleaners, furniture repair, frozen 
food lockers, funeral parlors, animal hospitals, auction houses, financial institutions, fraternal organizations and professional offices . 
. 059 Retail establishments including but not limited to grocery, liquor, drug, sundries, variety, building supplies, clothing, florist, 
nurseries, optical, sporting goods, appliance, music and pet stores . 
. 060 Printing and publishing establishments . 
. 061 Public utilities . 
. 062 Rental storage establishments . 
.063 Public and community facilities including police and fire stations, libraries, community centers, recreation facilities, and other 
similar noncommercial uses. 
. 064 Hotels and motels . 
. 065 One single-family dwelling per lot of record subject to: 

(1) Health department requirements regarding soil type and water supply. 
(2) Height regulations, lot coverage, open space, development standards and performance standards shall be in accordance 

with the provisions of Chapter 20.20 WCC; except that side and rear yard setbacks shall be 10 feet from vacant, adjacent, 
commercially zoned properties. 
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(3) A deed restriction recorded with the Whatcom County auditor is attached to the lot(s) at the time of building permit 
issuance stating that the·dwelling(s) is·"located in a General Commercial zone and· buyers should be aware that commercial uses 
will be allowed on surrounding parcels and owners have no grounds for protest. 
. 066 Duplexes and multifamily dwellings not to exceed 18 units per acre subject to: 

(1) Availability of adequate public sewer, or water, and appropriate storm drainage; 
(2) The maximum number of units shall be determined by the health department based on soil type and water supply; 
(3) Provision of adequate right-of-way and street improvements to bring adjacent roadways up to necessary standards; 
(4) Height regulations, lot coverage, open space, development standards and performance standards shall be in accordance 

with the provisions of Chapter 20.22 WCC; 
(5) Site plan review shall be done by the technical review committee to ensure compliance with the intent of the general 

development standards WCC 20.62.650. Four or less units per acre are exempt from this requirement. 
(6) A deed restriction recorded with the Whatcom County auditor is attached to the lot(s) at the time of building permit 

issuance stating that the dwelling(s) is located in a General Commercial zone and buyers should be aware that commercial uses 
will be allowed on surrounding parcels and owners have no grounds for protest. (Ord. 96-056 Att. A§ M1, 1996; Ord. 94-017, 1994; 
Ord. 88-53, 1988; Ord. 88-28, 1988; Ord. 88-13, 1988; Ord. 87-12, 1987; Ord. 87-11, 1987) . 

20.62.100 Accessory uses . 
.101 One residential unit for owner-manager or caretaker when part of a building in which the primary use is located. 
.102 Uses incidental to the primary permitted uses. 
.103 On-site treatment and storage facilities for hazardous wastes associated with outright permitted uses or approved conditional 
uses subject to the most current siting criteria under Chapter 173-303 WAC. (Ord. 89-10, 1989; Ord. 88-29, 1988). 

20.62.150 Conditional uses. 
.151 Commercial wholesaling . 
. 152 Churches and cemeteries. 
.153 Amusement parks, outdoor theaters and other outdoor commercial recreation, including golf courses. 
.154 Recreational vehicle parks for transient motor homes and tourist trailers. 
. 155 Animal kennels. 
.156 Commercial truck service facilities including truck fueling, repair and storage operations, overnight accommodations and 
restaurants. 
.157 Residences on premises in a commercial structure where any business is conducted other than taverns, restaurants and 
recreational facilities provided: 

(1) All height limits and setback requirements can be met. 
(2) The overall residential density does not exceed 12 units per acre. (Ord. 96-056 Att. A§ M2, 1996; Ord. 90-41, 1990; Ord. 

88-29, 1988; Ord. 82-58, 1982). 
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IV. CIRCULATION 

Arterials 

The dominant circulation routes providing arterial access in the lrongate Neighborhood 
are Sunset Drive (SR 542), East Bakerview Road, James Street and Hannegan Road. 
Sunset Drive is the second busiest arterial in the city next to Meridian Street. In 2007, 
Sunset Drive carried over 32,000 vehicles per day at the Interstate 5 intersection and 
nearly 25,000 vehicles per day at the Woburn/Hannegan intersection. 

North-south oriented secondary arterials include the Orleans-Woodstock-James corridor 
on the west side of the neighborhood, and the Woburn-Hannegan corridor. James 
Street between Woodstock Way and East Bakerview Road would benefit from urban 
improvements as vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian travel increases between 
Sunset Square and the King Mountain Neighborhood to the north.:. 

Truck traffic could be diverted off the Mt.Baker Highway and Sunset Drive by 
constructing a connection between the Mt. Baker highway and Bakerview Road. 
Bakerview is a principle arterial that serves the industrial area at the Hannegan 
intersection, has a freeway interchange at 1-5, and leads directly to the Bellingham 
International Airport and its associated industrial areas. Development and re
development along Bakerview and Hannegan Road should provide a minimum setback 
of 10 feet. 

Division Road between Hannegan and lrongate Roads has been designated a collector 
arterial. Improvements to this street are currently in the planning stage. 

Goal No. 12 A connection from the Mt. Baker Highway to Bakerview Road should be 
constructed and Bakerview Road should be upgraded to primary arterial/truck route 
standards (where not already completed), in order to serve truck traffic presently using 
the Mt. Baker Highway/ Sunset Drive. 

Goal No. 12 James Street from Woodstock Way to Bakerview Road should be 
improved to include bike lanes and pedestrian facilities. 

Residential Streets 

Residential street standards shall be as follows: 

Goal No. 13 The appropriate residential street standard in this neighborhood is a 28-
foot wide street with curbs, gutters, storm drainage, a planting strip and sidewalks. 
Streets traversing steep slopes may be allowed less width and fewer sidewalks. 
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Industrial Streets 

Due to a condition of the annexation agreement when the lrongate industrial area was 
annexed in 1998, development in the lrongate/Hannegan area industrial zone is exempt 
from the requirement to provide curb, gutter and sidewalks. All streets in that industrial 
area will have open drainage and minimum standard 28-foot industrial-orientated 
streets. 

Bicycle Facilities 

The lrongate Neighborhood has the potential for providing bike friendly surroundings 
and convenient bike travel corridors that are used for both recreation and commuting. 
The key to realizing this potential is considering how bikes would affect and be affected 
by future plans and developments. Bike corridors in this neighborhood should also be 
consistent with those in other neighborhoods to provide a citywide system. Residents, 
employees and the city benefit by making the area more accessible and secure for 
bicycle travel. 

There are several formal and informal bicycle links in the neighborhood that form the 
basis of a bicycle route network. These should be upgraded and maintained as all
weather bike/pedestrian paths and routes. The near term emphasis should be to work 
to build the links between the pieces to provide a safe, secure network of bicycle 
facilities. Curb ramps must be provided wherever a path intersects with streets. 
Bollards should be installed to prevent motorized traffic where necessary. Some of the 
existing roads appear to be of sufficient width and traffic volume to provide safe biking 
corridors at this time. Future developments and street upgrades may require striping of 
bike lanes and on-street parking restrictions to maintain safe bike routes. 

Parking for bicycles should be provided in any commercial development in accordance 
with the City's parking requirements. 

A network of bike facilities is proposed to assist bicycle travel throughout the 
neighborhood. Since there are limited connections to the county and to the west (under 
and over Interstate 5) to the shopping and recreation areas of the city; these few links 
~ill always have some bicycle traffic and are potential bottlenecks. Wherever possible, 
alternatives without heavy truck and automobile traffic should be considered. The 
following is a list of specific improvement actions needed in the lrongate Neighborhood: 

Goal No. 14 
A. Construct a trail (part of the Bay to Baker Trail) along the railroad right of way from 
Interstate 5 east to the city limits. Connections to the lrongate Road and Orchard Street 
Trails should be provided. 

B. Widen and add bicycle lanes to James Street from Woodstock Way to east 
Bakerview Road. 
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C. Improve and complete a trail linking the east end of Orchard Drive to lrongate Road. 

D. Construct a connector trail or designated bike/pedestrian route from Hannegan 
Road to Mcleod Road. 

E. Construct a trail connecting Mcleod Road with the proposed Baker to Bay Trail. The 
connection should be near the Interstate 5 railway underpass. Any creek crossing 
would entail construction of a bridge or culvert. 
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lrongate Neighborhood Land Use Map 
<update button> 
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SECTION VI. SUBAREA DESCRIPTIONS AND LAND USE DESIGNATIONS 

The lrongate neighborhood's 900 acres are divided into 18 distinct subareas, allowing 
predominately industrial development. When this area was annexed in 1998, the 
County zoning in place at the time (General Manufacturing, Light Impact Industrial and 
General Commercial) was transferred to City zoning. 

The acreage in each type of land use category is listed below. 

Area 1 

Industrial 
Commercial 
Public 
Total 

821 acres 
3 acres 
76 acres 
900 acres 

This Planned Industrial zoned area is generally bounded on the north by the Division 
Road right-of-way, on the east by Hannegan Road, on the southeast by the base of the 
Dewey Valley, and on the west by King Mountain Neighborhood. The area contains 
approximately 122 acres and remains mostly undeveloped with the exception of 
properties located on Division Road just west of Hannegan Road. 

Much of this area is impacted to some extent by the 1994 R.W . Beck study that re
evaluated the Squalicum Floodplain and found that this floodplain and floodway are 
substantially larger than previously identified. As a result of this finding, the Coastal 
Zone Management study recommended zoning changes for several properties. In 
addition to floodplain constraints, properties may also be affected by the presence of 
wetlands. The Squalicum Creek trail is planned along the Squalicum Creek corridor. 

Care should be taken during the development of the five acre parcel located at the 
northwest corner of Orchard Drive and lrongate Road to ensure that wetlands located in 
the southern portion of the property are protected and adequate screening is provided 
for any future residential development on properties to the west. 

AREA 1 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 2 

Area 2 is a 6-acre parcel of publicly owned land located at the southwest corner of the 
Division Street/ Bakerview Spur Road intersection and adjacent to the City of 
Bellingham Vactor Waste Facility. The parcel is generally flat with the southern edge of 
the property sloping abruptly down to the Squalicum Creek valley. Area 2 is 
surrounded by light manufacturing operations and industrial warehouses in Area 1. 
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If Whatcom County purchases, leases, or trades land for Area 2 prior to July 1, 
2004, then the land use and zoning designation shall remain Public, Government 
Services. If Whatcom County fails to purchase, lease, or trade land for Area 2 prior to 
July 1, 2004, or otherwise communicates its intent to not purchase, lease, or trade land 
for Area 2 prior to that date, the land shall immediately revert to a land use and zoning 
designation of "Industrial, Planned, Light Manufacturing and Warehousing only" to 
reflect the existing surrounding uses and zoning designation in Area 1. 

AREA 2 LAND Use DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 3 

This undeveloped 23-acre area lies east and west of James Street. The old Milwaukee 
Road rail right-of-way runs through the area in an east/west direction. 

Much of this area is impacted to some extent by the 1994 R.R. Beck study that re
evaluated the Squalicum Floodplain and found that this floodplain and floodway are 
substantially larger than previously identified. As a result of this finding, property lying 
south of the rail right-of-way between James Street and Interstate 5 has been 
purchased by the City and was rezoned to a Public, Open Space designation (see Area 
15). In addition to floodplain constraints, properties in this area are also affected by the 
presence of wetlands. 

Planned trails in this area include the proposed Squalicum Creek trail and the King 
Mountain trail. James Street could serve as a link to the Squalicum Creek trail and 
should be improved to include bike lanes and sidewalks. 

The sixty-foot wide former Orchard Street right-of-way lying adjacent to the southern 
boundary of this area between James Street and lnterstate-5 is now in private 
ownership. The zoning boundary between this Planned Industrial area and the 
residential area to the north is currently the center of this right-of-way. Given that the 
property is now is private ownership and that is may be suitable for either residential or 
industrial use, this parcel may be added to this industrial area, or may be added in part 
or wholly to the residentially zoned area to the north at the property owner's option. 

If developed industrially, flexible setbacks are appropriate because of the size of the 
property. Setbacks should be concentrated where this industrial zone abuts a 
residential zone. A buffer should be installed within this setback that screens the 
industrial area from the residential area to the north. 

AREA 3 LAND Use DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 
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Area 4 

This 21-acre area consists of a 17-acre pond, called Sunset Pond that is owned by the 
City of Bellingham. Sunset Pond Park should be preserved as part of the Squalicum 
Valley open space corridor of wetlands and floodplain. The west side could become a 
more formal park with the addition of picnic and playground equipment. This is also a 
good location for a trailhead for the Squalicum Creek trail. 

AREA 4 LAND USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 5 

This area is approximately five (5) acres located west of lrongate Road. The lrongate 
Industrial Park surrounds this area on the north, east, and south with residential zoning 
to the west. As such, a Light Industrial designation with specific conditions on uses and 
screening is appropriate. All permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom 
County's Light Impact Industrial zone (LIi) as of the date of annexation (1998) may be 
allowed. The Conditional Uses allowed in Whatcom County's LI I zone as of the date of 
annexation may be considered through the planned development process. Retail sales 
limited to items manufactured or assembled on site are appropriate. 

A twenty-five foot setback along with a wall of trees or other screening as defined in the 
Land Use and Development Code shall be provided along the western property line. 

Access to industrial development shall be from the industrially zoned areas to the east. 
This property need not abut a full standard street or sign an LID commitment for street 
improvements as a condition of obtaining a building permit subject to approval by the 
City's Public Works Department. To insure the orderly development of sewer services 
within and outside the city limits, a twenty-foot easement for sewer shall be provided 
along the northern boundary of the site. 

Area 5 Land Use Designation: Industrial 

Area 6 

This area is approximately 54 acres located generally between East Bakerview Road on 
the north, Division Street on the south, and lrongate Road on the east. The area's 
western boundary is approximately 1300 feet east of James Street. 

Characterized by industrial development, the area is predominately flat with gentle 
rolling terrain along the northwest corner of the area. A portion of Baker Creek crosses 
the northwest corner of the area with well defined banks and groves of trees. Vegetation 
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along the ravine consists of clusters of conifers and deciduous trees. Baker Creek 
should be protected and existing trees should be incorporated into landscaping designs 
when feasible. The area is served with sewer and water. 

All permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom County's Light Impact Industrial 
zone (LIi) as of the date of annexation (1998) may be allowed in this area. Those 
conditional uses allowed in Whatcom County's LIi zone as of the date of annexation 
may be considered through the planned development process. Retail development not 
associated with industrial uses is prohibited. As development occurs, buffers separating 
industrial uses from adjacent residentially zoned land shall be required. 

Properties need not abut a full standard street-or sign an LID commitment for street 
improvements as a condition of obtaining a building permit subject to approval of the 
City's Public Works Department. Internal roads serving this industrial area include: 
Midway Land, Hammer Drive, Jill's Court and Baker Creek Place. Property owners shall 
deed these road rights-of-way to the City of Bellingham. The City shall own, operate, 
maintain, and improve these streets to all weather standards at no cost to the property 
owners. The City would process building permits allowing street improvement standards 
recommended by and approved for this area by the City Public Works Department. 

AREA 6 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 7 

This area is approximately 156 acres located between East Bakerview Road on the 
north, Division Street on the South, and Hannegan Road on the east. lrongate Road 
forms the area's western boundary. Characterized by industrial development, some lots 
have been cleared for future development. The area is generally flat and is served with 
sewer and water. 

All permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom County's General Manufacturing 
zone (GM) as of the date of annexation (1998) may be allowed in this area. Those 
conditional uses allowed in Whatcom County's GM zone as of the date of annexation 
may be considered through the planned development process. Retail development not 
associated with industrial uses is prohibited in this industrial area. 

Properties need not abut a full standard street. Property owners will not be required to 
sign an LID commitment for street improvements as a condition of obtaining a building 
permit subject to approval of the City's Public Works Department. Internal roads serving 
this industrial area include: Bakerview Spur, lrongate Road, Alpine Way, Ron Henifin 
Street and Midway Lane. Property owners shall deed these road rights-of-ways to the 
City of Bellingham. The City shall own, operate, maintain, and improve these streets to 
all weather standards at no cost to the property owners. 
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AREA 7 LANO USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 8 

This area is approximately three (3) acres and is located at the southwest corner of the 
East Bakerview and Hannegan Road intersection. Currently, a service station and 
convenience store are located on the site. Any additional development of this area 
should be limited to uses that primarily serve the industrial businesses in the vicinity. All 
permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom County's General Commercial (GC) 
zone as of the date of annexation are allowed in this area. Those conditional uses 
allowed in Whatcom County's GC zone as of the date of annexation may be considered 
through the planned development process. 

AREA 8 LANO USE DESIGNATION: COMMERCIAL 

Area 9 

This area is approximately 89 acres located east of Hannegan Road and south of East 
Bakerview Road. Squalicum Creek flows from north to south bisecting the area 
generally into two sections. That portion of the area lying between Hannegan Road and 
Squalicum Creek is approximately 43 acres. Western Washington University operates 
an Environmental Education Facility along the ridge of the area adjacent to Hannegan 
Road. The southern portion of the area has industrial development including an asphalt 
plant and construction company taking access from Hannegan Road. A mixture of 
woodland and pasture vegetation dominates the area west of Squalicum Creek. That 
portion of the area lying east of the creek is approximately 46 acres, is developing with 
industrial uses, and takes access from East Bakerview Road. Twenty-six acres 
between Squalicum Creek and the abandoned railroad right-of-way were approved as 
the Bakerview Valley Industrial Park General Binding Site Plan GBS94-0003 that is 
hereby adopted by reference. A natural gas pipeline traverses the area in an east/west 
alignment, and a transmission oil pipeline extends in a north/south alignment through 
the Bakerview Valley Industrial Park. In 1994, at the request of Water District #16, the 
City of Bellingham assumed responsibility for providing water to customers formerly 
served by the district. This area has sewer and water services. 

Improvements to Hannegan Road and East Bakerview Road should include managed 
access allowing one driveway per parcel with a minimum of 300 feet spacing between 
driveways and the intersection. Internal roads would meet City performance standards 
recommended for this industrial area, including 60 foot rights-of-way, 24 feet of asphalt 
pavement, thickened edge asphalt, curbs and gravel shoulders, and enclosed storm 
water collection system. However, property located within the Bakerview Valley 
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Industrial Park shall be developed according to the conditions adopted in GBSP94-
0003, except from trails and buffers. 

All permitted and accessory uses in Whatcom County's General Manufacturing (GM) 
zone as of the date of annexation (1998) are allowed in this area. Those conditional 
uses allowed in Whatcom County's GM zone as of the date of annexation may be 
considered through the planned development process. As development occurs, an 
open space corridor and trail system is recommended along Squalicum Creek and/or 
the old railroad right-of-way to connect areas within the Mount Baker Neighborhood to 
existing trail systems along Squalicum Creek and extending further out into the county 
to ultimately connect with the Bay to Baker Trail. Between the abandoned railroad right
of-way and East Bakerview Road, a 50-foot vegetative buffer along both sides of 
Squalicum Creek shall be maintained for fish and wildlife habitat. Pedestrian access 
shall not be allowed in this buffer. 

AREA 9 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 10 

This area is approximately 30 acres located generally between Ross Road 
(unimproved) on the north, East Bakerview Road on the south and Hannegan Road on 
the west. The terrain slopes gently to the east abutting the western edge of the Dewey 
Valley. Residentially zoned property lies east of the area adjacent to Ross Road, while 
industrially zoned property is adjacent to East Bakerview Road. Approximately 20 acres 
of this area are densely forested and undeveloped. A mixture of woodland and pasture 
vegetation dominates the northern portion and Squalicum Creek flows through the 
southeastern corner of the area. The area is vacant, except for a single-family dwelling 
taking access from East Bakerview Road. 

All permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom County's Light Impact Industrial 
(LIi) zone as of the date of annexation may be allowed in this area. Those conditional 
uses allowed in Whatcom County's LIi zone as of the date of annexation may be 
considered through the planned development process. Additional buffering may be 
required next to residential boundaries especially for more intensive industrial uses. The 
Squalicum Creek corridor should be protected. 

Improvements to Hannegan Road and East Bakerview Road should include managed 
access allowing one driveway per parcel with a minimum of 300 feet spacing between 
driveways and from the intersection. Internal roads would meet City performance 
standards recommended for this industrial area, including 60 foot rights-of way, 24 feet 
of asphalt pavement, thickened edge asphalt, curbs and gravel shoulders, and enclosed 
storm water collection system. 
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AREA 10 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 11 

This area is approximately 199 acres located north of Ross Road (unimproved) and 
includes property both east and west of Hannegan Road. The terrain is generally flat 
transitioning to gentle rolling hills to the west adjacent to Queen Mountain. Baker Creek, 
a year-round tributary of Squalicum Creek begins in the upland areas east of Hannegan 
Road and south of Kelly Road, and flows southward through the area. Baker Creek has 
steep banks along most of its reach, with a mixture of forest and pasture vegetation on 
the uplands. Some wetlands associated with the creek are located west of Hannegan 
Road . Although most of this area is presently characterized by single family dwell ings 
and associated buildings including barns, garages, and sheds, portions of the area have 
been cleared for future industrial development. The area's larger parcels provide for 
better site design options. Located east of Hannegan Road, adjacent to Ross Road 
(unimproved), is the Hannegan Speedway. The Speedway has been in operation since 
1946 and is owned by the Mount Baker Motorcycle Club. It is listed as one of the 10 
oldest motorcycle clubs in the United States. 

All permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom County's General Manufacturing 
(GM) Zone as of the date of annexation (1998) are allowed in this area. Those 
conditional uses allowed in Whatcom County's GM zone as of the date of annexation 
may be considered through the planned development process. As development occurs, 
special consideration should be given to protection of the Baker Creek corridor. 
Additional buffering may be required next to residential boundaries to the north, west 
and east especially for more intensive industrial uses. 

Improvements on Hannegan Road include managed access, allowing one driveway per 
parcel with a minimum of 300 feet spacing between driveways. Internal roads shall meet 
City performance standards recommended for this industrial area, including 60 foot 
rights-of-way, 24 feet of asphalt pavement, thickened edge asphalt, curbs and gravel 
shoulders, and enclosed storm water collection system. 

AREA 11 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 12 

This area is approximately 44 acres located between Ross Road (unimproved) on the 
north and East Bakerview Road on the south. Hannegan Road is the area's eastern 
boundary. Baker Creek forms the area's northwestern boundary. The area is generally 
flat and characterized by existing industrial development, including manufacturing firms, 
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a wood chipping operation, trucking company, construction, and other industrial 
businesses. Some vacant land has been cleared for future development. The area has 
city sewer and water. 

All permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom County's General Manufacturing 
(GM) Zone as of the date of annexation (1998) are allowed in this area. Those 
conditional uses allowed in Whatcom County's GM zone as of the date of annexation 
may be considered through the planned development process. As development occurs, 
special consideration should be given to protection of the Baker Creek corridor. Access 
to this area is from Hannegan Road and East Bakerview Road. 

Improvements on East Bakerview Road and Hannegan Road shall include managed 
access, allowing one driveway per parcel with a minimum of 300 feet spacing between 
driveways and from the intersection. Internal roads shall meet city performance 
standards recommended for this industrial area including 60 foot rights-of-way, 24 feet 
of asphalt pavement, thickened edge asphalt, curbs and gravel shoulders, and enclosed 
storm water collection system. 

AREA 12 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 13 

This area is approximately 32 acres located north generally between Ross Road 
(unimproved) on the north and East Bakerview Road on the south. Baker Creek forms 
the area's southeastern boundary. The terrain is generally flat adjacent to East 
Bakerview Road and transitions to rolling hills toward the interior lots on the north. 
Queen Mountain forms a backdrop to the area. Presently, single family residences are 
located along the hillside and adjacent to East Bakerview Road. Several areas have 
peen cleared for future development. 

All permitted and accessory uses allowed in Whatcom County's Light Impact Industrial 
(LIi) zone as of the date of annexation (1998) are allowed in this area. Those conditional 
uses allowed in Whatcom County's LIi zone as of the date of annexation may be 
considered through the planned development process. As development occurs, special 
consideration should be given to protection of the Baker Creek corridor and site design 
along Baker Creek. Additional buffering may be required next to residential boundaries 
especially for more intensive industrial uses. 

Improvements on East Bakerview Road shall include managed access, allowing one 
driveway per parcel with a minimum of 300 feet spacing between driveways. As 
development or redevelopment occurs, internal roads shall meet City performance 
standards recommended for this industrial area including 60 foot rights-of way, 24 feet 
of asphalt pavement, thickened edge asphalt, curbs and gravel shoulders, and enclosed 
storm water collection system. Access to this area should be designed to separate 
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industrial and residential areas and their associated traffic. 

AREA 13 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 14 

This area is approximately seven (7) acres located south of E. Bakerview Road, 
generally between the northern boundary of lrongate Industrial Park on the south and 
Baker Creek on the north. Baker Creek divides the parcels into residentially zoned 
property north of the creek, and industrially zoned property south of the creek. 
Generally flat, the terrain gently slopes toward Baker Creek. Existing groves of trees 
extend along the creek ravine and should be protected as development occurs. Special 
consideration should be given to site design along Baker Creek. Additional buffering 
may be required next to residential boundaries especially for more intensive industrial 
uses. 

Access to this area should be designed to separate industrial and residential areas and 
their associated traffic. Industrial vehicles shall not be allowed to access this area from 
the north across Baker Creek. Access to this area shall come from industrial roads. 

AREA 14 LANO USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

Area 15 

This 10-acre City owned property is located south of the old railroad right-of-way 
between James Street and Interstate 5. The parcel lies almost entirely within the 
floodway of Squalicum Creek as identified by the 1994 R.W. Beck floodplain study and 
is also affected by wetlands. The property was purchased by the City for use as a 
stormwater management and wetland mitigation site. A portion of the Squalicum Creek 
Trail may be located in this area. 

AREA 15 LANO USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 16 

This publicly zoned property is approximately eight (8)-acres and is located east of the 
lrongate Road right-of-way near Squalicum Creek. The property is severely impacted 
by the Squalicum Creek floodplain and wetlands and has been purchased by the City 
for wetland mitigation, stormwater management and open space. Restrictions on the 
deed do not allow for use of this property as a park or for trail purposes. 
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AREA 16 LAND USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 17 

This approximately 27-acre property generally located at the southeast corner of 
Hannegan Road and the McLeod Road right-of-way is owned by the State Department 
of Natural Resources. The 1994 R.W. Beck study found that the Squalicum Creek 
floodplain, as well as wetlands restricts this property. Due to this finding, a Public, Open 
Space designation is appropriate. 

AREA 17 LAND USE DESIGNATION: PUBLIC 

Area 18 

Area 33, located between James Street and Interstate 5, consists of approximately 14 
acres. This area is comprised of the former State Department of Transportation site 
and the Pacific Insulation and mini-storage facility. 

The Department of Transportation filled much of the area. However, wetlands remain in 
the northwestern portion of the property. These wetlands should be retained. 

AREA 18 LAND USE DESIGNATION: INDUSTRIAL 

As adopted by Ordinance No. 8868 and amended by Ordinances 8946, 8995, 9174, 
9271, 9601, 9697, 9705, 9713, 10521, 10658, 1998-11-087, 2001-06-040, 2002-09-062, 
2004-12-087, 2006-12-123 and __ _ 
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